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THE CLOTHING of the 21st Century is already 

with us. Freestyle and Ultra Fleece are technical 

marvels offering freedom from weight and bulk, 

yet increasing wind resistance and comfort. 

WITH THESE perfect travelling companions you 

are going to feel equally at home whether on the 

hills and mountains or in your local High Street. 

Colours and styles are right up to date and we 've 

made washing and drying a brief encounter. 

MOUNTAIN EQUIPMENT lead the development 

of new materials and designs for mountain and 

polar exploration and- just like the spin off from 

space t~chnology- are bringing these advances 

into the realm of active leisure wear for everyone . 

ULTRAFLEECE AND FREESTYLE fabrics and 

clothing put traditional gear in the shade, 

they're so good that sooner or later we'll all be 

wearing them - so why not start now? 

Above left: Royal 'Trainer' Pullover, Yellow 'Trainer' Trousers. 
Above right: Charcoal Freestyle Trousers, Charcoal/Grey 

Freestyle Shirt. 

Far left: Charcoal/Gold UltraFleece Jacket, Charcoal 
UltraFleece Trousers. 

Left: Cardinal/Kingfisher UltraFleece Pullover. 

- - - - - - - - - -><: 
FREE Our new 16 page full colour brochure will be 

sent to you free - just fill in your details 
and return the coupon. 

NAME ______________ _ 

ADDRESS _____________ _ 

Send to: Mountain Equipment Ltd ., Leech Street, Stalybridge, 
SK15 lSD. Telephone: 061-338-8793. MUS. 

SUPPLIERS TO FOURTEEN EVEREST EXPEDITIONS 
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DESIGNS ON MOUNTAINS 

OLDE ENGLISHE ROAD 
MATLOCK, DERBYSHIRE 
DE4 3LT 
0629-57670 

COMFOITTWITH SIMPLICITY 

VECTOR 

2" TAPE THROUGHOUT 

VERfEX 

PADDED BUCKLE BELT 
BROAD UNPADDED LEG LOOPS 

VERTICAL 

Spider 
compression 
sack available. 
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DOUG GEETING AVIATION 
Mt. McKinley-Expedition Air Support 

Doug Geeting and Kitty Banner-Seeman 

• Air checks on the mountain • Indoor 
• Safe storage of personal gear sleeping 
• Discount for early reservations • Free sleds 

Mike Covington, Galen Rowell , Rick Ridgeway, Gary Bocarde, Jim Wickwire, 
Jeff Lowe, Phil Erschler, Jim Bridwell, Peter Habeler, Dick Bass, Frank Wells 
and Yvon Chouinard can't all be wrong! 

Doug Geeting 
P.O. Box 42, Talkeetna, AK 99676 USA 
907-733-2366 

Kitty Banner-Seeman 
1865 Gore Creek, Vail , CO81657 USA 

303-4 76-3929 

LOOK! 
PAKISTAN: New date for K.2. trek, Due to the popularity of this trek we are offering 
another date for our BALTOR0 K.2 trek, to join with a group from the U.S.A. July 19th 29 
days £1,785 inc. There's a few places left on our Aug. trek. 
GONDORO PEAK: Expedition to this beautiful peak, 5650m, including Chogolisa, 
Masherbrum, trekking experience only, June 27, Aug 8, 22 days £1.485 inc. 
KASHMIR: Srinigar, Leh, Ladakh and trekking peak (Sept), 
Aug 8, Sept 5, £1.095 inc. unbeatable value. 

CHINA EXPEDITION 
CHINA: Glenn Rowley & Sandy Allan are leading this trip to the highest peak in the Tian 
Shan, Bodga Feng (5445m). 8 people are required to complete a group of 1 0, the trip includes 
exploratory trekking of the area, an attempt on Bodga Shan, a five topped mountain, and the 
surrounding peaks. Side trips include the Great Wall, Peking (Beijing), Turfan depression, 
Umruqi etc. This great trip also gives you the chance to exit China over the Kunjerab pass into 
Pakistan (depending on border situation), 32 days July 25th £2,650 inc. 

For details on the above treks, news letter, slide show dates, please contact: 

KARAKORAM EXPERIENCE 
16 Parvian Road, Leicester LE2 6TS. (0533) 833903 

Te/e{:)l)One: General Enquiri&s 
061-273 5835 

klsur.tnee and International Rl!ICiprocal R;gn,s, 
061-273 5163 

MLTB, Coursss and Travel Seryices 
061-273 5839 

Fora 

successful climb 

The rope. EDELWEISS 
stands for superior rope technology. 
And the new sports climbing ropes are 
further proof: 
supple · extensible under impact · 
lightweight· resistant to abrasion. 

EDELWEISS - the rope. 

The harness. Sports har
nesses demand careful design. 
EDELWEISS have decades of experience 
in the field, as the details show: 
functional · light to wear· comfortable· 
fashion colours. 

EDELWEISS - the harness. 

UK - Sanctuary Mountain Sports Ltd. 
A - EDELWEISS by Teufel berger 
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Strong, reliable and 
versatile 
modem narrow 
crack protection 
sizes: 

00 10.5-15mm 

0 13-19mm 

0.5 15-21mm 

1 19-29mm 

1.5 22-35mm 

Strength (distortion): 
approx. 1100kg 

5mm thick cams 

Silicon-Bronze 
'frame ' eyes 

3.5mm dia. 
Stainless steel 
cable (1350kg) 

Cam trigger 
pull ring 



The Alpine Extrem and Salopettes are 
just two garments in the new 
"Extrem" range from Berghaus. 
Designed in conjunction with some 
of Britain's top climbers, the Extrem 
clothing combines the remarkable 
waterproof breathable qualities of 
GORE-TEX. fabric, with the technical 
features and general good looks 
that distinguish all Berghaus 
clothing. 
Manufactured in GORE-TEX Ultra TZ 
and Strata, the Alpine Extrem has a 
generously cut wired hood, large 
enough to wear over a helmet, and 
a gusset under the arms for greater 
freedom of movement. 
Further, the thoughtfully designed 
pockets, double front stand with 
protective chin flap, and colour 
contrasting trim ensure that the 
Alpine Extrem is as practical as it is 
stylish. 
The Extrem Salopettes, with full length 
leg zips, protected by a velcro and 
press stud fastening stand, are 
outstanding in terms of practicality, 
whilst durability is enhanced by the 
GORE-TEX Strata patches at the 
bottom of the legs and in the seat of 
the pants. 
Comfort in use is ensured by the 
inclusion of a two-way front zip, 
elasticated waist band and easily 
adjustable shoulder straps. 
BERGHAUS - The ideal combination 
of quality, design and performance. 

l l'li1tiihW1 
BERGHAUS LIMITED, 34 DEAN STREET, 
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE Tel. (091) 232 3561 

ld•);Jlii:I 
lli#tW4 

"Gore-Tex is a Registered Trade Mork 
of W.L. Gore and Assoc. Inc. 



WHAT TIME IS IT , 
Do you need new outdoor equipment7 W:>uld you like to choose 
from a wide range of gear, with expert unbiased advice, great discount 
prices, all from the comfort of your own armchair7 

Then it's time you invested £1.50 in the latest Field & Trek Outdoor 
Equipment Guide 

SAV'.E MAKE YOUR OWN OUTDOOR CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT 

Mo&lll::y Largest U .K. stockists of specialist top quality materials and 
,.,_ accessories. Expert advice. Prompt efficient service. 

Trade and retail. S.A.E. catalogue. 
Pennine OutdoorHolmbridge, Huddersfield, W. Yorks. 0484 - 684302/683206 

Please send me Troll"s new Clothing catalogue D 
also the full range catalogues D Name I 

l'\ 5 I ---------__________ ::..] 



CAN (OFFSHORE} LTD. 
NOT Inspectors Required 
We specialise in using climbing 
techniques and modern safety 
equipment to gain access and carry 

----~ out multi-discipline tasks offshore. 

We wish to increase our existing workforce with experienced 
personnel who hold formal qualifications in NDT techniques. 
Applicants must be fit, confident and have climbing or caving 
experience. 
If you ore interested in joining us and fulfil the above requirements please 
initially write giving details of your age, education, qualifications, work history 
and climbing experience to, CAN Offshore Ltd., 

• -8-lo-ck_O_n_e_,_u_n_i_tf_o_u_r_,_s_o_u_te_r_h_e_a_d_ln_d_u_s_t_ri_a_l_C_e_n_tr_e_, ____ r .·.• ···•. · ¼ Souterhead Road, A/tens, Aberdeen AB I 4Lf. •·• ·· 
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UNITED STATES 

Smith Rock Ascendant 

JOSHUA TREE 
Joshua Tree's relative 
prominence in the crag climbing 
world has certainly diminished. 
This is partially a result of the 
realization that there are many 
other good winter crag climbing 
areas. Joshua Tree is also under 
the reign of a "Puritan" climbing 
ethic that prohibits hangdogging, 
abseil placed bolts, and 
previewing (among a myriad of 
other restrictions). Be it good or 
bad, it has had a stifling effect on 
new hard routes. Another barrier 
to the harder grades at Joshua 
Tree is a resu It oft he formation of 
the rocks themselves. Joshua 
Tree rock (quartz monzonite) can 
best be described as 5.11 and 5.12 
rock. It is just desperately hard to 
find anything harder on good 
quality rock. This compares to 
Smith Rock's vast potential for 
some of the hardest climbs. 

The beautiful high desert 
surrounding at Joshua Tree is still 
hard to beat. On planning your 
next trip there, please be advised 
that there is now a $5.00 entrance 
fee which allows you access for 
one week, or an annual Joshua 
Tree Pass for $15.00. 
Alternatively, you can purchase a 
Golden Eagle Pass ($25.00) that is 
good at all the National Parks 
(including Joshua Tree). 

Mike Paul, Bob Gaines, Johnny 
Woodward, Darryl Hensel, Paul 
Schweizer and Randy Leavitt have 
been among the most active on 
new routes this past season. One 
of the most popular "new" crags 
is only 200 yards north of Hidden 
Valley campground (and directly 
west of Rollerball). This east 
facing rock has been named the 
Wall Of Biblical Fallacies. All 
routes there were established in 
"traditional style". On the left is 
Fissure of Men (5.11) (Doug 
Englekirk, Randy Leavitt) - a left 
slanting chimney. Next, the 
longest route is Resurrection 
(5.11 d) (Leavitt, Paul Schweizer) -
an overhanging face and left 
slanting crack, strenuous. The 
New Testament (5.9) (Leavitt, 
Glenn Svenson), is the dihedral 
that splits the formation (it is a 
terrible route). Perhaps the best 
route there (right of the New 
Testament) is Walk On Water 
(5.12b) (Leavitt, Schweizer) - a 
wild lead protected by a fixed pin, 
two copperheads and small wired 
nuts. Right of that are two 
overhanging, bolt protected face 
routes - Blood Of Christ (5.11 d) 
(Leavitt, Schweizer) and Burning 
Bush (5.12a) (Leavitt, Schweizer) . 
Further right is a right facing 
corner that passes a roof to a left 
facing corner. This was soloed by 
Perry Beckham: Manna From 
Heaven (5.9). It should be noted 
(or should it?) that most of these 
routes were cleaned on abseil, 
then were all led from the ground, 
placing the fixed protection and 
bolts . Hidetaka Suzuki was last 
seen working on a new right hand 

finish to Resurrection. It looks 
5.12. 

To the right of Rollerball is a 
small buttress with three new 
routes. They were climbed by 
Randy Leavitt and are (left to 
right): I Don't Brake For Joshua 
Tree Rock Police (5.11 a) - a left 
facing corner; Billy Bones Kelley 
(5.1 Ob, top rope) - a left facing 
corner up the prow, and Jonathan 
E (5.1 0c, top rope) - vertical face 
left of previous route. Northwest 
ofthe Rollerballformation, on the 
X-Factor Dome, Randy Vogel, 
Dave Evans, and Wally Raker 
climbed Charles Who? (5.11 c, 
flake to a bolt protected face). 

Darryl Hensel (followed by 
Johnny Woodward) led Ron 
Fawcett's top rope problem, Thin 
Red Line (5.12a). The same pair 
also climbed Snap On Demand 
(5.11d): a steep face (left of Loose 
Lady) past three bolts. 
Woodward, climbing boldly (as 
usual) took a 45 foot fall when he 
was 50' above the ground on his 
lead of Brain Damage (5.12a) 
(Woodward, Hensel) - right of 
Brain Death, one bolt placed. 

John Long and Bob Gaines top 
roped The Real McCoy (5.11 d) - a 
classic steep face left of Halfway 
To Paradise in the Echo Cove area. 
Also in that area, John Bachar's 
Sole Fusion was a victim of the 
ethics wars, as it was 
mysteriously chopped for no 
good reason. Fortunately it was 
re-established this year by Jim 
Surette. Jim placed the bolts on 
lead while standing from hooks 
(same as the first ascent). Equally 
stupid was the mysterious 
chopping of Swept Away. Quickly 
it was re-established by Johnny 
Woodward . Some have 
speculated that these routes were 
chopped by those who reacted to 
their routes getting chopped 
earlier. I can't believe I am wasting 
my time writing about this, but 
nevertheless it did happen. 

Closer to Hidden Valley 
campground, Bob Gaines top 
roped a new route left of Right Ski 
Track. He named it Electric 
Avenue (5.12a, top rope). Soon 
after, Bob placed several bolts on 
lead in an attempt to establish a 
classic lead problem. Bob has 
decided to delay the completion 
of his route because of some sort 
of problem with the "ethics 
committee". Also in that area, and 
to the right of Telegram From 
Mango, Peter Wathrich and T. 
Kraus climbed Stairway To 
Heaven (5.12a, top rope). 

In the Wonderland of Rocks, 
Leavitt (followed by Schweizer) 
led a 50 foot overhanging finger 
crack (Slaves of Fashion, 5.12b). 
The initial face climbing, 
protected by one bolt, leads to the 
crack that lies left of Scar Warson 
Punk Rock. In that same area, a 
classic thin hands crack was 
climbed by Schweizer (Anecdotes 
Of Power, 5.11 d), and later led by 
Tim Wagner. On the North end of 
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Randy Leavitt leading the first free ascent of Mohawk (5. 12c) at Joshua 
Tree. Photo: Doug Englekirk. 

Disneyland Dome, Schweizer and 
Randy Vogel climbed Wheel of 
Fortune (5.11 b). This impressive
looking climb starts up a steep 
layback flake, then ascends a 
blank face protected by bolts. On 
Diarrhea Dome, 3 aid bolts and 
one pin lead to the diagonalling 
Manly Dike (5.11 a, A 1, Cole, 
Evans, Gordon, Floyd). In the 
Secret Valley area, Woodward, 
Hensel, and Maria Cranor freed 
the lnauguron (5.11 b) . They also 
added a new second pitch up the 
left edge of the face. Woodward 
and Hensel also climbed a new 2 
pitch face left of the lnauguron, 
Morality Test (5.11 b). The same_ 
pair climbed the face left of White 
Bread Fever, Wheat Berry-Beri 
(5.1 0d). A variation to More 
Monkey Than Funkeywas ad~ed. 
At the lip of the roof, traverse right 
and up. This is called Monkey And 
(5.11 d). 

Above Mental Seige Tactics, a 
beautiful, wave-like stemming 
dihedral was found on brown and 
orange rock. The dihedral is called 
Wavecrest (5.12a) (Leavitt, 
Schweizer). The arete left of that 
is called The Sound of Waves 
(5.11 b) (top rope by Schweizer 

and Leavitt). Left of that is the 
hand crack South Swell (5.9) 
(Leavitt, Schweizer). In 
Rattlesnake Canyon, Doug 
Englekirk and Leavitt climbed The 
Great Commission (5.11 a) - a low 
angle 60' tips crack. 

Mike Paul has been active in the 
Desert Queen Mine area. On one 
formation, he established a 5.11 b 
layback called Silverado. On the 
opposite side of the formation he 
established a hand crack called 
Gold Digger (5.1 0c) (Paul, D. 
Tucker, D. Durbin, and C. Tucker). 
Also in that area, Paul led a good 
5.11 d finger crack called Pile 
Driver. He also reported an 
excellent 5.11 c lead called 
Gigantor (Paul, Dave Tucker). 

In the Split Rocks area, 
Woodward led the Woodshed 
(5.12a), which is the climb left of 
Grand Canyon Donkey Trail. It is 
believed that Dan Goodwin may 
have led this earlier and named it 
The Cross. On the Future Games 
Rock, right of Invisibility Lessons, 
Vanishing Point(5.10d) was called 
by Herb Laeger and Vaino Kodas. 
One hundred feet right, the same 
pair also climbed Safety Pin 
(5.11 b), which ascends over a roof 
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in a large block. In that area, Mike 
Lechlinsky and Eric Erickson 
climbed Bendix Claws (5.11 b). 

In the Virgin Islands, Tim 
Wagner led a dangerous 1 bolt 
face route on the opposite side of 
the rock as Human Sacrifice. This 
climb consists of doing the crux 
before clipping the bolt, then 
facing a ground fall at the top of 
the route. It is called Defenders of 
the Farce (5.1 Oa). 

Woodward, Hensel, and Cranor 
added The Micro Millennium 
(5.11 d) on the North side of the 
formation SE of Ziggy Rock in the 
Stirrup Tank area. 

The Mustang Ranch is located 
near the Willow Hole parking 
area. Dick Cilley and Mike Paul 
climbed several routes here. 
Stable Girls (5.11, top rope), 
Women in Cages (5.11 c, top rope), 
Pretty in Pink (5.11 b, top rope), 
and Blue Velvet (5.11 d, top rope) 
are among them . In that same 
area, Mike Paul led Bad Finger 
(5.11 d). 

Among the best climbs this 
season to be done, Randy Leavitt 
led the first free ascent of The 
Mohawk (5.12c, two pitches). The 
route was originally led by Tony 
Yaniro, when he freed the first 
pitch at 5.12b (stemming). Tony 
originally aided the second pitch, 
but didn't free it before he moved 
to Idaho. The Mohawk is located 
high on the Super Dome, and is 
one of the most prominent routes 
in Joshua Tree. 

The climbs previously 
mentioned are only a sampling of 
the most recent and hard routes 
to be done in Joshua Tree. The 
complete story will be available in 
Randy Vogel's upcoming 
supplement (Fall 1987) to his 
guidebook. Vogel welcomes 
information (and corrections) on 
routes of all difficulty. Please send 
your new routes and corrections 
to Randy Vogel, P.O. Box 4554, 
Laguna Beach, California, U.S.A. 
92652. 
Randy Leavitt 

SMITH ROCK 
Climbing magazine recently 
referrred to Smith Rock as the 
"Buoux of the U.S." Why? Smith 
has been widely recognized as 
America's "Euro-cragging" area, 
with its steep, pocketed walls, 
climbs of the highest difficulty, 
advanced ethics including rappel 
bolting and a local attitude 
favouring hangdogging, rappel 
inspection and toprope rehearsal. 
Apparently Americans are not the 
only ones who noticed. Last 
October, the area was visited by 
three very talented Parisians, 
Jean-Baptiste Tri bout, Jean Marc 
Troussier, and Corinne Labrune. 
Between them, they managed to 
climb nearly every route in the 
park, including Chain Reaction 
(5.12c), Watts Tots (5.12b), Latest 
Rage (5.12b), Midnight Snack 
(5.12c), and Darkness at Noon 

(5.13a), with a few routes flashed 
on-sight. The most notable 
repeat, however, had to be the 
East Face of Monkey Face (5.13d), 
which was led in one pitch 
without fal Is by Tri bout after three 
days of lead rehearsal. Tri bout, 
who made an impressive first try 
flash of the first 5.12d pitch 
(having inspected it from rappel 
after flashing Spank the Monkey 
(5.12a), the sharp arete just right), 
and rated the complete pitch 
French 8a+/b, confirming that the 
East Face was, as many 
suspected, the hardest free pitch 
in America. 

Was, that is, until Tri bout pulled 
off an amazing feat by free 
climbing the left wall of Sunshine 
Dihedral. The route, which had 
previously been attempted by 
Alan Watts from a toprope, climbs 
past a serpentine row of fourteen 
bolts on the dead vertical wall. 
Watts has described the pitch as a 
5.14a leading to a 5.13c, with the 
only rest being two one-finger 
ho I.es with tiny foot edges. Tri bout 
began working on the pitch late in 
October of last year and managed 
a "pinkpoint" ascent (no-falls lead 
with gear in situ) in just under two 
weeks of lead rehearsal. He 
named the pitch To Bolt or Not to 
Be, and rated it 8b+/c, which 
translates as 5.14b, making this 
the hardest free lead yet in 
America by two letter grades! To 
Bolt or Not to Be now ranks 
among the hardest gymnastic 
rock climbs in the world according 
to Tribout, along with 
Switzerland's Ravage (8b/c) and 
France's Le Rage de Vivre (8b/c), 
both put up last year by Antoine 
LeMenestrel . 

Prior to freeing the left wall, 
Tri bout made the long awaited 
free ascent of Rude Boys, Watts' 
well-published nemesis on the 
Christian Brothers formation. 
Watts had worked for two years 
to free this overhanging pitch of 
finger pockets and tiny edges, his 
best effort being a one hang 
ascent. Tri bout took three days, 
and rated the pitch 8a/b (5.13c). 
Tri bout also climbed French 
Connection (8a, 5.13b), which 
climbs the first part of Sunshine 
Dihedral before striking out onto 
the left wall. Troussier, also active 
on the repeat scene, climbed this 
route in two days for the second 
ascent. He also came away with 
several new pitches, including 
Taco Chips (5.12d), a sharp face 
pitch right of Lion's Chair on the 
Morning Glory Wall. 

Right of Sunshine Dihedral, 
Tri bout established Powder In 
Your Eyes (5.12d), which was 
repeated by Troussier, who in 
turn established Latin Lover 
(5.12b) on the steep wall left wall 
of Trivial Pursuit, which was 
flashed on-sight by Tri bout. 
Locals have re-named the pitch 
French Fry (aka Troussier Tots), 
and it has become a popular climb 
despite the fact that a different 

Paul Scweizer on the first ascent of Resurrection (5. 7 7d), Joshua Tree. 
Photo: Randy Leavitt. 

hold breaks off with each attempt. 
Watts also flashed the pitch on
sight, but in a "slingshot" effort, 
as someone had already clipped 
the fifth bolt. Also squeezed in on 
the Dihedrals was Nothing Much 
(aka Niggy Tots, 5.12b), a less 
popular bolted face between 
Lester Tots and Powder In Your 
Eyes. 

Due to having to leave their 
power drill in France, as it was too 
heavy to bring along, the French 
boys had to resort to manual 
drilling of bolts in the 
establishment of most of these 
routes, but of course in typical 
fashion - on rappel. Inspired by 
their tactics, Smith Rock locals 
have invested in a new toy-a 
Bosch power d ri 11 ! 

The French were not the only 
ones active at Smith Rock last 
year. Early on, the area was . 
beseiged by dozens of American 
climbers, many of whom had 
wintered in Hueco Tanks, Texas. 
Many repeats of 5.12s a_nd 5.13s, 
including a number of first try 
flashes, occured, including Bill 
Dockins and Jim Karn on Watts 
Tots, Christian Griffith on Spank 
the Monkey and Todd Skinner on 
Boy Prophet (5.12b). Mark 
Sonnenfeld and Dan Michael 

made the third and fourth ascents, 
respectively, of Split Image 
(5.12d), without resorting to 
toprope rehearsal which had been 
utilised by Watts and Jonny 
Woodward previously. Skinner 
pulled off the hardest repeats, 
with the second free ascent of 
Double Stain (5.13a/b), which he 
nearly redpointed on the first try 
of his second day, had his belayer 
not pulled him off one move short 
of the anchor! Skinner also 
repeated the East Face, but in two 
pitches (5.12d, 5.13c). 

Foreigners were active as well, 
although the most notable foreign 
accomplishments were the 
French climbers', including 
Labrune's first female ascent of 
Watts Tots. Still, after Tribout 
climbed Darkness at Noon, the 
route was ascended in short order 
by Belgian Anrould T'Kint, 
German Wolfgang Kraus, and 
Troussier. So far, the route has 
been climbed by a German, two 
Frenchmen, a Belgian and an 
Australian, and only one 
American : Watts. The locals have 
begun work on the pitch, 
however, and it shouldn't be long 
before someone else repeats this 
popular climb. 

In the wake ofthe French visit of 



last fall, the locals have stepped 
up new route production. The 
daily whine of the power drill 
could be heard all over the park, 
with nearly a new route a day 
being the norm. Kent Benesch put 
up two lines on the newly 
exploited Rolling Stones Wall, a 
bright orange face high on the 
right side of Morning Glory Wall, 
Exile on Main Street (5.11 a), a 
bolted face, and Gimme Shelter 
(5.11 d), a bolted arete with a 
decidedly desperate, behind the 
head clip which Labrune 
managed right handed! 

Brook Sandahl and Watts 
climbed another variation start to 
Zebra on Morning Glory Wall; 
Gum by (5.1 0a) has become an 
instant classic for its grade, with 
dozens of ascents during its first 
week. On the right side of the wall, 
Sean Olmstead became the 
second local to establish a 5.13 
with Churning in the Wake (5.13a/ 
b), just right of Taco Chips, taking 
an overhanging line of finger 
pockets around an arete. Right of 
this, Sandahl finally led the 
overhanging arete known by 
many as the Brookquinox, but 
which has not yet been named 
(5.12c/d). Sandahl has also bolted 
the face of the Combination 
Blocks for Overnight Sensation 
(5.11 a), which has had daily 
ascents since. Short people 
should be warned that the clip off 
the ledge is out of reach, but a 
cheater stick has been installed 
for such occasions. Sandahl also 
bolted the toprope route right of 
The Phoenix, endearingly named 
J.B.G.H.S.L.; the lead version of 
this route is now known as 
Licence to Bolt (5.11 c). 

Canadian climber Peter Croft 
has visited the park several times 
during the winter, and has 
bewildered everyone with several 
daring solo ascents including the 
first pitch of Monkey Space 
(5.11 b), Rising Expectations 
(5.11 d), and the Zebra Seam 
(5.12a), a thin lieback with friable 
flakes near the top. Soloing has 
not been popular at Smith due to 
the friable rock, and it seems 
doubtful that it will become so. In 
any event, the locals know better. 

A busy spring season is 
anticipated, with the usual 
American visitors as well as many 
Europeans expected around the 
end of April. Even as early as the 
middle of March, the parking lots 
were full on weekends. 

What to expect? Repeating 
Rude Boys was the ambition of 
many last fall, although no one 
managed it free except Tri bout. 
Perhaps the spring onslaught will 
bring someone who can not only 
repeat that, but maybe even the 
left wall of Sunshine Dihedral. We 
shall see. 
Jeff Smoot 
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NORTH WALES 
Limestone 
The trickle of hard routes has 
continued over the winter months 
with several good finds:-
Pen Trwyn B.R. 

Rogue Male (E2 6a) by Perry 
Hawkins and Richard Deane takes 
a cleaned gap up through the ivy 
wall, well left of Craig Dinas. 
Down and right of Dumbell Flyer, 
the prominent pillar gave Aerial 
Multigym (E5 6b) to Trevor 
Hodgson, a route which has had 
several repeats and rave notices. 

On the Mayfair Crag, Rupture 
(85', E5 6c) by Paul Pritchard (with 
harness, without truss) is a 
technical snippet climbing the 
groove left of Rapture, moving 
out from the latter's crux; it was a 
fine effort on a cold day. Further 
along by Norman's Wisdom, 
Space Delivery (70', E5 6b) by 
Pritchard and Hodgson was a 
second pitch to the desperate 
Confuse the Aardvark, while the 
huge curving arch on this crag 
surprisingly remains unclimbed 

The difficult Romancing the 
Sloane (60', E4 6b) goes up the 
wall left of New Gold Dream and 
The Darkness Beckons (E4 6a); a 
superb direct finish to Clear White 
Light: bothfelltotheduoof Perry 
Hawkins (fresh from a winter 
Spanish training trip) and Jon de 
Montjoye. 

Pakistani Face (XS) by Steve 
Haston, Pritchard and Johnny 
Dawes (now that's what you'd call 
a strong team!) takes the tottering 
turtle-like pinnacle left of Arc of 
Eternity and is described as, and I 
quote, "The first last great 
problem; more important than 
Kudos." - it is as yet unrepeated! 
The scoop left of Severine 
became Snakes and Ladders (30' 
E6 6c) - a Dawes desperate; 
Dawes protected his progeny with 
4 bolts thus ensuring its future 
popularity. Further along the 
Marine Drive, the roadside arete 
beyond Gandalf's Groove gave 
Physical Abuse (70', E5 6c) to 
marauding northerners Mick 
Lovatt, John Dunn and Greg 
Rimmer; the crux involves a 
"mind-blowing dyno for a two 
finger undercut." 

The last route reported from 
this area is A Winter's Tale (520', 
XS) from Adrian Moore and Tony 
Brindle which follows the 
horizontal loose wide break on 
Craig Pen Gogarth and is 
obviously a character-building 
experience. 

Llanberis Slate 
TwllMawr 
Steady activity continues apace 
with some excellent finds, pride 
of place going to Coeur de Lion 
(280' E6 6c, 6c, 6b) - a tremendous 
route starting up the Quarryman's 
first pitch, to storm directly up the 
wall and pillar above; another 
outstanding route from Johnny 

Dawes with local ace Mike 
Thomas. These two were also 
responsible for Geneva-Llanberis 
(65' E5, 6c) a little teaser up the 
arete 20' right of the 7a 
Quarryman groove: a Ulysses/ 
White Wand on slate and a "soft 
option" approach to the Fire 
Escape. 

California 
The Big Sur (150' E6, 6c) is an 
~xacting pitch up the main wall, 
right of Central Sadness from Big 
George Smith and Chris Parkin; 
soon repeated by Dawes who 
commented favourably on the 
route's quality. 

Australia 
Smith and Parkin beavered away 
on the hanging slab below The 
Railtrack to provide 
Psychodelicate (110', E5 6b). 
Smith, this time in the company 
of Dave O'Dowd climbed 
Darkness Visible (70', E3 6a) up 
the almost subterranean slab, two 
levels below Gadaffi Duck. 
Another visitor to Australia was 
Trevor Hodgson who soloed 
Flying Death Fin and Koala Bare, 
both HVS 4c in the vicinity of 
Glob/in Party. It is also worth 
noting that the hanger on the top 
bolt of Alice Springs is bent and 
now needs threading. Some pegs 
have mysteriously gone missing 
from the Railtrack Slab causing 
Pete's Eats locals to issue a 
warning that, "anyone caught 
removing gear from quarries will 
probably find themselves served 
up in a 'Big Jim"' (Pete's monster 
special!) ( That's enough threats -
Ed.) 

Bus Stop Quarry 
Virgin on the Ridiculous is now 
downgraded to E4 6a, as a better 
hold has appeared to the left of 
the first bolt. 

Dali's Hole 
The small walls in the vicinity of 
Dali's Hole have been given a 
'going over' by several teams. On 
Dali's Wall, the finger crack 
between Salvador and Dali Mirror 
(E2 5c) and the overhanging 
groove to its right (E4 6a) were the 
work of Martin Crook and John 
Tombs. Just right again, Return 
of the Visitor (E4 6b) gave Perry 
Hawkins and Smith some exciting 
moments, the former returning 
for When the Wind Blows (E3 6a) 
(with Al George), which takes the 
centre of the slab 50 feet lower 
and facing the California 
entrance. 

Nearby, The Chiselling (now 
there's an honest route name), E3 
6a by Nick Harms and Matt 
Ant hone, takes a crack in the right 
w<:1II of Holy Holy Holy; right of 
thts, by the tunnel from which the 
stream issues, lies The Telescopic 
Stem Master(19' 6", E1 6bl - a 
classic "2 bolt - four move 
wonder" which perhaps should 
be renamed The Microscopic 
Stem Master as it poses the 

question "At what height does a 
boulder problem become a 
route?" 

Yellow Wall 
Due to cleaning, subsequent to 
the first ascent, Lived by a Sneer 
is downgraded to E5 6a ! 

On the right side of the wall, 
Remain in Light (E3 6a) by Roger 
Austin and Roger Brookes, takes 
the wall 15 feet left of its right 
edge, past two bolts on a peg, 
with Long Distance Runner (E2 
5c) by Martin Murray and Austin 
climbing the vague crack to its 
right. Finally, between these 
routes Brookes and Austin put out 
the Great Flake (E2 5c). 

Colossus Area 
Three rather scrappy looking 
routes have been done, just left of 
Horse Latitudes: Nearby But Not 
Quite (E1 5c) and A Trundle Off 
The Old Block (HVS 5a) are 
offerings from the trio of 
Johnstone, Hawker and 
Harrington with Cliff Phillips and 
Steve Andrews nipping in for Ole 
Nifty Wild Ribo (E 1 5a) to the right 
of Frogs. 

Rainbow Slab 
Chewing the Cwd (140', E5 6b) by 
Pritchard, Jones and Thomas is 
an obvious right hand finish to 
Pull My Daisy, following a "mini
Rainbow" from the latter's pipe 
50 feet up; the first ascent 
involved a 60 foot "screamer" for 
Pritchard as a couple of 
"snappies" snapped and small 
wires ripped during an "on sight" 
attempt; having no wish to repeat 
the experience Pritchard cleaned 
the route prior to his successful 
ascent. 

Rainbow Walls - (Mau Mau Level) 
The rusting iron ladders at both 
ends of this tier have been 
chopped to deter a wandering 
"General Public" (a girl had to be 
rescued from one of them during 
January.) Access is now by abseil 
or by scrambling up the back of 
the bay to the right of Rainbow 
Slab. At the left end of the tier, the 
line of the ladder was descended 
at HVS/A 1 using some of the iron 
fixing spikes by Mike Thomas and 
Dave Jones before Mark Boniface 
and Andy Shaw climbed up the 
same line, without the spikes to 
give Skinning the Ladder (HVS 
5b). Further round, the arete left 
of German Schoolgirl gave Silver 
Shadow (E3 6a), (a "Brown's 
Eliminate" type trip) to the pair of 
Brookes and Murray. By the"bad 
step" in the terrace, Dawes and 
Pritchard were again active with 
L'Allumette (E3 6a), the stepped 
groove left of the "clockface" . 
Just to the right the slanting 
groove of Brain Damage (E1 5a) 
provided Gwion Hughes with an 
airy little solo. 

Manatese Level 
Womaninstress (E1 6b) is the 
crack/wall 35 feet right of 
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Manatese, a Nick Dixon creation. 

Gideon Quarry 
A couple of good easy routes have 
been put up or rediscovered 
although there is a strict ban on 
climbing! 

Pandora Plays Sax (230' HVS) 
by Steve Haston, Ray Kay (the 
rhyming climber rides again) is a 
fairly direct line up the centre of 
the slab to finish up a loose 
groove whilst the Direct Start is 
E4 5c! (Haston, solo) . Giddy 
Variations on a Theme (350' HVS) 
by Cliff Phillips, solo, crosses 
Pandora from right to left. 
Another route, done previously in 
the Sixties, is Dreaming of Goats 
(400' HVS) which starts up 
Gideon, breaks out right then 
diagonally back left to finish up 
Giddy Variations. 

Llanberis Pass 
Eggmeat (30', E4 6a), the 
"prominent" hanging arete 
behind the Cromlech Boulders 
and Milk Cow (35', E4 6b) - the 
groove 10 feet to its right were 
both soloed by Paul Pritchard. 

Cloggy 
It now transpires that Whiskering 
Wall (E6 6b) one of last year's 
"big" routes, a direct on Purr
Spire; with a controversial 
hammered in situ nut, was 
previously climbed by Phil 
Davidson and Jimmy Jewel back 
in 1982. Will the owner of the 
aforementioned nut now please 
go up and remove it? 

Gogarth 
Left-Hand Red Wall 
The route of the winter has to be 
The Super Calabrese (260' E8 6b, 
6b, 6b) a wild, wild eliminate 
between Heart of Gold and 
Broccoli Garden. It was put up 
over three very cold days by Paul 
Pritchard, a brilliant route with, 
quote, "mega death potential." 
When asked why the ascent took 
3 days, the reply came back, "It's 
not my fault the belayers couldn 't 
follow the first and second 
pitches." (Definitely sensible 
fellows!) (Bob Drury seconded 
pitch 3.) The Super Calabrese 
joins a host of other big Gogarth 
routes needing a second ascent .. . 

Holyhead Mountain 
The King Bee Crack area has been 
given the "going over" by 
Holyhead climbers Kel Neal and 
Mike Gresham. Katana (E4 6a) 
(Gresham) follows the lower 
diagonal right of King Bee Crack. 
Snakebite Wall (E5 6a) (Neal) 
takes the smooth face direct to 
finish up Katana. Twilight Zone 
(E4 6b) (1 pt) is a strenuous pitch 
up the ramp, overhang and 
shallow groove right of Penny on 
which Neal was forced to rest, but 
just to the right, Gresham had no 
such problem on the Electric 
Spanking of War Babies (E3 5c) - a 
memorable route surely destined 
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Ogmore - Yellow Wall Area: 1- Suspended Sentence (E4 Sc), 2- No Reprieve (E3 Sc), 3- Have Mercy (E4 6a), 
4 - Quimble (Escape Route), 5 - Motor Torpedo (E4 6a,Sb), 6 - Sonar (E4 6a,Sb), 7 - Aids, 8 Ultra Virus (E4 6a), 
9 - Delirious (E6 6b). 

to become enshrined in the 
legends of climbing folklore! 

Lleyn Peninsula 
The prominent overhanging arete 
in the centre of Carreg Lefarn was 
soloed by Trevor Hodgson to give 
Dr and The Martin Birds (E5 6b). 

Winter 
Black Ladders 
The latest of a desperate batch of 
routes over the past few years is 
Cannon Rib (V) from Chris Parkin 
and Dave O'Dowd which follows 
the line of the summer route 
direct. 
Paul Williams 

SOUTH EAST WALES 
Ogmore 
Here as in the rest of SE Wales, 
Martin Crocker has been in the 
forefront of development. With 
Roy Thomas he produced Ultra 
Virus(E4 6b) up the overhang wall 
right of Aids. In the large cave 
which contained the former start 
of Cunning Stunts he forged the 
line of Sonar (E4 6a) taking the 
"hardly believable 30' roof" and 
bulging wall above. On the left 
hand side of this cave Motor 
Torpedo (E4 6a) gains and shares 
a common stance with Towaway 
Zone then climbs the wall via a 
thin crack. 

The pair moved on to nearby 
Witches Pointwhich was attacked 
with characteristic zeal resulting 
in : The World v Gibson (E5 6b) 
and Croeso y Cymru (E3 6a), both 
routes being on the black buttress 
to tlie right of Magic Touch. On 
the same buttress but further right 

Thomas added Hanging by a 
Thread (E4 5c) . At the extreme tip 
of Witches Point, Crocker led Evil 
Ways (E5 6b) and an excellent 
right to left traverse- White Witch 
(E5 6b) passing over the large 
cave. On the right of this cave, 
Thomas led Thin Lizzie (E3 6a). 
The seaward walls were 
"rediscovered" and many short 
but excellent lines resulted. The 
two most worthy of mention are 
Fools Rush In (E3 6a), an obvious 
pink arete by Thomas, and just 
right of this Mick Learoyd's 
ascending traverse line Lasting 
Impressions (E3 5c). 

Back on the main crag, 
disregarding the opinion of his 
worthy peers, Thomas continued 
his explorations of Ogmore's very 
own Yellow Wall, the results 
being: No Reprieve (E3 5c) and 
Suspended Sentence (E4 5c) both 
left of Have Mercy. Nearby and in 
a similar serious vein the striking 
arete above The Castle gave 
Information Received (E4 5c) . 
Within weeks this route was 
repeated by Crocker and again by 
Pat Littlejohn. Littlejohn then 
added what may well be his 
hardest route yet at Ogmore, 
Astra Brain (E6 6b), which takes 
the shallow grooves and wild 
overhangs left of Fools Fantasy. 

Cracker's parting shot for 1986 
was to force a line through the 
obscenely overhanging section 
of crag which forms the left hand 
side of the Davy Jones cave giving 
21stCentury(E5 5c, 6a) a wild line 
with plenty of substantial in situ 
gear which must become popular. 

The only route, so far, of 1987 
has been Thomas's Spring Fever 

(E3 5c), another alternative finish 
to Falsity, this runs parallel to but 
is slightly less frightening than 
Black Looks. 

Andy Sharp has been busy 
repeating lines and eliminating 
aid . Brothers in Arms (E5 6b) is 
now confirmed as a brilliant but 
very sustained pitch. Fair 
Exchange is now E3 6a and 
Pursuit of Happiness has at last 
lost its aid points and sports 
replaced protection pegs to 
become E4 6a. Attempts at 
repeating The Uncanny (E6 6c), 
the hardest route on the crag, 
have so far been repulsed but 
Andy reports that he may soon 
crack it. 

Gower 
Mewslade 
The big news here comes from 
Yellow Wall which came under 
the scrutiny of Martin Crocker 
who established a line up the 
much fancied wall and arete left 
of Holy Grail, the magnificent 
Yellow Regeneration (E5 6b, 6b). 
The short overhanging arete 
between Enigma and Yellow Wall 
gave Heroin (E5 6a, 6b, 5b). 
Attention then switched to the 
opposite side ofthe bay where on 
the smooth crack-seamed Eyeball 
Wall several short but 
entertaining routes were added 
by varied leads from Matt Ward , 
Roy Thomas and Crocker. From 
left to right these were Contact 
10: 10 (E3 6b), Fovea (E3 6a), 
Eyeline (E3 5c), Specky Four Eyes 
(E2 5c), Eyeball to Eyeball (E2 5c) . 
The nearby Giants Cave area gave 
more routes to Andy Sharp, the 
best of which was Can 't Buy a 



Tiger Bay Area: 10 - Fair Exchange (E3 6a), 11 - Mantra (ES 6a), 12 - Uncanny (E6 6c), 13 - Sorcery (E6 6b), 
14 - Flying Wizard (E4 6a), 15 -. Spellbinder (E4 6a), 16 - Zardoz (ES 6a,5c), 17- Daughter of Regals (ES 6a,6a), 
18 - Warlock (E6 6b,5b), 19 - Tiger Sanction (E4 6a,5c). 

Thrill (E5 6b) a wild pitch through 
the roof above the Thriller 
traverse. 

Pennard 
Andy Sharp and Owen Jones 
climbed the thin crack left of 
Timorous Tarzan giving White 
Feather(E4 6a). John Bullock's 
fine sustained direct line left of 
Phreatic Line, Samurai Grooves 
(E4 6a) provoked some local 
interest. Several months after its 
first ascent with no in situ gear it 
sprouted no less than five pegs 
on the same approximate line. 
The would-be new first 
ascensionist was most surprised 
to find his potential E5 6b had 
been climbed before. Needless to 
say there was much 
embarrassment and promises to 
remove the offending hardware. 

Pwll Du Quarry 
Martin Crocker, having been plied 
with too much wine and a very 
late night was duped into visiting 
this fine piece of esoterica. The 
fruits of an all day cleaning effort 
provided the aptly named Dust to 
Bust (E4 5c). Roy Thomas also 
climbed the excellent central line 
Ashes to Ashes (E3 6a). For those 
with time on their hands several 
fine lines should emerge in this 
scenic bay. 

New developments on 
established inland crags have 
been few but two major new crags 
have been opened up. 

Whitehall Quarry Wenvoe 
A recent find by Dave Meek and 
Gary Lewis who produced a fine 
route : The Meek, The Mad and 
The Ugly (E3 6a) then retired for 
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the winter. The place was left to 
the devices of the rock beavers. 
Crocker, Matt Ward and Roy 
Thomas visited one grim day and 
between them produced on the 
large wall above and right of the 
pool That's My Line (E2 5c), 
breaking though the crescent 
shaped overhang ; The Big Lear 
(E3 5b) straight up the centre of 
the wall, and Slow Seduction (E2 
5b) at the right hand end of the 
wall. The finale for the day was a 
left to right girdle, Highly Strung 
(E4 5c) . 

On the next slab to the left and 
over the pool Thomas and Royle 
climbed an excellent line, The 
Ginger Man (E3 5c). In this area 
there are two lines bolted up but 
no descriptions or names have 
yet been received . Well to the left 
below two large gateposts 
Thomas added three lines on the 
large slab. Lefton Ice (E2 5c) takes 
the shattered pillar and slab 
above. Here Comes the Sun (E1 
5b) takes a central line and 
Horse's Mouth (E2 5c) a line on 
the right. 

The routes in this quarry are 
long -100-120' on steep limestone 
slabs. Protection is mostly pegs 
and bolts. They should become 
popular clip routes for those who 
don't mind running out some 
rope. 

Abbey Buttress - Port Talbot 
A surprisingly good sandstone 
quarry overlooking the docks and 
steelworks developed by Graham 
Royle and Roy Thomas. There are 
several crack lines: the most 
obvious climbs out of the central 
pod, giving the classic Crack 
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Basher(E2 5b) . Left of this are two 
thin crack lines taking the upper 
wail above an obvious horizontal 
break; these are Closed Shop (E3 
5c) and Restrictive Practice (E3 
5c). A visit by Crocker produced 
the harder test pieces of Sign of 
the Times (E4 6b) and PR Job (E4 
6b) on the right hand side of the 
wall. This crag is well worth a v isit 
en route for Pembroke, you can 
even climb in the glow from the 
blast furnaces when dusk falls. 
Roy Thomas 

LAKE DISTRICT 
Chapel Head Scar 
Months of patient negotiations 
have at last borne fruit : Chapel 
Head is to have its five month 
access ban reduced to three, so 
climbing is now permissible there 
between 1st June and 28th 
February. There has been a fair 
amount of action there since the 
last report, with some of the 
hardest lines in the Lakes being 
established. Paul Ingham (The 
Cluster Bar Kid) slotted in a 
desperate line between Phantom 
Zone and Sun God, Zantom 
Phone (E6 7a) and he also added 
Videodrome (E5 6c) which starts 
up Driller Killer and moves out 
right through the bulges. Paul 
Cornforth climbed the 
horrendously overhanging wall 
to the left of Great Gully to give 
Maboulisme Mervelleux, an 
extremely difficult E7 6c, which 
unfortunately often suffers from 
seepage. 

Over on Scout Scar, Glen 
Sutcliffe added Grass Roots (E1 
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5b) which takes the aptly-named 
wall left of Born Free. On 
Barrowfield Buttress, a new 
outcrop ½ mile south of Scout, 
Sutcliffe and Paul Carling climbed 
Crumblefoot (E2 5c) on the left of 
the main wall; Carling and Stew 
Wilson later climbed the central 
line to give Blue Screw (E4 6b) . 

The steep little crag of Raven 
Lodge Scar(¼ mile right of White 
Scar) provided Dave Bates with 
some fine little lines which are 
Criptic Cripple Club (E3 6a) and 
Dry Grin (E5 6b) on the right, 
Wodwo (E5 6b/c) up the central 
groove and Cain (E4 6b) and Cain 
Direct (E5 6b) on the left. 
Unfortunately this crag is on 
private property and you may find 
yourself being asked to leave 
(N .B. Local dialect for "please 
leave" is " bugger off" ). 

Hodge Close Quarry 
The owners of this place have 
expressed an interest to restart 
working the quarry, which would 
put it out of bounds for climbers. 
Details are rather sketchy at the 
moment, but clearly this sort of 
proposal must be fought at its 
conception . Rumours that Martin 
Berzins wishes to blow up the 
place are, like most of the crag, 
without foundation! 

On nearby Peatfield Quarry, 
John Daly, Mike Gibson and Keith 
Phizacklea have developed the 
steep entrance wall, details of 
these and other routes done in 
the past two years can be found in 
Recent Developments in the Lake 
District 1985-86 by the F.R.C.C. 
(What a plug!) 

Daly & Co. have also been busy 
across the valley in Tilberthwaite 
Quarry, where several good lines 
had been top-roped in the past. 
After extensive cleaning all the 
main lines have now been led, 
including the classic Treacle Slab, 
but at present no details are 
available, except that the grades 
range from HVS to E3. 

Winter 
This was a fairly poor winter 
season, with only one week of 
good weather when everything 
was in condition. Scrubby Crag 
gave two good lines to Joe 
Gr_inbergs and Dave Kay, Wall 
Climb (IV) on the left of the crag 
and to the right of Hrothgar Ginny 
Clegf] (V) climbs the ice pillar, 
moving left to a ramp - a brilliant
looking line. Al Phizacklea and 
Brian McKingley climbed the 
Direct Start to Heorot (V) which 
climbs the thin bold groove 
directly below the top corner. 
Over on Tarn Crag, Dollywaggon 
Great Chimney received a winter 
ascent from Grinbergs, Ron 
Kenyon an_d S. Ely. On Pikes Crag, 
Scafell, Ph1zacklea and Dave Kirby 
added a line to the left of Citadel, 
Brown Tongued Boy (IV) which 
would be a good route if it were in 
perfect nick. 
Al Phizacklea 
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Another Good Scottish Winter 

SCOTLAND 
An Teallach/Beinn Dearg/Ben 
More Coigach 
In Toll An Lochain, Des Rubens 
and Dave Broadhead climbed 
Pata/a Buttress (IV) on the v
shaped buttress culminating in 
the Corrag Bhuidhe Pinnacles and 
on the buttress on the left, above 
the causeway damming the 
lochan, which leads to the summit 
of Sail Laith, Chris Watts and Mick 
Fowler climbed a hidden right to 
left ramp to half way up the 
buttress where the central of three 
deep gullies is taken, Bowling 
A//ey(IV). In Co ire A' Ghlas Thu ill, 
Pawn Cocktai/(111) by Chris Forrest 
and Wilson Moir takes an icefall 
and right slanting gully left of 
White Knight. 

Beinn Dearg's Co ire Ghranda 
gave Chris Watts and Mick Fowler 
Snort Trail (IV) when they 
followed the prominent smooth 
groove/shallow gully running the 
full height of the cliff on the left
hand side of the upper crag well 
left of Body Freeze: whilst Steve 
Venables and John English 
climbed a groove/gully line about 
100 feet to the right to give 
Traumatic Interference. 

On Sgurr An Fhidhleir, Ben 
More Coigach, the summer line of 
Nose Directwas followed by Moir 
and Forrest to give a long, hard 
and very fine route mostly on 
frozen turf. A previous winter 
ascent took a line further left. 

Beinn Eighe 
Mick Fowler seems to have seized 
the two big plums here. Firstly he 
climbed the Upper Girdle of the 
Triple Buttress in Co ire Mhic 
Fhearchair in two separate 
sections to produce what must 
undoubtedly be the finest girdle 
traverse in the country and 
probably also the longest route of 
its grade. Part One (Eastern 
Ramparts) (VIVI) was climbed 
with Chris Watts and gives about 
10 pitches of difficult mixed 
climbing with the crux at the end, 
a finish was made up East Central 
Gully. Part Two (Central and West 
Buttress) (V) was climbed some 
weeks later with Victor Saunders, 
a choice of lines was available on 
the East Face of West Buttres~ 
with the lower line being taken to 
provide a very spectacular but 
well protected traverse, a finish 
was made up Fuselage Gully. 

Secondly, encountering 
exceptionally good conditions, 
Fowler together with Mike 
Morrison managed to climb West 
Central Gully (VI), easy climbing 
led to the cul de sac where the 
steep 200 foot "impasse" was 
overcome by an ice smeared 
overhanging chimney forming 
the back of the gully leading to 
steep ice. 

Also on this crag Grahame 
Nicoll and Rab Anderson 
straightened out the summer line 
of Fuselage Wal/to produce a very 
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good short mixed route (V) and 
on Central Wall the chimney line 
of Pelican was climbed by Andy 
Nisbet and Andy Cunningham to 
give a fine steep sustained direct 
route (V), the chimney being 
gained by the gully to the right of 
the Tower. 

In Caire Rudha-Staca, Rab 
Anderson and Grahame Nicoll 
climbed a line based on the 
summer route Midge Ridge (IV). 

Liathach 
Co ire Dubh Mor, (Poacher's Fall 
area), probably the finest area in 
Scotland for steep pure ice 
climbing, came into remarkably 
good condition this year and 
following on from last year 
another fine batch of routes was 
added. I-loaded Claw (IV), the 
obvious ice line left of Umbrella 
Fall, started from a traverse left 
along the terrace above the first 
tier giving a superb crux up a 
steep iced groove which leads to 
an ice-hood passed on the right 
and The White Tiger (V) is a 
tremendous route taking the 
righthand of three lines between 
Umbrella Fall and The Salmon 
Leap. The first main tier was 
incomplete and an improbable 
right traverse was made from an 
ice bay to gain the fall which gave 
four very steep tiers leading to a 
bare rock wall, where a long 
traverse right gained the final 
pitch of The Salmon Leap. Both 
routes by Andy Nisbet and Andy 
Cunningham. 

Over on the right the face 
between Poacher's Fall and 
George forms four obvious 
icefalls. The first fall right has an 
obvious gap at an overhang which 
did not deter one outrageous 
attempt on it which needless to 
say ended in retreat. The second 
fall to the right gave Fowler and 
Watts a good hard route, Test 
Department (V), with 2 pegs for 
aid and some hair-raising pulls 
enabling the lower free-hanging 
icicle to be gained; the second 
pitch sports a fine free-standing 
column and above this more 
difficult ice. The third fall to the 
right gave Nisbet and Cunningham 
Brain Drain (IVIV) - a thin, bulging 
entry pitch was avoided by a 
hidden ice chimney groove on the 
left. 

In Caire Na Cai me on Bells 
Buttress, Geoff Cohen and Dave 
Broadhead climbed Left Chimney 
(IVIV), an excellent route taking 
the leftmost of the chimney lines 
with a slight kink at mid-height. 
Also in this coire Des Rubens and 
Dave Broadhead climbed Toll 
Dubh Chimney(V), by following a 
deep chimney left of Twisting 
Gully. 

On the south eastern flanks, 
Nisbet and Cunningham climbed 
Fairy Queen (IV) by taking the 
obvious icefall right of the 
conspicuous easy gully at the 
right end of the line of crags and 
Snow White (Ill /IV), an obvious 

Rab Anderson on Bugaboo Rib (V) Braeriach. Photo: Grahame Nicoll. 
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wide icefall some distance to the 
left of the conspicuous gully and 
beyond another easy gully where 
the crag heightens. Further left is 
Toll A' Meitheach, the coire right 
of Pyramid Buttress where there 
is a terraced cliff, beneath which 
the summit descent route passes. 
Soul Searcher(IV) was soloed by 
Martin Moran and takes the 
central scoop line in the lower tier 
to continue up a chimney line 
leading to the top. Salvation (VIVI) 
also by Moran, unseconded, is 
the impressive icefall on the lower 
tier which has not been known to 
reach the ground; on this 
occasion a 15 foot gap was 
overcome by a convenient 
pedestal, a long reach to the ice 
followed by some bold, powerful 
"lock-offs" - the line continues to 
the top of the lower tier and an 
abseil descent via an impending 
cascade climbed directly. 

Beinn Alligan 
On the N.E. face of Tom Na 
Gruagaich the icefall parallel to 
and right of Koh-i-Noor gave Des 
Rubens and Dave Broadhead 
Bi/as (Ill /IV). 
Fuar Tho II/ Applecross 
The prominent gully separating 
Fuar Tholl's main cliff from 
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Deception Buttress has a steep 
step in it and Cold Hole (V) is a 
short but hard two pitch route 
taking the fine ice groove forming 
the left corner of the steep step. A 
continuous ice streak on the main 
face about one hundred feet down 
the gully from Cold Hole gave 
Pipped At The Post (V), an easier 
three pitch route. Both routes by 
Watts and Fowler. 

On Meal I Gorm the obvious 
gully separating Blue Pillar from 
Cobalt Buttress gave Fowler and 
Saunders Lobster Gully (IV) 
sporting two fine chimney pitches 
in its upper section and over the 
road on the South Face of Sgurr 
A'Chaorachain the same pair 
climbed the gully between 
Bumbly One and Bumbly Two to 
produce Bee Gully (IV) with a fine 
last pitch up a narrow ice
smeared chimney. 

Ben Nevis/Aonach Beag/Garbh 
Bheinn 
Very unusual conditions were 
encountered on The Ben this year 
with a number of routes hardly 
building up at all and this perhaps 
accounts for the small number of 
new routes produced. Graeme 
Livingstone and Mark Charlton 
climbed Eastern Block (VI), a line 



More Grade Six 
Mick Fowler and Tony Saunders on the final section of their new High 
Level Girdle of Coire Mhic Fhearchair. Photo: Stephen Venables. 

which boldly follows 1944 Face 
Route on Trident Buttress for two 
pitches before traversing a ledge 
right to climb a steep wall to gain 
easier ground. On North East 
Buttress, G. Hornby and J. Fisher 
followed the summer line of Rain 
Trip (IV). Simon Yates was 
involved in a hard route on The 
Tower Face of the Comb when the 
obvious diagonal crack on the 
buttress was aid climbed to gain 
mixed ground above. 

The North Face of the N.E . 
Ridge of Aonach Beag has a 
prominent icicle in the centre of 
the face which a route called 
Whiteout(III) climbs up to before 
traversing out right past an 
overhung chimney. Blackout(IV 
V) by John Dunne and Roger 
Webb takes the left wall of this 
chimney gained directly . The 
centre of the steep buttress on the 
left has an obvious thin ice smear 
running down it and this gave 
Roger Webb and Simon 
Richardson an excellent 
sustained ice climb, Royal Pardon 
(V). Over on the left the same pair 
climbed King 's Ransom (V), a 
route which takes a deep chimney 
breaking right across mixed 
ground, using one aid point, to 
reach the crest of the buttress. 

The Great Ridge Direct Start on 
Garbh Bheinn was climbed by A. 
Matthewson and J. Maclaurin 
who basically followed the 
summer line (IV). 

Glencoe 
Again, very unusual conditions 
with very little in the way of ice 
but on occasions plenty of snow, 
routes never really getting the 
chance to build up due to a 
number of rapid, long-lasting 
thaws . In fact during one such 
mid-season thaw almost every bit 
of snow was stripped, something 
which has rarely been known to 
happen so severely at such a time 
in the winter. 

Only one ascent of Raven's 
Gully is known and routes such as 
The Wabe and Mame Rath never 
built up at all. A lot of buttress
type routes, however, were in 
condition at one time or another 
and classics such as West 
Chimney Route and Scabbard 
Chimney were ascended. On the 
new route front up on Lost Valley 
Buttress, Rab Anderson and 
Grahame Nicoll, after one 
previous attempt, climbed 
Neanderthal (VI) in 7 hours, a 
superb mixed route taking the 
huge hanging corner to the right 

of Pterodactyl. Straightforward 
ground leads to a cave like feature 
where hard moves up right have 
to be made to gain the corner 
which is followed to a small ledge. 
The crucial pitch continues up the 
corner to move on to the left wall 
around a small roof and climb 
steeply up cracks in a sensational 
position to reach easy ground via 
a narrow bulging slot. 

On Stob Coire Nan Lochan 
South Buttress, Mike Whitford 
and Gavin Thomas appear to have 
unknowingly made the probable 
first ascent of Dave Knowle's 
Direct Route direct, i.e. by 
climbing the obvious steep 
chimney which springs from the 
base of the crag at the start of 
Twisting Gully. This chimney is 
often confused with Direct Route 
which in fact follows the summer 
line starting about fifteen feet left 
of Tilt climbing up towards that 
route's chimney before traversing 
left to gain and finish up the 
chimney fault line. This and the 
normal route are probably grade 
V. Webb and Dunne had 
apparently climbed this direct 
start earlier in the season but 
traversed off along Ledge Route 
without completing the upper 
part of the route. Tilt (VI), another 
of a number of excellent mixed 
routes in this coire, received an 
ascent by Gavin Taylor, Rab 
Anderson and Rob Milne who 
found the route fairly sustained 
but nowhere excessively difficult. 

On the West Top of Bidean, F. 
Yeoman and J. Mathie climbed 
the obvious iced corner chimney 
and corner on the right wall of 
Hourglass Gully, Dubiety (IV). 

Further up the glen, the N.E. 
Face of Sron Na Creise provided 
R. Napier and S. Downie with 
Inglis Clark Ridge (111), a good 
mountaineering route up the 
ridge on the buttress left of Gully 
5. 

On Beinn Fhionnlaidh (between 
Glen Creran and Glen Etive) a 
remote gully chasm splitting the 
south face gave Simon Richardson 
and Robin Clothier Rapunzel (IV), 
an excellent route somewhat 
reminiscent of Dalness Chasm but 
easier. The same pair also 
climbed The Witch (Ill /IV) up a 
gully system to the right. 

Central Highlands 
In Coire an Dothaidh on Beinn 
Dora in, Graham Little and S. Steer 
climbed Second Coming (IV), a 
Ii ne gaining the steep turfy groove 
which descends from a rampline 
in the centre of the cliff, following 
this to climb steep ice then along 
a snow ramp and up an icy groove 
to finish. Some sixty feet right of 
this, Little along with Dave 
Saddler climbed The Promised 
Land (V VI), a good route 
traversing a snow ledge to climb 
steep rock into a bay before 
moving left and up to a large 
ledge near Scorpion, where an ice 
scoop gains access to an ice 
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chimney, the left wall of which is 
climbed on poor ice to an eventual 
finish up Second Coming. 

The N.E. Coire of Beinn An 
Dothaidh provided Little, Saddler 
and S. Visser with the fine 
Menage A Trois (V), when the 
steep corner left of a parallal to 
Clonuswas climbed, a ramp on 
the left gains the line. Two easier 
routes were soloed by Little, 
Quickstep (1 1), starting up shallow 
snow grooves right of Clonus, and 
Journey to the fast(ll /111), a line 
up the ramp left of Taxus to zig
zag up to the top. 

In the N.E. Coire of Beinn A' 
Chreachain, Little and Saddler 
climbed the left side of the right 
hand buttress, gained from half 
way up the right hand gully, by 
grooves and an ice ramp, Brittle 
Ramp (Ill /IV). 

Ben Alder has a system of crags 
on its north face overlooking the 
Bealach Dubh valley and these 
were visited by Simon Richardson 
and Roger Everett when they 
climbed The Walkers Spur(IV) on 
a buttress right of a hanging 
valley, and further right The Ice 
Maiden (V), an impressive ice-fall 
up the steepest part of the North 
Face and Alderwand(III), a line up 
the face on the left hand section of 
Garbh Coire Beag. 

On Creag Dubh (Loch Ericht), 
John Lyall and E. Price climbed 
two icy corners on the left side of 
the crag: Wafer Me (11 111) and Ice 
Cream (II). Further right Roger 
Wild and John Lyall climbed the 
ice sheet which flows down a left 
facing corner to give The Hex 
Factor (IV). 

On Chno Dearg's Co ire Nam 
Cnamh, Andy Nisbet and James 
Grosset climbed Inspiration (IV) -
a good route approximating the 
summer line. 

Over in the Mondah Liath, John 
McKeever, Gavin Taylor and 
Alistair Todd visited Loch Dubh 
Crag on Carn Dearg and climbed 
The Great Trek (IV), the steep 
shallow gully left of Wee Team 
Gully. 

Sout hern Highlands/ Arran 
On the North Peak of the Cobbler, 
Ken Crocket and Tom Weir (back 
on the new route trail now that 
he's got the hang of the front 
pointing technique) climbed 
Heart Buttress (111), a 
recommended route taking a line 
just right of North Rib Route 
finishing just right of Great Gully. 

Across the road on The Brack, 
Ken Crocket and A. Walker 
climbed The Plunge (IV), a climb 
taking the obvious gully corner 
right of The Inglis Clark Arete 
gained from the right with a 
vertical ice column providing the 
crux. 

Beinn An Lochain's North 
Corrie provided H. Henderson, S. 
Kennedy, M. Macdonald and R. 
Ross with Edge of Darkness (V), a 
line which takes a ramp right of 
Saxifrage Gully to gain the edge 
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of the buttress and a corner 
system leading to easier ground. 
The same team also climbed The 
Pa/antir(ll/111), the groove left of 
Galadriel's Mirror just left of the 
crag containing Benylin . 

In Arran, on the North East Face 
of Cir Mhor, Graham Little and 
Dave Saddler followed a line 
approximately that taken by April 
Arete (IV). 

Shelter Stone 
Consolation Groove (Winter 
Variations) (VI) by Gavin Taylor 
and John McKeever, is a line 
loosely based on the summer 
route when an attempt to follow 
the vague groove to the left was 
defeated by difficult ground on 
pitch three of last year's summer 
route Point/ace. A diagonal abseil 
right then enabled Consolation to 
be reached and this led to large 
ledges where the line taken was 
round the left side oft he long roof 
to reach the easier upper section. 
The same pair also repeated 
Citadel in 13 hours in more than 
favourable thin snow conditions, 
finding the low crux the hardest 
part, using a tension and a peg for 
aid. Rab Anderson and Grahame 
Nicoll later made the first free 
ascent of the low crux when they 
repeated the Rouse/Hall winter 
line on Citadel, referred to as the 
Citadel Escape Route - a line 
which two earlier would-be first 
ascent parties had declined to 
take after failing on the upper 
section of the summer route. Two 
new pitches were added up the 
headwall above the Central Slabs 
avoiding the finish up Sticil Face 
and making this a fine route in its 
own right, Citadel Winter 
Variation (V), 9 hours. 

Andy Nisbet and Andy 
Cunningham made another 
ascent of Pastern but as the lower 
part of the route was bare they 
gained the low ledges by The 
Needle (Winter Variations) over 
on the right. 

Carn Etchachan 
At the start of November, Andy 
Cunningham and Andy Nisbet 
climbed The Poison Trail (IV) by 
following Poison Dwarf with a 
tension traverse being required 
on the section before crossing 
Crevasse Route and climbing up 
left of that route. They also 
climbed Time Traveller (VI) by 
climbing out of Equinox low down 
to follow a ramp and very hard 
flake crack, where a rest point on 
an axe was used, to join the 
summer route. 

Round on the main face, Gavin 
·Taylor and John McKeever 
climbed a line starting thirty feet 
left of Red Guard and climbing a 
steep groove and cracks to reach 
a weakness; a steep crack above a 
bay higher up called for three rest 
points and a finish can be made 
up Red Guard or Route Major, The 
Kremlin (VNI). 

Hells Lum/Stag Rocks/Stacan 
Dubha 
On Hells Lum there was only one 
addition, when Andy 
Cunningham and Andy Nisbet 
followed the summer line of Good 
Intentions (V), a short, technically 
hard, well-protected route. Over 
on Stag Rocks, Nisbet and 
Cunningham took the summer 
line of Longbow Direct (IVN) 
passing the summer crux on the 
left and a short while later Gavin 
Taylor and John McKeever, 
thinking the route was new, took 
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a different line higher up and 
rated the route (V). 

Nisbet and Cunningham also 
climbed the obvious line up the 
rib right of Central Route gained 
from the right and crossing that 
route to finish up its direct 
continuation (V). The bottom of 
this line, a finish being made 
along the Sand Pyper traverse, 
would appear to have been 
climbed by Alan Taylor and Rab 
Anderson some years ago 
thinking they were following the 
line taken by Gordon Smith and 
Mick Fowler (who incidentally 
can't remember much about the 
route, due to a bad hangover) 
when they did Wig-Wag. The 
discovery of old pegs on the direct 
continuation of Central Route 
may mean that Gordon Smith 
also finished up here; on the 
second ascent of Central Route, 
Spence and Milne finished via the 
Sand Pypertraverse. There is also 
some evidence to suggest that 
Smith climbed an ice smear left of 
Central Route. However, as a 
number of routes were climbed 
around this time by Smith, the 
precise details of which are 
uncertain, this is pure conjecture 
and further information on these 
ascents will be required. 

In diagonal gully a groove line 
approximating Purge (Ill /IV) was 
climbed by Nisbet and 
Cunningham; a slab corner just 
below and possibly 
approximating Alb gave Albino 
(Ill /IV) to John McKeever and 
Gavin Taylor, who also climbed 
the groove left of Deception Inlet 
to join that route, Honest Outlet 
(IV). 

Stacan Dubha was visited by 
Nisbet and James Grosset who 
ascended two routes (111 and IV) 
and descended one (11). 

Northern Corries 
Quiet here after last year's batch 
of routes - in Co ire An t-Sneachda 
on the Mess of Pottage, Andy 
Nisbet and Andy Cunningham 
followed a line left of The 
Message to give The Melting Pot 
(IV) and over on the Fiacaill 
Buttress, Steve Monks, George 
Reid and Allen Fyffe climbed 
Short Circuit (Ill /IV), the snow 
ramp and corner above and right 
of lnvernookie. 

Sgoran Dubh Mor 
Development of this rarely visited 
crag has been slow, but a number 
of routes were added this winter. 
On No. 2 Buttress the summer line 
of Rose Ridge was followed by 
Steve Aisthorpe, John Lyall, E. 
Pirie and J . Stewart (IV) . On No. 3 
Buttress John Lyall and P. Cliff 
climbed Tristar Chimney (Ill /IV), a 
route starting just right of 
Diagonal Route to enter and 
follow a fault line and Rob 
Archbold and J. Higham followed 
the summer line of Cripples Cleft 
to give a good route (Ill /IV). In Fan 
Corrie the summer line of 
Diamond Buttress was climbed 
by John Lyall and James Grosset 
(Ill) and on No. 5 Buttress the 
same pair climbed two routes: 
The Slash (IV) is a good route 
taking the obvious fault on the left 
side of the buttress to gain 
Pinnacle Ridge near the top, 
whilst The Auld Wifie (IV) starts 
midway between this route and 
No. 5 Buttress Gully to take a line 
up the right side of a ridge beside 
a short gully to eventually gain 
the pinnacle on Pinnacle Ridge. 
Between No. 5 Buttress and Caire 

Odhar lies A Phocaid, and to the 
right of the deep easy gully two 
parallel faults gave, on the left, 
The Sporran (111) and on the right 
Pick Pocket (111) to John Lyall and 
E. Pirie. 

Braeriach Cairntool 
Amphitheatre 
There appeared to be more visits 
than usual to this remote area, 
perhaps partly due to the mild 
weather. Very early in November 
in Garbh Choire Dhaidh, Mal Duff 
and Andy Black found conditions 
enabling them to follow a line 
based on the summer route 
Kangaroo (IVN), the crux being 
the roof at the top of the groove 
which was climbed by an ice 
dribble on the right hand corner. 
Also here in mid Novemer, Andy 
Nisbet, Andy Cunningham, Colin 
Maclean, Steve Aisthorpe and 
John Lyall followed the summer 
line of St. Andrew's Climb taking 
the corner throughout and 
avoiding the top wall on the left 
by a chimney groove (IVN). 
January saw Gavin Taylor and 
John McKeever pay a visit to the 
coi~e when they took the summer 
line of Koala with a detour on 
pitch two when a groove on the 
right was followed; the resultant 
route (VNI) is reported as being 
very fine indeed with sustained 
and varied climbing. 

In Co ire Bhrochain, Taylor and 
McKeeverclimbed Midwinter(IV), 
a chimney/groove system to the 
right of Braeriach Direct(su m mer) 
and over on Cairn Tool in the 
Corrie of The Chokestone Gully 
the same pair climbed the 
obvious direct start to Sasquatch 
mentioned in the guide to give 
The White Hotel (IV) and the fault 
line left of The Wanderer to give 
The Waster (Ill /IV) . Back in Caire 
Bhrochain, G. Ettie and S. Stewart 
climbed two short routes on the 
small face right of Braeriach 
Direct, the short chimney on the 
far right (IV) and the first groove 
left of the chimney (V). 

Rab Anderson, Grahame Nicoll 
and Jane Naismith also had a 
fruitful trip here when, in the 
Corrie of The Chokestone Gully, 
they made the second and first 
free ascent of the very good 
Bugaboo Rib (V), adding a more 
logical winter start directly up the 
corner/groove which the summer 
line traverses into (the aid move 
on the summer start was also in 
fact freed but insufficient ice 
prevented the final short slab 
from being traversed into the 
corner). In Garbh Choi re Mor they 
made the possible second ascent 
of the fine White Nile (IV) which 
although in Cold Climbs was not 
known to have been repeated; the 
first pitch was found hard on thin 
ice and the second climbed 
directly on steep but good ice. (A 
very strange incident occurred on 
this route later in the season with 
a second being left somewhere 
below the cornice and the leader 
spending the night in the hut 
before walking out to get the 
rescue team - the route is in fact 
only three pitches long with good 
rock anchors for an abseil 
descent. Perhaps full details will 
emerge with time.) In Caire 
Bhrochain they made the 
probable second ascent of the 
excellent Ebony Chimney (V) 
which along with Savage Slit 
must be one of the best short 
routes in the Cairngorms; 
contrary to the guidebook they 

Opposite Page : Grahame Nicoll 
tackling the first difficult section 
of Neanderthal (VI) on Lost Valley 
Buttress, Glencoe. 
Photo: Rab Anderson. 

found that the through route does 
block, but that the outside can be 
climbed on ice to gain a wall of 
snow above. 

Beinn A' Bhuird 
In Caire Na Ciche, C. Forrest, 
Wilson Moir and Nial Ritchie 
climbed The Watchtower(V) by 
starting up Twisting Gully then 
taking the big groove on the left 
side of the buttress until moves 
right and up can be made to gain 
the finishing chimney. In Garbh 
Choi re, Moir climbed the icefall 
left of Flume Direct (IV) and in 
Co ire An Dubh Lochain the aid on 
Bloodhound Buttress was freed 
by Andy Nisbet and Andy 
Cunningham to produce a fine 
route (V). 

Lochnagar 
After the activity of the past few 
years there is only one new route 
to report here and this is Graeme 
Livingstone and Mark Charlton's 
impressive Torquing Corpse, the 
first route in Scotland to be 
officially graded VII. Reportedly a 
route with a high inbuilt death 
factor, the climb is on The Stack 
and starts about sixty feet up from 
the toe of the buttress in the main 
branch of the Black Spout beneath 
a corner which it climbs to weave 
an intricate line up steep rock via 
grooves, traverses and a ramp to 
a finish up a steep bulging wall on 
the left side of the frontal face. The 
route had been attempted a 
number oftimes before with a top 
rope rescue being required on 
one occasion, making an on-sight 
ascent of what is undoubtedly a 
very hard and serious route, a 
very difficult undertaking indeed. 

Creag An Dubh Loch/Glen Crova/ 
Glas Maol 
At the Dubh Loch, S. Stewart and 
G. Ettie followed the summer line 
of Nemesis to produce a hard 
sustained route (VNI); they also 
climbed the summer lines of 
SabreEdge(IVN) using combined 
tactics to overcome the wall 
above the pinnacle which had 
already defeated one attempt on 
it and Late Night Final(V) using an 
aid peg in the corner. Four 
Corners Route was climbed by 
Cunningham and Nisbet to give a 
very technical route (V), a start 
being made just right of the 
summer line. 

In the Clora area on Juanjorge, 
G. Farquhar and S. Stewart 
climbed an obvious corner on the 
main face left of the Amphitheatre 
using three aid pegs to give Good 
Ship Venus (IV) and in Glen Doll 
on Maud Buttress, S. Stewart and 
C. Smith climbed a diagonal snow 
groove and corner to gain a snow 
shelf leading left below a steep 
wall. 

On Glas Maol's East Face in 
Caenlochan Glen, J . MacKenzie 
and Kevin Wilson gained and 
climbed a ramp on the buttress 
left of Central Runnel, Blatant 
Theft (111) . 
Rab Anderson 





OBITUARY : 

Professor Noel Ewart Odell 
1890-1987 
"I shouldn't have minded 
reaching the top of Everest. I 
shouldn't have objected at all! " 

Noel Odell was reflecting over 
the expedition of 1924, and 
particularly the final summit 
attempt by Mallory and Irvine. He 
was, he conceded, probably not 
the best person to speculate why 
Mallory decided to take young 
Irvine with him on the last climb 
rather than himself. It was a 
decision that puzzled climbers at 
the-time and continues to intrigue 
today, for Odell, though he had 
been slow to acclimatize, was in 
extraordinarily fine condition and 
had infinitely more experience 
than Irvine. On the face of it, he 
should have been the logical 
choice, but for one thing : Odell 
did not hold with using artificial 
oxygen, and Mallory, having 
already failed in one summit bid 
without it, had come round to 
believing that oxygen held the key 
to success - even though the sets 
they had were both clumsy and 
capricious. 

"I admitted to Mallory that 
Irvine was a better-mechanic than 
myself. He'd done an awful lot of 
work on this apparatus, and when 
Mallory spoke to me about this, I 
said I was perfectly satisfied, and 
told him frankly that my interest 
in the mountain was not only to 
climb it but also to know 
something of the composition of 
it " . 

A geologist by profession, Ode I I 
was excited at the prospect of 
being the first to get to scientific 
grips with Everest. He followed in 
support of Mallory and Irvine, 
leaving the North Col camp a day 
behind them, and after a 
boisterous night at Camp 5, 
continued upwards towards 6, the 
top camp. "Not merely straight 
up, but wandering about out on 
the face and doing a bit of my 
geology. As I'd assured Mallory, I 
wasn't so badly disappointed at 
all that he didn't take me instead 
of Irvine " . 

It was when he was out on the 
face, just before one o'clock in the 
afternoon, that Odell caught his 
famous last glimpse of the two 
men, climbing onto the ridge 
leading up to the summit 
pyramid . It was a brief vision 
before the pair were enveloped in 
cloud, and Odell's initial 
impression was that they were 
mounting the Second Step. He 
was later persuaded that it could 
have been only the First, some 
distance lower, but, as he 
remarked again recently, "I've 
never been clear to this day which 
it was." 

Either way, "They were going 
strong for the top", and in his 
heart Odell felt sure they could 
have made it. It was a conviction 
he did not amend, even when 
wavering over where exactly he 
had last seen them, and it 
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gradually set him apart from the 
rest of his contemporaries. When 
Mallory and Irvine failed to return, 
Odell climbed twice above 27,000 
feet in search of them, and finding 
no trace, signalled the sad news 
down to lower camps by means 
of sleeping bags laid out in the 
snow. 

Faced with having to accept 
their loss, but without knowing 
how or when they died, 
expedition leader, Colonel 
Norton, wondered how best to 
present the news to the world. It 
was important, he felt, to limit 
hurtful speculation, and he called 
the survivors together to decide 
upon a united story that could be 
given to the press. The concensus 
was that Mallory and Irvine must 
have slipped and fallen, roped 
together. Odell, alone, disagreed: 
he believed the pair had become 
lost in mist and died of exposure, 
and nothing Norton said could 
dissuade him from putting 
forward this view in his dispatch 
to The Times a few days later. So 
much for a party line! 

In 1933 members of Hugh 
Ruttledge's 1933 Everest 
expedition returned with news of 
the discovery of an ice axe on 
slabs above Camp 6, one that 
could only have belonged to 
Mallory or Irvine but which was 
found considerably lower on the 
mountain than Odell's last 
sighting. This piece of evidence, 
coupled with their opinion, 
gained from closer inspection, 
that the ridge line Mallory 
favoured was impractical and the 
Second Step impossible, led them 
to call Odell's testimony into 
question . He must have mistaken 
rocks or birds for figures, they 
said, or possibly been suffering 
from altitude-induced delusions. 
Whichever it was, he could not, 
they were sure, have seen Mallory 
and Irvine where he'd said, and 
he certainly could not have seen 
them moving as fast as he'd 
implied in his original account. 

Not surprisingly, Odell felt 
aggrieved to be doubted in this 
way, particularly as photographs 
taken by the expedition made him 
reinclined to think his first 
impression was right after all . It 
might well have been on the 
Second Step he'd seen the pair. 
Always a stickler for accuracy, he 
told Ruttledge it was incorrect to 
quote him as saying Mallory and 
Irvine were 'moving fast on rock' . 
He'd recorded them moving up 
asnowslope and approaching a 
rock step; and he'd not said 'quite 
fast', what he'd said was 
'expeditiously' - a word he'd 
chosen specifically to convey the 
notion that there was nothing 
halting about their movements. 
Moreover, in his opinion, 
Ruttledge seemed to be placing 
altogether too much emphasis on 
the ice axe if he felt it marked the 
highest point reached by Mallory 
and Irvine. It could, he 

Noel Ewart Odell 

Noel Odell on the 1924 Everest Expedition. 

maintained, have been discarded 
on ascent, or left or lost on 
descent. 

More than anything now, Odell 
wanted to go back to Everest- not 
just to take another look for 
himself, but also for geological 
reasons. Wager's 1933 survey did 
not tally with his own, and as 
Odell intended his Everest study 
for a doctoral thesis, more 
fieldwork was vital. In 1935, 
domestic difficulties prevented 
him from taking part in Shipton's 
reconnaissance expedition, but 
he had high hopes of being 
included when Ruttledge 
returned in 1936. Unfortunately, 
by this time, Odell's staunchly
held convictions had set him at 
odds with many Everesters of 
influence. He'd already crossed 
swords with Ruttledge, who in 
any case was very much swayed 
by Smythe when it came to 
choosing his team, and Smythe 
was pinning his hopes on new 
discoveries, not old-timers. No
one over forty could possibly be 

considered, Ruttledge relayed to 
Odell nor would they welcome a 
Base Camp scientist. 

Bitterly Odell told him, " Can 
you imagine at all the effect of 
having to decline accompanying 
three of these Everest 
expeditions?" (He must have 
been referring to 1921, when he 
was already committed to being 
in Spitsbergen, 1933 and 1935.) 
Ruttledge remained unmoved, 
but the blow was mitigated for 
Odell when he was invited instead 
to take part in a small Anglo
American expedition to Nanda 
Devi. With H.W. Tilman, another 
Everest-reject, Odell had the 
satisfaction of making the first 
ascent of what was to remain until 
1950, the highest mountain ever 
climbed - and this while 
Ruttledge's Everest team 
floundered in an unseasonably 
early monsoon. In 1938 Odell was 
at last able to return to Everest -
with Tilman. But again conditions 
were poor. He managed little 
survey work and his box of 



The 1936 Nanda Devi team. Left to right: Tilman, Loomis, Graham-Brown Houston Lloyd Odell Emmons 
Carter. Photo from The Geographical Magazine, August 1937. ' ' ' ' ' 

specimens was stolen -
presumabley under the mistaken 
belief that it was the expedition 
cash box! When a few years later 
his Himalayan notebooks too 
were lost at sea , Odell was forced 
to accept that he wou Id never 
complete his Everest thesis as he 
wanted . 

During the First World War, 
Odell served with the Royal 
Engineers and was wounded 
three times. While stationed in 
North Wales, he met and married 
Gwladys Jones from Beaumaris. 
An ardent hill-lover, she quickly 
took to climbing, and went on to 
climb with Odell around the 
world, wherever his geological 
survey or teaching work took 
them: the Rockies, Labrador, 
Greenland, New Zealand. They 
named their son after Sgurr 
Alasdair in Syke and as an infant 
took him up to the Col des 
Montets in his pram. After the 
Second War, which Odell spent in 
the Bengal Sappers and Miners, 
Odell held professorial posts 
successively in British Columbia; 
Otago, New Zealand and 
Peshawar, then went on to lecture 
in Scandinavian and Swiss 
universities for the British 
Council. He settled finally in 
Cambridge, where in 1983 he was 

made an Honorary Fellow of his 
old College, Clare. It was 
characteristic that wherever he 
lectured, Odell made contact with 
young mountaineers and 
encouraged their early 
expeditioning attempts. Adams 
Carter commented recently on 
the inspiration Odell was to the 
recently-formed Harvard 
Mountaineering Club during his 
time there from 1928 to 1930: " It 
was his legacy that for the next 
thirty years, all American 
mountain expeditions that were 
worth their salt were well 
represented by Harvard . . . We 
are greatly in his debt. 

Noel Ewart Odell was a 
clergyman's son, born on 
Christmas Day, 1890. From a very 
young age, he enjoyed 
scrambling, frequently eluding 
his nurse to make off over rough 
ground. On holiday in the Lake 
District one year when he was 
about eleven, he ran away to 
climb Causey Pike. It was his first 
mountain . Pride in getting safely 
to the top and back was marred 
only by being violently ill soon 
afterwards ; he'd made the 
mistake of drinking from a stream 
polluted by a dead sheep! His 
mother, who was herself an 

enterprising traveller, 
encouraged the adventurous 
instincts of her children ; Odell 's 
young brother became his 
frequent companion on early 
explorations. "Not that he got 
frightfully keen on climbing, but 
he was keen enough to come with 
me. He loved swimming and he 
used to go off to every pool there 
was and swim. I had to wait for 
him." 

It was time, Odell's father 
decided, to get Noel some proper 
instruction, and sent him to see 
George Abraham of Keswick. "I 
can't help you", said the famous 
photographer, " I'm too old" (he 
was thirty eight!), and put the boy 
instead into the hands of a young 
Sedburgh schoolmaster, George 
Woodhouse, a fine cragsman . 
Under his tuition Odell acquired a 
sound rock-climbing training and, 
later, when he was taken to the 
Alps by an aunt, was able to 
extend his experience to snow 
and ice also. 

"The first guide I had, had been 
involved in a very bad accident in 
which his father was killed, and 
he was very shaky indeed. In fact I 
had to lead him when we got onto 
difficult climbs." Odell went on to 
make many guideless ascents. At 

home, he put up Tennis Shoe on 
ldwal in 1919 (a climb he made 
solo), and the following year led 
the first ascent of Chasm on 
Buachaille Etive. 

Though a Cambridge man, 
Odell was invited to be geologist 
on Oxford University's first 
expedition to Spitsbergen in 1921, 
where his astonishing endurance 
was remarked upon by the 
veteran explorer Tom Longstaff. 
Always a notoriously slow starter, 
Odell was at his best after twelve 
hours' hard going. The following 
year, Odell was back as geologist 
and leader of Merton College 
Arctic Expedition, taking a four
man sledging party across Central 
Island. When selecting his team, 
it occurred to him to invite along a 
young undergraduate he knew 
slightly and who struck him as 
being made of 'the right sort of 
stuff'. It was Sandy Irvine. 
Together they made the first 
ascent of an elegant peak near the 
Lamme Bay Glacier (which Odell 
later named Mount Irvine) and on 
the strength of his performance, 
Odell reccommended Irvine for 
Everest in 1924. He saw to it that 
his young protege got in some 
preparatory rock climbing 
experience. 

Throughout his long life, Odell 
was constantly sought out by 
people fascinated with the 
Mallory and Irvine legend and 
anxious to learn more. It must 
sometimes have seemed to him 
that his own mountaineering and 
academic successes counted for 
nothing. All anyone was 
interested in were the events of 
those few distant days in the 
summer of 1924. The persistent 
questioning was both a chore 
and, at times, an irritation -
especially as it is doubtful that he 
was ever able to add the slightest 
detail to his original account - but 
it says a lot for his in-built sense of 
duty and Edwardian courtesy that 
Odell continued to receive such 
visitors and scrupulously answer 
their many letters, right until the 
day he died. 

He always professed not to 
understand what all the fuss was 
about- and indeed it is hard to say 
why this one mountaineering 
incident should be universally 
remembered above all other. But 
arguably it was Odell's sighting 
that made Mallory and Irvine into 
such popular and enduring 
heroes. Their loss would have 
been no less tragic, and no less 
mysterious, had they vanished 
unseen, but it is doubtful if their 
memory would have remained as 
green . It is precisely because the 
image - his image - of two small 
figures, defying all odds and 
steadfastly pressing together into 
the unknown, is so perfect, 
epitomising as it does all that is 
noble in the human character, that 
it has been etched so deeply into 
the public consciousness. 
Audrey Salkeld 
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BASIL'S BOYS 
by Steve Long 
The stranger rummaged some dog-eared 
photos from his wallet. The first, a barefoot 
scarecrow atop a grassy hummock. "This is 
me at the top of a new route in the Dolomites 
.... oh, this one shows my nose after I forgot 
to put on snowcream on a glacier . .. " He 
confronted every visitor to the 'Nash' that 
summer; a remarkable command of Euro
pean languages , the wad of photos his only 
props. "Actually," he confided, "I'm an aid 
climber myself. I'm coming out here in 
winter to climb the Dru .. . " 

February, 1987. "You know, maybe the 
Dru in winter is not such a daft idea. That 
French Direct; it's only been repeated once 
. .. you'd need a haulsack even in summer, 
wouldn't you, so the extra gear is no real 
problem. The Bonatti Couloir would be 
that much safer . . . you could take your 
time, enjoy the whole route. And the 
approach is easy, we'll be there in a couple 
of hours from the Grand Montets!" Well, 
John, you were right on some points but ye 
gods the whole venture nearly died on that 
approach, taking me with it . Lurching, 
breathless, knee deep on luminous green 
goddam useless snowshoes with self
destroying frostbite buckles. Side-slipping 
endless traverses under lustily swinging 
phallic red massive-laden haulsack, crawl
climbing, death's door and breathless 
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breaststroke scrambling - plopped up on 
your fishing line like a pop-eyed gasping fat 
cod . A whole bloody afternoon of fear and 
loathing just to epic bravely down that 
slushy gully and bivvy by the rock buttress 
sheltering from the complex wall of the 
Nant Blanc face . How that helicopter crew 
must have laughed as they buzzed in to 
review our progress. What stakes were laid 
on our rescue requirements? 

The next day, even to our own surprise 
we reached the Dru's rognon . Not without 
breaking through two crevasses waist-deep 
and well-wedged goddam useless snow
shoes - they even have too many holes to 
make halfway decent shovels. And not 
without being overtaken by the New 
Zealand skiers we met yesterday and now 
equipped for one short abseil who had 
followed our entire approach in two lousy 
hours . "Thought you lads were going climb
ing. " Oh, very funny. Above us the 
snowclad western slabs, and beyond the 
massive snowcone funnelling from the 
Bonatti Couloir. If that's as waistdeep slush 
as this lot then we'll just carry on down 
tomorrow. A nice winter camping trip. Yes, 
hello helicopter, we're here now. The chop
per follows our tracks over from last night's 
bivvy in about twenty seconds flat and 
banks mockingly away. 

Would you believe the snow was fine? 
Knee-deep in places but mostly solid 
though perched somewhat precariously on 
ice on high. The bergschrund wouldn' t play 
and slabbed off a metre cornice , but at least 
that filled the hole beneath , so John floun
dered through the overhanging snout and 
launched up the couloir, trailing lead ropes 
tied end to end . A round spike became the 
anchor and while John hauled I strolled 
down to brew up and maybe dry the sleep
ing bags before the setting sun. 

A mild night and bloodshot dawn 
heralded a weather change and a good 
excuse to pick up forgotten details like 
spoons and cup. Best to stash the gear high 
and dash low for resupply of vittals and 
vitality. No runners of course because of the 
halfway knot. Two steep ice sections, 
cruxes right at the top and the interesting 
prospect of a two hundred metre lob. Well , 
we stowed the gear at the start of the original 
West Face traverse and rapelled the steep 

Above: John Silvester surmounting the 5 
metre roof, West Face of Petit Dru, winter. 
Opposite Page: Returning to the Drus 
Rognon having stashed the gear above the 
Bonatti Cou/oir. All Photos: Steve Long. 
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Opposite Top: Sunset from the Grey Wall 
bivvi. a respite from storm. 
Opposite Bottom: John Silvester on bivouac 
- ··On Saturday night it snowed . .. ··. 
Right: High on the wall in the last of the 
good weather. 

bits, abandoning both lead lines at strategic 
points for the return. The strategy: the 
more equipment left behind , the more 
likely our return. Soon we were thrashing 
downhill , rolling bivvy gear before us in the 
daysack . Lucky to pick up those two 
duskbound monoskiers in the final gully to 
the 'Merde Glace' - they bought a taxi ticket 
in exchange for guiding service. 

Have you seen a black van daubed with 
spots and stripes of various hues and enig
matically enscribed 'Le gas bored': slapdash 
parked or slip clutch sped through 
Deiniolen , Glencoe or Chamonix? If so 
you'll surely recognise the shriek of laugh
ter from the straggle-hair, wedge-chest, 
stilt-legged driver , you can hardly miss 
either. The customs didn' t on the journey 
home - a full body check for John and van at 
every stop along the way. But that was 
much later - today was a holiday . 

It snowed some on our rest day , but the 
forecast was good for three days , so back we 
scurried. On skis this time I hasten to add. 
Bloody useless things. Tracing the line, we 
should reach. that perfect ledge below the 
final red shield before the weather broke , 
and there was a big High hovering over the 
Atlantic. Oh yes, things looked pretty rosy. 

So much for reaching the ledge. From a 
carved eyrie partway across the traverse , it 
took all day to reach and breach the first 
eighty vertical metres. Brittle grey granite 
grooves choked with flakes and assorted 
detachments. Cracks grinning to swallow 
cam-inverting friends, a half-ton eruption 
of sculptured snow over my head; the day 
was not without interest. Occasional pegs 
from Christophe and the French Militia the 
only havens in this shifting landscape. More 
of the same for the next day only blanker as 
we left the grooveline to peg an alternative 
to the ice-choked offwidth of the summer 
line . The first fall of the trip and the offend
ing wire tinkled down the face. A pattern 
emerging: only wires ripped for me , pegs 
for John. By now we were two days behind 
schedule, our reward a fine niche below an 
overhung arching diedre - safe as houses . 

On Saturday it snowed. It snowed 
because the New Zealand lads had burnt 
dozens of skis in a wierd snow-dance ritual. 
John braved the blizzard to fix one short 
pitch in the wet afternoon. I belayed from 
the damp haven of my pit. 

On Sunday it snowed. It was either climb 
up or give up by this stage of the game, so 
we made a big push for the Red Bed, six 
ropes above. This section was mainly aritifi
cial in summer and left decorated with a 
good number of pegs, so our progress was 
pretty rapid. Two bolts to clear a hollow 
overlap and then a long tiptoe graunch for a 
peg. How they placed this peg I'll never 
know . Well , this carried us into the shadow 
of a five metre roof, which John soon 
reached by aiding round some hollow 
flakes. Outrageous swinging over the 
clinging void and at last the gritty grey zone 
was cleared. Rough , red, raunchy granite 
from now on, a new optimism accompanied 
by windblown sunrays, a partial clearing. 

Dusk met us on the final pitch , or would 
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Opposite Page: The good weather -
jumarring the Red Shield in the afternoon 
sunshine. Above: The bad weather -
approaching the Bonatti Couloir during the 
descent. 

have if Piola had got his topo right. Another 
free pitch dammit so scanty pegged and 
slow pegging. My headtorch lit each move 
in turn , the minutes punctuated by jangling 
hardware. The belay gear and a six-inch 
ledge. This is not the terrace I expected . It 
was ten o'clock by the time the real ledge 
arrived via an open-book groove . What a 
ledge! Generous shoulder width and room 
length suspended above an endless gloom 
of dizzy space. Tonight 's tortillera exotica 
was delicious . The teabags were a soggy mix 
with sticky sugar , the milk and coffee long 
gone. A bag of luxuries remained; orange 
juice , fruit pate , apple flakes and chocolate. 

By now we knew that the terrace capping 
the red shield must represent our summit. 
Here the French Direct joins the Harlin/ 
Robbins Direttissima above the third roof 
for the final ropelengths. Both previous 
parties had abseiled from this junction, and 
with five bivouacs behind us we must start 
descending soon . In the meantime we had 
seven pitches of overhanging finger cracks 
to surmount. The sting in the tail ; only a 
quarter of the gear was in place . 

"We'll have to spread this over two 
days ." John voiced our silent reflections. 
"Two fixed leadropes would take us pretty 
high , so we could jumar up and pummel on 
for the top ." 

Our first sunny day , steady pegging and 
wiring with just the occasional expanding 
flake. Hanging belays , duvet wrapped, the 
afternoon sun. Exchanging echoes with our 
minute audience. Oh the infinite ease and 
grace of the snaketrack skiers gliding 
effortlessly through our narrow horizons! 

Blizzard blasted come the dawn. Wet , 
windy , pelting snow ; a real stinker. a stay
at-home day if ever there was , but our 
rations were rationed ; tomorrow must be 
down , either way. So we jumared up the 
free-hung ropes , nervous eyed the frictious 

bulge , the sellotape round the frayed 
mantle , the numbing void below. Pegged 
into the heart of the storm, the angry vortex 
swirling up the central basin and hurling 
powder avalanches over the upper slabs to 
blind out upward search and funnel mainly 
down our necks . 

More loose flakes , then a traverse to a 
trio of tiny bolts on the crest of the red 
shield , brought us to a line of cracks and 
chimneys flanking the giant room roof of the 
Direttissima. Friend jams and offwidth 
thrutching into a cosy shower room left a 
final evening dash up pegmarked spindrift. 
Of course the second one ripped, plunging 
John onto a fortuitous loop over the 
unclipped first, his hat continuing the flight . 
At last, at last the final terrace ; time now for 
the exhilarating succession of diagonal 
abseils . Wouldn't you know it , the first one 
jammed - another jumar for John. Hurtling 
pendules from the bendy bolts, clutching 
vainly for the windblown tat. Exhaustion, 
dismay , success . 

That night as I brushed the unrelenting 
snow from my jacket to vanish inside the 
bivvy bag, my headtorch hurtled through 
the air and disappeared into the night. You 
had to laugh, really. Next morning we pad
ded all our hardware into the haulsack and 
hurled it into space . Careering intact down 
the couloir and onto the open glacier it 
golfball spiralled around and into the only 
blasted hole on the entire slope. 

When the sun emerged the worst abseils 
were behind us and my prodigal torch 
appeared on a tiny ledge, half-buried but 
alight. You win some, you lose some. 

Summary: An· account of an early winter 
ascent of a difficult modern route on the 
West Face of the Petit Dru by John Silvester 
and Steve Long, February 1987. 
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GASHERBRUM IV 
by Randy Leavitt 
The mountains of the Karakoram Himalaya 
are as perfectly beautiful as their photo
graphs . My impression was that they were 
thought of as " the ultimate climbing arena". 
It was a ,p}ace where climber& died trying, 
and therefore a place where you have to 
accept unlimited risk . In an especially 
dreamy and childish way , the risk was a 
magnet. 

As a young rock climber, I never wanted 
to dabble in Himalayan climbing. I preferred 
miles of steep granite and technical diffi
culty to unlimited suffering. I could accept 
the risk , but I would point to those pictures 
of Doug Scott in Mountain and say , "You' ll 
never catch me doing that snowslogging! " I 
didn 't, and couldn't, stay a young rock 
climber for ever. The mountains became a 
symbol of reality for me, that couldn ' t be 
duplicated by 40 foot crags swarmed by ear
ringed climbers clad in lycra tights. Unlike 
rock , the mountains felt alive . 

To get to the mountains , I had to learn to 
climb again . The first lesson that the Cana
dian Rockies taught me was to know my 
limitations and use good judgement. The 
next lesson was to obtain some good judge
ment. I reflected on this lesson , and the rest 
of my life, while I was pounded by an 
avalanche on the North Face of Mt . Edith 
Cavel!. After my first experience und.er an 
avalanche, I wrote this poem : 
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Bergschrund 
Crevasse 
Serac 

Storm beat-s the ·sunri>e 
the beast we climb 
signs of life 
movement 
it wears mirror hard water ice 
cold shafts of broken glass 
at every turn 

Storm breeds insecurity 
threat of avalanche 
won 't hold anymore snow 
beast moves 
seracs moan 

We move up mountain alive 
so full of life 
we are 
so vulnerable 
beast is everywhere 

Legs strong 
not knowing retreat 
moving up 
always a machine 
my partner doesn't fear 
the beast as I do 

I feel it in the air 
it never happens 
and then it happens 

AVALANCHE! 
pounds me 
train moves down my back 
one hundred thousand cars long . . . 

* * * 
The airplane inched across the surface of 
the earth as the globe slowly rolled under
neath us. It was a full moon night as we 
glided over a cobalt blue ocean towards 
Pakistan. Then a thin icing of clouds 
appeared, hugging the ocean . This frosting 
was lit by the moon and the ocean was its 
massive background . I felt far from home 
on the plane full of strangers . I watched the 
Earth rotate under my airplane. A giant 
spear could pierce the earth and touch my 
home in San Diego . As we approached 
land , the plane was buffeted by dark , anvil
topped clouds. The electricity shook the 
clouds and the seatbelt sign came on . It was 
strangely peaceful. I looked at the other 
members of the expedition , trying to sleep 
through this 24 hour plane ride. I wondered 
what they were thinking, because I didn 't 
know any one of them, except for Greg. 

I suppose my years in Turkey prepared 
me for my first sight of Rawalpindi ( our first 
stop in Pakistan) that next morning. There 
were water buffalos wallowing in the mud 
outside our hotel room , next to the open pit 
brimming with garbage. There was a con
stant buzzing of horns from maniac drivers . 
The flies , dead and alive, were collecting in 



our rooms, and it was hot at 5.00am . 
I reflected on the events that brought me 

here. Greg Child and I were looking at a 
glossy photograph of the Trango Towers 
while in Yosemite Valley. I was nursing a 
damaged knee after a solo trip up El Capitan. 
Greg pointed to the Nameless Tower and 
asked me if I had ever thought about climb
ing it. I told him that I had never really 
thought of it because I had always thought 
of Baffin Island instead . When Greg told 
me that he had a permit for Nameless Tower , 
my random daydreams were suddenly 
grounded in reality and I accepted his offer 
to join the expedition . I expressed desire to 
borrow one of his pictures of the Tower, he 
laughed and said , "You'll have plenty of 
your own when you get there ." He then 
gave me one to last the two years until the 
expedition left for Pakistan. 

Now we were in Pakistan, swimming 
through their ocean of bureaucracy , a place 
where time was worthless and money was 
everything. It was hard to believe that those 
glorious mountains were only 400 miles 
away now . It was easy to believe that we 
wouldn 't see them for three weeks. 

The Americans in our expedition were 
met in Islamabad by the two Australians, 
Tim McCartney-Snape and Phil Balsoon . 
The organizational chores gave us purpose 
and a good chance to get to know each 
other. I had very few reservations about 
embarking on this expedition with a group 
of people that I didn't know, simply because 
I believed in Greg's judgement on who he 
invited. 

Two weeks later, I found myself mes
merized by the incredible East Face of the 
Nameless Tower, an El Capitan-sized spire 
of orange granite. This was my primary 
reason for coming on the expedition, "the 

Opposite Page Top: The_ beautiful West Face of Gasherbrum IV. The North West Ridge 
takes the_ left hand skyline. Photo_: Leavitt. This Page Top: The summit experience -
Greg Child atop the Nor~h Summit of Gasherbrum IV. Photo: Tim McCartney-Snape. 
Above:· The successful tno back at Camp III. Left to Right: Tim McCartney Snape Tom 
Hargis , Greg Child. Photo: Leavitt. ' 
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miles of steep granite". Greg , Tom Hargis 
and I would try this big wall climb after 
Gasherbrum IV, but I had the urge to do it 
immediately. 

The next evening, we feasted our eyes on 
the magnificent West Face of Gasherbrum 
IV. It was crystal clear and cold that evening 
as Greg and I waited with our cameras for 
the last rays to settle on the West Face. We 
were pacing back and forth to ward off the 
cold , as we heard our 84 porters start their 
evening chants. On the glacier , they would 
huddle together underneath the tarps and 
sing throughout the evening , since it was 
too cold for them to sleep. 

After establishing basecamp (5 ,300 
metres), we immediately set to work on 
carrying loads to Camp 1 (6,200 metres) 
throughout bad weather. I watched seracs 
collapse around us, some 2,500 metres 
above and to the sides. The resulting blocks 
would scream down the ice and rock faces 
and turn into peaceful looking white clouds , 
carrying snow and ice debris , that would 
_race along the base of the valley , and finally 
die out. I looked forward to those distant 
avalanches , as it gave me an excuse to stop, 
rest , and watch. Sometimes the avalanches 
were not distant enough, and I walked 
around with an overwhelming awareness of 
the fragility of my human body . 

There was a lot of time for thinking , 
sometimes too much time. During the first 
35 days on the mountain , it snowed every 
day but three . I had enough time to consider 
the pros and cons of a former passion of 
mine , BASE jumping (skydiving off fixed 
objects) . That insane sport started to look 
luring again , because it only took a few 
seconds to execute (no pun intended) . 
BASE jumping is the antithesis of Himalayan 
climbing since it takes seconds rather than 
months to complete , and it was starting to 
look relatively safe compared to moun
taineering . 

Another thought stuck in my mind : 
Bonatti and Mauri had first made the sum
mit of Gasherbrum IV in 1958. Now, it was 
28 years later and the summit had not even 
had a second ascent. Many had tried and 
two had come extremely close , but no suc
cesses. A climber my age was not even alive 
during the first ascent , but was there for a 
possible second ascent. 
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The second ascent would not come easily 
though . It seemed like the work was a never
ending series of fixing ropes , jumaring with 
heavy packs , coughing , and unrealistically 
early starts . My desires for the summit 
started to become clouded with the yearning 
to get on with our second objective , the 
Nameless Tower. Once again , I started to 
crave the steep walls and technical moves. I 
thought about Doug Scott in Mountain 
Magazine. We didn 't have a mirror , but I 
could see myself in this paradox. 

I really enjoyed the company of everyone 
on the team. Tim had a propensity to fix 
anything, and he was gifted with unbounded 
energy that served him well on all his 
climbs. Tom was a machine , a binary 
machine with no in-betweens. He was 
either on or off. Greg was no less intense, 
the other side of his magnet was on the sum
mit of Gasherbrum IV, and many other sum
mits to come. These three along with Geoff 
and Andy left basecamp for the summit 
push. We seemed no closer to the top , but 
we had sure been there a hell of a long time 
already. Early the next morning, Steve and 
I also headed for a high snowcave at 7 ,100 
metres , and then to the top? 

It was all so familiar now. The quick dash 
under the icefall to Camp I was followed by 
an eternity of jumaring up the 1,000 metre 
60 degree slope to the precariously placed 
Camp II. The next morning we headed up 
another 55 degree slope to the spectacular 
site of Camp III (7 ,100 metres) , a cozy 
snowcave with a million dollar view. This 
was to be home for four days as Steve and I 
had yet to acclimatize to that altitude before 
we moved higher. The others were heading 
to the top . 

Geoff and Andy broke trail up to the 150 
metre rock band that guarded the last section 
that was to be established as Camp IV. At 
the top of this band, some 65 degree ice was 
encountered . A tent platform was hacked 
out of the ice for three small goretex tents. 
The next morning , all five climbed the next 
250 metres of 55 degree ice , unroped . Geoff 
started wondering what he was doing in 
such a place as he surveyed the 3,000 metre 
fall he could possibly take. It was a dizzy 
place to climb unroped . A hundred metres 
above that , they reached the base of the 
final 200 metre rock band. At this point , 

Left: Hidden Peak from 
Gasherbrum IV. Photo: 
McCartney-Snape. Opposite 
Page: Tom Hargis approaching 
Camp II. Photo: Leavitt. 

Geoff ( on his second Gasherbrum IV 
expedition) made the decision to prepare 
for a bivouac while the others continued 
towards the summit. Greg led a desperate 
pitch with his crampons on the polished 
marble to gain the rock band . In the late 
afternoon alpenglow , they approached the 
North Summit at 7,900 metres. Andy 
decided to rappel down to Geoff and the 
gear , while Greg , Tom and Tim were sud
denly motivated to dig a snow cave! 

It was a typical high altitude bivouac with 
no sleeping bags , stove , or pads , highlighted 
by a mysterious Tiger's Milk food bar that 
seemed to float in and out of their lives all 
night. They never managed to pin down the 
energy bar and eat it. 

A short distance was needed to go the 
next morning to the top of the North sum
mit , and then a traverse over to the true 
summit . Greg found himself on top of the 
wrong summit and had to abseil back down. 
It was a confusing jumble of rock ribs and 
spires up there . A treacherous rock/ice 
ledge was then traversed, and Tim led up a 
ramp to the true summit. They stood there , 
28 years after the first ascent; when Bonatti 
and Mauri first stood there , this Gasherbrum 
IV team was just learning to crawl. 

* * * 
A month later, my hopes of the Nameless 
Tower climb were called to rest when a 
barrage of falling ice almost wiped me out 
some 500 metres below the top of the tower . 
Before that near miss , I was finally doing 
what I wanted , pounding copperheads and 
micro knife blades into technically difficult 
rock. Tom , Greg and I were the last ones to 
leave Pakistan . We would all return to our 
magnets some day . I knew where mine was, 
and I suspected Greg's was right here . 

Summary: An account of the successful 
1986 American/Australian Gasherbrum IV 
Expedition, second ascent via a new route -
the N.W . Ridge. Members: Greg Child 
(leader) , Tim McCartney-Snape , Tom Har
gis , Andy Tuthill , Geoff Radford , Dr. Steve 
Risse , Randy Leavitt and Phil Balsoon 
(cameraman) . The summit was reached on 
June 22 , 1986. 
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Above: Chris McC/ean approaching the summit of Lobsang Spire via a new route on the West Ridge. Photo: Chris Booth. 

LOBSANG BITES BACK 
by Phil Rapp 
The Lobsang Spire (5,707m/18,724ft) in the 
Karakorum Himalaya of Northern Pakistan 
is the tallest of the six peaks grouped off the 
Baltoro Glacier opposite Masherbrum and 
between the Cathedrals and Mustagh 
Tower. In 1983 Pete Thexton (shortly before 
he died on Broad Peak), Doug Scott and 
Greg Child had made the first , and only, 
ascent by the difficult South Pillar. The 
unclimbed West Ridge had seen three previ
ous attempts and was the objective of the 
1986 St Mary's Hospital Mountaineering 
Club Pete Thexton Memorial Expedition . 
The following is a personal account of the 
harrowing descent of four members of the 
Expedition from the highpoint reached on 
the first summit assault . 

* * * 
'OK, Chris , off blue.' 'OK, Jim.' The dis
tant shouts filtered upwards. I was last in 
line on the ridge for the descent down the 
south face, waiting for my all clear from 
Chris to indicate he was off the first fixed 
rope . Weary and cold, I pounded my feet. 
They hurt - jammed inside two pairs of 
loopstitch socks, squeezed into tight EBs. I 
was still tense after our descent over wet 
and then snow-plastered rocks . Just the 
fixed ropes left now, but they were fraying. 

Two days earlier we'd brewed up on this 
spot, basking in the sunshine, full of 
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optimism while admiring the sharp ridge of 
the Spire rising above us. The following day 
Jim Grey and I, climbing as an independent 
pair behind Chris Booth and Chris McLean, 
had enjoyed exhilarating climbing on mag
nificent granite in a lightweight push for the 
summit. A 3.30 am start had seen us hope
ful and determined , climbing diagonally to 
re-reach the ridge , having been forced off it 
by an impenetrable mass of rock which we 
nicknamed the 'Bat Wings' because of its 
strange appearance. Tensioning off pegs , 
mantleshelfing on bolts , four pitches of deli
cate climbing later, we regained the ridge at 
its flattest part. It soon steepened and we 
raced on, conscious of the time. 

I caught up with Boothy as he seconded 
up the blank-looking rib. 'I wouldn't come 
this way, Phil, it is very bold ,' was all I 
needed to follow my instinct and go right , 
layawaying on a long run-out on the edge of 
the ridge. After a quick Friend placement, 
my momentum kept me going when the 
crack ran out . This is hard, I thought. More 
Friends at the belay, as Jim came up hand 
over hand , the pitch being too thin to sec-
ond with a pack on. ' 

It was then that the snowflakes fell, the 
temperature dropped . I'd been ignoring my 
concern at the increasing build-up of cloud, 
in blinkered determination to reach the top. 

Jim called me a pessimist , and on we went 
up some parallel cracks , catching up the 
Chrisses , who'd been held up at an awkward 
aid pitch . The snow turned to rain. Cloud 
engulfed us. They had disappeared into the 
mirk above. We must retreat , I thought , as 
the water trickled down the rock . 

'We're coming down ,' was shouted to us , 
quickly followed by one, then another, 
figure emerging from the gloom. It was 
strange how our concentration instantly and 
naturally turned from ascent to descent . 
The new problems this posed preoccupied 
our minds and blanked out , for then, the 
disappointment of being so seemingly close 
to the summit without reaching it. 

United once more, we began to pull the 
Chrisses' ropes through. They stuck. Chris 
went up , and down again. Still stuck , so up 
again ... a process we were to repeat many 
times. He fixed one rope and rejoined the 
rest of us. We now had three ropes left. 

We were faced with some testing abseils 
down the wet rib of the ridge . I was thankful 
to descend last, ever conscious , as I 
abseiled , of the huge south face of the Spire 

Opposite Page: Chris Booth venturing onto 
the North Face below Camp 2. Summit of 
Spire in background. Photo: Chris 
McC/ean . 





Grade 
1. Slab pitch HVS 

I I 2. Undercuts vs 
3. Tension traverse vs 
4. Smooth slab (2 bolts) E1 
5. Scrambling s 
6. Scrambling s 
7. Twin cracks vs 
8. Slab s 
9. Groove HVS 

10. Groove HVS 
11. Groove E1 
12. Parallel cracks vs 
13. Parallel cracks vs 
14. Slab A1 

-...::: 15. Bulge A1 
; " ~ ; \ · 13 16. Slab HVS 

17. Slab A1 -~ I .\ 18. Slab A1 
19. Au Cheval E1 
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Shoulder s 
Summit block HVS 
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Above Left: The South Face of Lobsang Spire (Pt. 5707m) showing the location of the thirteen fixed ropes used to reach the West Ridge. 
Above Right: The West Ridge Pitches: the summit block would require a bold ladder. Topos: McClean. Opposite Page: Chris McClean 
seconding pitch 12 two pitches below the point of the first epic retreat. Photo: Booth. 

falling steeply away to my right. One slip for 
Chris would have left him dangling on the 
face, but I had the comforting knowledge of 
a bottom anchor. No security of a ledge as I 
joined the others, so I placed a Friend, clip
ped in , and hung whilst the next abseil was 
prepared. The sense of exposure had gone , 
replaced by thick cloud; the exposure 
hadn't. Three further abseils and two hang
ing stances later, we reached a ledge. Down 
to two ropes now, the granite cracks having 
snagged and claimed a second. 

There followed a diagonal crack which 
required concentration and a steady bal
ance to descend by a mixture of downclimb
ing and abseiling. Our surviving two ropes 
predictably jammed in this crack when we 
pulled them through. Three of us reclimbed 
and downclimbed the pitch in turn in 
attempts to free the ropes , now our lifeline , 
with eventual success. 

The clouds lifted briefly as we retraced 
the horizontal but sharp part of the ridge 
towards the Bat Wings. Ahead of the others , 
I knocked two pegs in for the first of the 
diagonal abseils to our biv,vy ledge, high on 
the north face. I hadn't thought it was possi
ble to do a 45° diagonal abseil over wet rock 
in EBs, but Chris thankfully proved other
wise, as the weather closed in again and the 
rain intensified. My attempts to repeat 
Chris 's feat failed miserably. I ended up slid
ing and falling back to vertically below the 
abseil point , managing to haul my way 
across to the others. · 

Back at our four feet wide bivvy ledge just 
as darkness arrived , the storm gave us one 
benefit. In the pouring rain , water was now 
streaming down the face above. The night 
before, obtaining water had involved melt-
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ing snow after abseiling down to a snow
patch and jumaring back up. In the dark
ness , Jim and I assumed responsibilities , 
and the Chrisses disappeared into their 
bivvy bags. Just their hands briefly emerged 
for the mugs of soup we prepared. The night 
before, I'd slept about fifty feet away where 
the narrow but long ledge flattened out. 
There was no way I was going down there 
now. Instead , I squeezed in amongst the 
others , and clipped into our communal bolt. 
I didn 't envy Boothy's position beside me on 
the very lip of the ledge. Perhaps this was 
why he suggested, on being told the time 
was 'one o 'clock ', that we start going down. 
In his worry, he thought we had overslept. 
None of us did sleep that night , but lay 
attempting somehow to position ourselves 
clear of the leaking seams of our bivvy bags. 
Our attempts failed, and the night was spent 
shivering in sodden pits . The intense rain 
had soon turned into snow, which we could 
feel building up around and between us. As 
the snow thickened , the prospect of its 
effect upon the remaining descent gave us 
all nightmares , which we were soon to 
enact. 

An intense debate ensued-when would 
it get light? The weather was so gloomy it 
was impossible to tell that dawn was arriv
ing. At last we emerged , as Jim said later, 
'out of our snow hole that wasn't there the 
night before' . Five inches of snow had 
buried us and our gear. We teetered precari
ously as everything was bundled into 
rucksacks. At least Jim should have some 
good shots of me , I thought - just as he 
shook his rolled up overtrousers, where he'd 
put his film for safekeeping. I despairingly 
watched the reels fly downwards. 

The ledge that I'd happily scampered up 
and down from my sleeping spot two nights 
ago had turned into a treacherous slide. We 
belayed each other to its end , our backsides 
providing the only means of descent for at 
least twenty feet. The ledge ran out, and we 
were some way from the ridge. We huddled 
together as the snow flakes fell, all clipped 
into the one peg. 

The only way to re-reach the start of the 
fixed ropes was to abseil further down the 
north face, and then climb up and across to 
the ridge lower down. Boothy disappeared 
out of sight beyond the slabby white face 
below. He seemed ages . We did not then 
appreciate the horror of this particular 
abseil, and the awkward traverse at its end. 
Chris followed . He was half way down, 
when I was alerted by the noise of rockfall. 
Large boulders were tumbling down. 'Jim, 
Jim, Oh God - there's Chris's rucksack!' I 
could have sworn Chris was flying down
wards with the boulders which bounced 
2,000 feet to the valley floor. Our hearts 
were pounding when we heard his reassur
ing shout. On the traverse he had somehow 
pulled over his shoulders a large section of 
loose rock . I felt lonely as Jim lowered him
self slowly over the edge. He was twenty 
feet down when I noticed the peg wavering 
up and down under the pressure of his 
weight. I promptly unclipped from it , con
sciously ignoring the prospect of being com
pletely stranded in the event of the peg ( and 
Jim) coming away - let alone Jim 's fate . 
With no pegs to knock in as a back-up , I 
attached my figure of eight , and tried not to 
think about it. Anyway, my body was in 
automatic by then . I'd donned my spare pair 
of socks over my EBs, to try and achieve 





Above: Chris Booth abseiling from the bivvi ledge at Camp2 in appalling conditions, the onset of which can be seen in the photo Opposite, 
where Booth is seen descending pitch 12 towards the 'Bats Wings'. Below: The Team: Left to Right: Jim Grey, Chris Booth, Chris 
McClean. Photos: Rapp. 

some grip. Horizontal to the rock , I abstrac
tedly watched them slither backwards 
through the snow. It was as if I was watching 
a film, with my legs and feet on the screen, 
but the rest of me removed , safe from 
danger. 

Boothy led the pitches back up to the 
ridge , and we all grew colder at the inter
minable belay point waits. Not far from the 
fixed ropes now. More abseiling through the 
snow, down pitches we'd soloed up, and we 
were there. I retook my position at the rear 
as the others went down the first fixed rope 
in turn. Tired, I abseiled badly, too fast, out 
of control, jerking at the anchors. But the 
distant glacier grew closer. To Camp 1. Only 
three ropes left. The tension was easing. For 
the thirtieth time in twenty-four hours I 
checked and re-checked my harness , the 
anchor, my figure of eight. Then the stagger 
to our advance base camp, and the cheery 
excited welcome from Mike Thexton and 
Andy Black . Coffee, yorkies, apple pie and 
custard all heightened our relief at being 
down , before they hit us with the news that 
Al Rouse and others had died on nearby 
K2. Al was the patron of our trip, and had 
tried our route in 1983. I'd only met him 
once , but it was a sad walk back to Base 
Camp. 

Five days later, in a last attempt , Chris 
Booth and Chris McLean completed the 
climbable part of the West Ridge , to the 
blank summit block. Faced with bolting the 
remaining hundred feet, and being without 
bivouac gear in worsening weather late in 
the day, they safely repeated the above des
cent (not without incident) . They graded 
the route an overall El ,5B ,Al. 
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MONTANEJOS 
by Nico Mailander 

Though the climbing areas covered in the 
first two articles of this series can be enjoyed 
by the majority , Calpe and Chulilla will 
hardly ever make it into the gossip columns 
of the international gazettes. People will 
want to go there purely for the fun of climb
ing but not to find out about the present 
state of this art on the Iberian Peninsula. 
Those of you who are looking for winter 
testing grounds or want to know why 
Spaniards are starting to step into the lime
light will be interested in visiting the splendid 
rock gymnasium ofMontanejos, which may 
turn out to be the Spanish answer to Buoux 
and Smith Rock . 

The "severe" leader, who is heading 
down for the Penon or the Puig Campana 
with his family will find much diversion 
when he leaves the coastal Autopista at the 
southern Castellon exit and heads up the 
River Mijares. Up and down through its 
valleys and gorges, penetrating the Levan
tine hinterland - the small towns , clusters of 
houses on the hillsides overshadowed by the 
dome of the cathedral - the patched tarmac 
of the S 200 will carry the family ca·mper 
to the sleepy, run-down resort town of 
Montanejos . Mum and dad will enjoy meet
ing familiar faces in the Bar Mijares. The 
kids will like the hot springs upstream from 
town . On the Camping de Conan, above the 
Rio Maimona, a right tributary of the 
Mijares River, the facilities are open to 
anybody for free . On the other side of the 
Maimona bridge Ernesto Lopez and his 
wife Pilar offer inexhaustable streams of 
coffee and bolts as well as board and infor
mation to all visiting climbers in the Rifugio 
de Maimona. However , the clear maps and 
topos of the routebook soon make it evident , 
that for the ldwalian, a visit to Montanejos 
can be likened to a pilgrimage to the Kleine 
Scheidegg or the Everest basecamp. For the 
cliffs both in the Mijares and Maimona 
gorges remain strictly spectators' items to 
anybody not capable of climbing Sa, even 
more so, if one is aware that the rating here 
is roughly a French grade tougher than in 
the Verdon . 

Half a mile above the thermales, entering 
the Mijares gorge proper , the road is carved 
out of the perpendicular rock of the Carret
era wall before being forced underground in 
the Estrecho, the shadowy narrows of the 
canyon. Through the miradores, the two 
windows that lend their name to this part of 
the vertical world, you peer out at a mass of 

· rock only fifty metres away on the other side 
of the river: the Estrechowall, Montanejos' 
ticket to fame. One hundred and twenty 
metres high and extending for roughly half a 
kilometre, the rock face manages to retain 
its grey colour, even in many of its vast over
hanging sections. If you visualize a Malham 
times three with sharp little holds, vertical 
flakes that are still safe even if you can 
almost look through them, and then add a 
juicy Verdon bolt every three metres, you 
begin to get a faint idea what climbing here 
is about. Not quite, for this paradise, too, 
has its flaw, if only an invisible one. Any
body who lives south of Leeds will firid a 
hanging belay in the Estrecho extremely 
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Above: Fransisco Javier Orive cranking it out on Pelix del Oest (7b-French) , at Montanejos. 
Photo: Dario Rodriguez. 
Opposite Page: The magnificent left hand section of El Estrecho - the scale of which is given 
by the climbers. (See topo next page.) Photo: Mailander. 





character-building on some winter days 
when the winds are whistling down from the 
snowy sierras through the air jet of the 
gorge. From April through the summer 
months , however , the Montanejos winds 
are as welcome to climbers as is the breeze 
on the headwall of El Cap. 

On the left side of the river the Zona de la 
Yedra with its back to the wind and facing 
south is a harbour of warmth on one of 
those uncomfortable winter days . It is also a 
grand introduction to the intricacies of 
Montanejos rock. On La Yedra (local 6a), 
the first route to be put up on this cliff, you 
will be perplexed to find that the shoes stick 
to limestone here with an adherence nor
mally reserved for Bregaglia granite. You 
almost begin to believe the ads and the 
Liveseyan boast that on limestone you can 
climb anywhere once you've made up your 
mind where the route should go. Nowhere 
else do.:!s the word "smooth" say more 
about the ability of the climber and less 
about the quality of the rock: it comprises 
nothing but holds - from jugs to microscopic. 
Carame/os Paco, which starts to the left of 
Yedra, crosses it and diagonals to the right 
which is , but for having a harder crux, of the 
same immaculate 85 degree nature . If the 
weather is hot , give Malvaloca (6a +) a 
miss , as it is one of the few climbs in 
Montanejos that, due to failure to use chalk 
by some unthoughtful individuals , has 
developed a few polished holds. You can 
pass up the slightly loose Esto Si Que Es 
Grave (7a) for Ultimas Preguntas (7a +) to 
the left of it: two technical and fingertearing 
cruxes make it a real testpiece for your 
winter training routine. 

On your way back to the car, just by the 
dam, is La Zona de la Presa , one of the most 
popular bordillos of the area. This term 
disguises large bolted boulders graded just 
as ridiculously as your grit trick routes. 
Sitting about in the dust under these rocky 
protrusions gossiping and commenting on 
the efforts of the individual sweating and 
swinging from the almost invisible 6b+ 
holds above, is one of the favourite pas
times of the latter day Spanish rockpunk 
stars. Their law-defying attitude is mirrored 
in the " route" names of La Presa: all the 
way from the relatively harmless Escupe al 
Alkade (Spit at the Mayor) (7a) to Me Vas 
a Comer la Fol/a , the translation of which 
you'll have to find out for yourself. 

The Pared de la Carretera, rising to about 
60 metres above the road on the other side 
of the river, definitely offers "proper" 
climbing with routes up to four pitches long. 
Here La Polaca Ataca (6c, 6b+) is one of 
the most popular routes. Right from the 
start it demands precise edging and painful 
fingertip laybacking that doesn't let off for 
about twenty pumping metres. I won 't tell 
you how to do the roof that bars the way to 
success in the second pitch , as it is one of the 
joys of the locals to behold the hopeful 
man tier slowly tilting out of balance into the 
vast amounts of fresh air below. Loco Mot
oro and Ordevas (6b+ ), a variation to the 
first pitch of La Polacca are just more of the 
same safe fun. Together with the harder Via 
Antiqua on the right they will provide a 
good party with a morning's climbing 
before the sun disappears around the ridge 
just before noon. 

As most people l know don't travel 
thousands of miles to transport metal up 
greasy cracks we can leave the central sec
tion of the upper Carretera wall with the 
likes of Delicatesem Rouge (6a, V +, 6a, 
V +) and Eh Donde Vai Desgrasiato (6b, 
6b, V +) to locals eager to get their show 
together for overseas action and move on to 
the P/aca de la Carretera on the right , just 
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before the road disappears into the second 
tunnel. Here shivering lycra clad crowds file 
up even in the shady afternoons of winter 
weekends. Of the seven routes filling up all 
the gaps in this slab Nata y Fresa (6a, 6a) 
and Oye Nena Yo Soy un Artista (6c) are 
the undisputed classics, although Taus (6b, 
6a) , El Hereje (6a) and Ferran e/ Carnicero 
(6c+) don ' t conceivably lag behind in qual
ity. If you're up to it , you'll also have to do 
Moriras Jove (6c+/7a), people who have 
managed to rock over onto the crux mantle 
seem to have enjoyed themselves immensely. 

According to informed circles the routes 
on the Pared de las Miradores , the 120 
metre high section of the Carretera in the 
narrowest part of the gorge, are just as 
crowded on summer weekends as they are 
reserved for masochists in the cold season. 
To reach this reputedly very good crack 
climbing area you follow the trail leading 
down to the river from the upper tunnel 
entrance. None of the impressive lines of 
Los Miradores ' 14 routes up to five pitches 
in length can be had under the grade of 6b+ 
and without considerable effort. The first 
ascensionists have made a point of utilizing 
"soft " protection techniques. So , one is 
definitely advised to bring the larger cam
ming devices along. 

Contrary to its intimidating appearance 
the Estrecho wall is not reserved exclusively 
for steelfingered athletes. At a reasonable 
grade five sup. the extremely popular 
Pericondrio Tragal snakes its way up to the 
plateau. For its first two pitches Pericondrio 
offers pleasant but innocuous climbing on 
moderately angled rock. Unexpectedly, 
halfway up the hill , the route seems to lose 
its mind completely when it starts cheating 
its way into space. Following an erosion line 
with the rock arching out of sight underfoot 
and grey bulges above, you can joyfully 
gasp at the exposure while daintily stepping 

over the void, hands firmly attached to the 
world. G.P. (V + ), starting to the left of 
Pericondrio and sharing its second belay, 
follows a series of cracks before escaping to 
the right over easy ground - definitely the 
line of least resistance. Although nothing to 
write home about, it is worth queuing up on 
the first pitch of the trade route in order to 
get at the wonders hiding higher. For it is 
from G.P. 's first belay that El Esfinge (6a, 
6b+ , 6b) takes off into a petrified paradise. 
If any, it is this super route that proves that 
climbing is part of the plan. Ascending a 
nice wall on its first pitch , Esfinge then 
pushes through the overhangs below the 
traverse of Pericondrio following an out
ward leaning dihedral until the bulge 
becomes really unavoidable . The last pitch 
up a vertical pocketed wall is much easier 
than it looks and rounds off this three star 
classic in good style. Those really looking 
for kicks should try their luck with the 
Aberrationes Sexua/es de Una Ninfomana 
(7b+) that battle the exposure of the har
dest parts of the Sphinx buttress. Those who 
want more of the same should have a go at 
Relax (6b+, 7a, 7b+, 6a). First done in 
1986, it forces its way through the barrier of 
roofs two thirds up the left part of the main 
cliff. It is one of the most difficult oft he long 
climbs here, and one shouldn't be misled by 
the rating, as hereabouts the grading gets 
tougher the further you move up the scale. 
A good number of very capable climbers 
found this out on the steep and technical 
Solo Para Tus Ojos (6b, 6c, 6c, 6b) on the 
same part of the cliff- a '"must·· for everyone 
up to this kind of difficulty. After having 
mastered a tower of borderline 5.10/11 
moves , however , many have been forced 
into submission by the unrelenting steep
ness . . 

People in a more playful mood, who can't 
quite rationalise joining the crowd kicking 

back in the warm water of the hotsprings, 
might enjoy wandering up the gorge of the 
Rio Maimona with a rope and a few runners. 
Some two hundred metres up this wonder
fully wild canyon they' ll find the 50 metre 
Pared Negra de la Maimona above a blue 
pond of water. Although Mister Proper 
(V+, V+), Furor Uterino (6a, 6a) and 
Sexo, Drogay Rotpunk (6a, 6a+) are pleas
ant routes lead ing all the way to the top of 
the crag, its general atmosphere is that of a 
bordillo - beautiful belaypersons lying 
around barefoot on the sandbank under the 
cliff, while their hero is wildly leapfrogging 
from one painfully evident solution hol e to 
the next , spurred on to victory by his audi
ence. 

On your way to the Pared Negra you may 
have overlooked the most treasured asset of 
the whole Montanejos area: just at the 
entrance to the gorge is a scruffy cave, with 
a half starved mongrel usually snoozing on a 
dirty mattress. This is the place where 
Spanish honour was salvaged. A gallant 
Valenciano just managed to snatch No Cal 
e/ Menestrer (7c+ ). out of the fangs of one 
of the leading French climbers. As rumour 
has it. three sallies from Fontainebleau 
failed to force these intractable 30 feet of 
slippery inverted fingerpockcts into sub
mission. The grading is again vastly 
deflated; the real difficulty of the present 
local testpiece is certainly in the Sa range 
according to generally accepted French 
grading. Together with other little big 
routes No Cal ... confirms that the most 
talented Levantine climbers are definitelv 
emerging from obscurity. Once they really 
start directing their amazing abilities and 
dedication to the bulging vertical potential 
of the two gorges. Montanejos will meta
morphose into what it was made to be - one 
of the leading climbing areas in Europe. 
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On The Edge 
In January 1985 Cherie Bremer
Kamp and her husband Chris 
Chandler attempted a winter 
ascent of the North Face of 
Kangchenjunga, their sole 
climbing companion their young 
Tamang sirdar, Mongol. Seven 
weeks after arriving in Base 
Camp, all three were bivouacked 
in a snow cave at 26,000 feet in 
anticipation of going for the 
summit the following day. But 
when they were getting ready to 
leave, Cherie noticed that Chris 
seemed uncharacteristically 
confused and was having trouble 
strapping on his crampons. 
Within minutes, his condition had 
deteriorated alarmingly. There 
was a bubbling coming from his 
chest, and he began to vomit. He 
complained that everything had 
gone dark and he could no longer 
see. Clearly there was no time to 
lose, Cherie had to get him down 
fast, but this was no easy task, for 
he was a large man and by now 
incapable of helping himself. She 
and Mongol struggled all day to 
assist him down just one 
thousand feet, and that more by 
slithering and sliding than by 
climbing down. It was no use. 
Chris died before nightfall. Next 
morning they left him, propped 
up and facing the mountains he 
loved, and continued on down. It 
took another four days before 
they finally stumbled exhausted 
into Base Camp, both badly 
frostbitten. 

Chris and Cherie had been 
together for only seven years; it 
was the second marriage for each. 
They met when they were both 
taking part in an American 
expedition to K2. Chris had 
already been to the top of Everest 
and Cherie had done a fair 
amount of Himalayan climbing, 
although this was her first large
expedition experience. It proved 
profoundly disillusioning . She 
was horrified to see 'group 
dynamics' in action. Petty 
jealousies soon had the team 
splintered into discordant 
factions, and worse, a skewed 
star-system seemed in force, 
which was based as much on 
powers to manipulate as on 
climbing talent. The leading 
clique, the 'A-team', had 
obviously been settled from the 
start, so that the others had very 
little chance of playing anything 
but a back-up role, however well 
they performed . It was a situation 
Chris and Cherie found not only 
socially unhealthy, but it also, 
they believed, ultimately robbed 
the expedition of a perfectly 
attainable broader success. 

The experience helped 
crystallize their own philosophy 
on adventure. It shouid be much 
more personal; it needed to be 
committing - to the last ounce, if 
necessary - but unselfishly so, 
requiring a bond of love and 
loyalty between participants. At 
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the same time, it should be in tune 
with natural forces and make no 
detrimental demands on the 
environment. Chris and Cherie, 
happy to settle for adventure on 
such terms, embarked on a series 
of climbing and ocean sailing 
enterprises that called heavily on 
their own resources, but involved 
very few other people. Living on 
the Edge, though it was, they did it 
with their eyes open, recognising 
it as the only way for them. 

Now, two years after 
Kangchenjunga, Cherie is still 
struggling clear of her grief and 
endeavouring to find a way 
forward without Chris. She lives 
with her teenage daughter on a 
boat in Sansalito Bay, California, a 
boat they hope one day to sail 
around the world. When she's 
ready. She'll go back to nursing, 
too, one day. Again, when she's 
ready. The frostbite took a heavy 
toll. After many operations Cherie 
has been left without toes and 
only the first joints of a few 
fingers. Even so, she has 
managed to regain a high level of 
dexterity, to the extent that she 
wrote the manuscript of her first 
book entirely by hand. Now she is 
waiting for a special new pair of 
boots so that she and her 
daughter can go climbing again. 
Her feet are stil I giving her a lot of 
pain, but she hopes before too 
long to be able to return to Nepal. 
All in all, she is making what 
people like to describe as 'a 
miraculous recovery'. Emotional 
recovery is much harder of course 
and, like adventure, very 
personal. There is not a lot anyone 
outside can do to hurry it along. 
'I'm sick of hearing how other 
people have overcome their 
disabilities - or their 
bereavement!' she says. 

Cherie was in England recently 
to promote her book, Living on 
the Edge, the story of her life with 
Chris. The first part, dealing with 
the K2 expedition, is very 
outspoken; the end, telling the 
tragedy, achingly moving. I 
wondered what, if anything, she 
had felt too personal to share with 
the world? 'There was no other 
way to do it. I had to tell 
everything, just as I saw it. And I 
made few changes. People may 
not like it, but that's too bad.' 

This dedication to truth 
extended to telling of Chris's 
periodic outbursts of an!;ler. So 
alien to his normal pac1f1c 
temperament, they would erupt 
with a violence that threatened 
not only love but life. It was a 
problem the couple found 
impossible to discuss, and one 
which they shared with no-one 
during Chris's lifetime. So much 
easier and less painful to say 
nothing about it now, either, 
except that it would have . 
presented an incomplete picture. 
For Cherie, it was important that 
her portrait reflected the whole 
man, even if its more intimate 

Cherie Bremer Kamp - 'dedication to truth'. Photo: Steefenie Wicks. 

disclosures left her vulnerable. 
This she explains calmly, but 

with intensity, and is visibly taut. 
Distress is held in check, but one 
senses its closeness. 

Cherie's long-term dream -
which would be a way of 
honouring Chris and of saying 
thank-you to the villagers who 
cared for her when she first came 
down from the mountain - is to 
endow a schoolhouse/clinic in 
Pele on the North side of 
Kangchenjunga. At present all 
they have is a ramshackle hut that 
the wind blows through, and the 
nearest medical care is a week's 
walk away. Cherie waited twelve 
days for a helicopter to take her to 
hospital, and she was an 
honoured foreigner . Local 
emergencies would be lucky to 
warrant such help. Her book, she 
hopes, will provide one way of 

raising necessary funds - hence 
the publicity tour. 'lfthis is what it 
takes to sell a book,' she says, 
'then it's what I have to do,' and 
adds ruefully, 'I keep getting 
interviewed by men who want to 
know why it was me that survived 
and not Chris. It doesn't seem 
right to them. All I can say is, yes, 
he was the better climber, and 
yes, he was stronger. It's not 
something I can explain, I've 
wondered about it too.' 

Note: Donations to the DR CHRIS 
MEMORIAL FUND can be sent to 
Cherie Bremer-Kamp, c/o David 
and Charles (Publishers), Newton 
Abbot, Devon. The plan is to 
install and equip a windproof 
structure which can double up as 
schoolroom and clinic, and to 
provide basic health education 
and practical services. 



Commuting Between Two 
Worlds 
Last year Elaine Brook married 
Sherpa Lhakpa in an English 
registry office. Then they returned 
to Lhakpa's village in the Khum bu 
and were married again with full 
local ceremony - and lashings of 
home-brew. Now they plan to 
divide each year between their 
two worlds: six months in 
Derbyshire and six months 
organising treks in Nepal. Elaine 
has found contentment, which 
comes not only from her marriage 
and the buddhist faith she 
adopted some years before she 
met Lhakpa, but in the realisation, 
too, of her vocation as a writer. 

Her first book The Wind Horse 
appeared last year and describes 
a trek she made to Everest with a 
blind friend (Lhakpa was their 
guide). She has followed it now 
with Land of the Snow Lion, the 
story of an earlier Himalayan 
journey. As a member of an 
otherwise all-male Shisha 
Pang ma expedition, Elaine found 
herself increasingly at odds with 
the rest of the team, and it was 
only when she broke free and 
made her way back across Tibet 
alone that she was able to come to 
terms with some pretty 
fundamental changes that were 
taking place in her life, and 
particularly in her attitude 
towards climbing. 'Whatever it 
was I had been seeking for the last 
ten years in the headlong pursuit 
of higher summits and harder 
rock pitches, I was no longer 
finding it. I had caught myself 
attempting to justify my motives 
for climbing and realised 
suddenly that I did not need 
reasons for being. I was now 
looking for a way out oft he layers 
of self-justification.' 

Fortunately, in her new life, 
Elaine appears to have found that 
way. 

Death Of Ronald W. Clark 
Ronald Clark's interest in Victorian 
mountaineering launched him on 
an extraordinarily prolific writing 
career that spanned forty years 
and produced no less than fifty 
books. They included The 
Splendid Hills (Life and 
Photographs of Vittorio Sella, 
1948), The Early Alpine Guides 
(1949), The Victorian 
Mountaineers (1953), A Picture 
History of Mountaineering ( 1956) 
and, with Ted Pyatt, the excellent 
Mountaineering in Britain (1957). 
From general histories and multi
biographies he gravitated quite 
naturally to specific biography 
producing, first, a study of 
Coolidge, then (extending his 
range into the world of popular 
science and politics) books on 
Tizard, Haldane, The Huxleys, 
Einstein, Freud, Bertrand Russell, 
William Friedman, Edison, 
Benjamin Franklin and (still to be 
published) Lenin. He found time, 
too, for highly individual fictional 
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Sherpa Lhakpa and Elaine Brook - commute between Derbyshire and Nepal. Photo: Daily Mail. 

pieces like Queen Victoria's Bomb 
and The Last Year of the Old 
World, but he never lost his 
interest in climbing. To co-incide 
with the 1965 Matterhorn 
centenary celebrations, he re
analysed Whymper's immortal 
climb. The Alps, a history, 
appeared in 1976 to be closely 
followed by Men, Myths and 
Mountains, his last climbing 
book. Summing up, he cast an 
historian's eye over recent 
developments and concluded that 
mountaineering had less to fear 
from proliferating technical aids, 
competition climbing, or even 
being used as a means of social 
therapy - all fads or facets which 
he thought the sport capable of 
embracing without damage -than 
by 'overtones of high 
seriousness'. 

Blow To Peak-Baggers? 
Rumour that K2 could be higher 
than Everest swept like an 

epidemic through the world's 
media recently. Its basis lay in an 
unsubstantiated claim by 
members of last year's American 
K2 expedition that satellite 
measurement indicated K2 to be 
29,064 ft, rather than 28,250 ft as 
supposed. This would make it 36 
feet higher than the currently 
accepted height of Everest. While 
satellite techniques, which rely on 
the Doppler Effect, when fully 
understood and applied, should 
provide a far more accurate way 
of measuring mountains than is 
possible by conventional 
trigonometry, a random one-off 
reading (as is assumed here) 
means little. A spokesman at the 
University of Washington which 
is analysing the K2 expedition's 
findings let slip that their batteries 
had run out before the experiment 
could be completed. 

So was it all a storm in a teacup? 
Not necessarily. Quite apart from 
the fact that we know the 

Himalaya to be geologically active 
and still rising, it is quite possible 
that errors could be incurred in 
assessing heights above sea-level 
so far into a continent. But you 
would expect these errors to 
apply across the board, not just to 
K2, so that peaks retain relative 
heights to one another. An error 
of more than 800 ft, it has to be 
said, is pretty hefty and does 
rather stretch credulity. To add 
that amount to Everest 
immediately turns it into a 9,000er 
and, by similar adjustment, the 
number of peaks above 8,000 
metres would not be 14, as now, 
but 32!* 

Poor Reinhold! Just when he 
thought he'd finished, to find he's 
not even halfway through 
climbing them all. 

* According to a tongue-in-cheek list of 
the newest '8,000 m peaks' prepared 
by mountain-statistician, Xavier 
Eguskitza. 
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BOOKS 

Extreme Rock 
Compiled by Ken Wilson and 
Bernard Newman 
Diadem Books £27.95 
Having climbed in a variety of 
areas throughout Britain I have 
had the opportunity to experience 
many aspects that make up the 
subculture of British rock 
climbing, ie rain, beer, runouts 
(aka constricted sphincter), 
ground falls a la Burbage, beer 
and rain. It was with great interest, 
then, that I picked up Extreme 
Rock, the long awaited sequel to 
Hard Rock. Eight years is a long 
wait for such a project as this, 
especially considering that many 
of the featured climbs were done 
in the '70s or before. Hesitation is 
understandable though . Like a 
guide book, this project could 
easily be "out of date" upon 
publication. There 's always going 
to be one more route that should 
have been included. (Timeliness 
has been maintained to some 
extent with fine print postscripts 
after certain sections of the 
volume.) With the state of world 
climbing as it is, it would seem 
that the compiler's patience has 
paid off in a timely manner. British 
climbing has reached a junction, 
just as climbing in America has. 
French techniques are 
bastardizing many of the 
traditional styles and areas in 
both countries. Traditional, bold 
climbing is being squeezed and 
threatened. A plateau, of sorts, 
has been reached and it's a good 
time to take a look around. 

Those familiar with Hard Rock 
will recognize the neat format of 
Extreme Rock. After an 
introduction into the development 
of extreme climbing, the book is 
divided into five geographic 
areas: Scotland, The Lake District, 
North Wales, Peak and Pennine 
and South Wales and South West 
England. These areas are then 
given a dozen or so "chapters" 
which each cover a specific climb 
or group of closely related climbs. 
The so-called chapters each have 
a basic table of nitty gritty facts 
concerning first ascents, first free 
ascents, route lengths and 
grades, map and guide book 
references, approach, conditions 
and campsite descriptions and a 
bibliography to relative books or 
magazines. Along with this table 
of info is a small topo defining the 
featured climb/s as well as any 
standard reference climbs. The 
bulk of the chapter is then split 
into halves. One is a mouth
watering photo display of the 
climb/sand the other is a 
narrative, usually with some 
historical significance to the 
climb . 

For the photographs, and the 
big difference between Hard 
Rock, colour has been used 
liberally throughout (you 
wouldn't notice the lycra tights 
otherwise) thus making the £28 
easier to part with. This also gives 
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Wilford on Extreme Rock 
New Llanberis Guide 

"The chisel is the real threat . .. Redhead has chipped small holds because he is a 
brilliant climber . .. Williams chips big ones . .. both men are wrong . . . and what seems 
most wrong to me is that the guide book condones this." - Steve Haston. 

fair justice to both the climbs and 
the outrageously beautiful 
settings they occupy. 
Occasionally, first ascent or early 
repeat photos are used to enliven 
the historical element of the text 
(these pies are easy to spot, 
they're usually of someone 
wearing EBs). Black and whites 
are used as well, but, with the odd 
exception, notably Grit problems, 
they lack the eye-catching ability 
of the colour shots. Throughout 
the book each climb is usually 
blessed with at least one excel lent 
shot of someone's hero in action . 
Redhead looks fairly gripped on 
Master's Wall, while Pollitt has an 
understandably concerned look 
on The Bells, The Bells. I just want 
to know who gave Gullich 
Popeye's forearms to use on 
Dream Topping. While the 
majority of climbs are given equal 
time with the Kodachrome, some 
are left begging for more. The roof 
climb Castellan gets three colour 
shots, while neighbouring Bastille 
gets a lonely B&W. Edge Lane and 
Green Death come out nicely in 
B&W, but a colour shot of either 
one would have been nice. 
Obviously Mr. Newman has spent 
considerable time and effort 
amassing such a large and 
complete collection of "Extreme" 
photographs. The photos he and 
the other cameramen offer seem 
to give honest perspectives. The 
climbs are outrageous enough 
without looking through a fisheye 
at them. I do, however, question 
the reality of blue sky in 90% of 
the colour photos. No wonder it 
took eight years to compile 
Extreme Rock- as I recall, I only 
managed a couple of sunny days 
out of a two month stay. 

Supporting the photos and 
adding a real bit of meat to this 
work are the various narratives 
describing some pertinent aspect 
or ascent of the featured climb. 
Some of the essays do get away 
with a basic, move by move, 
description of how I climbed so 
and so. Fortunately, many of the 
essays reveal some very personal 
and honest insights into the 
motivations, efforts, cheatings . 
and rationales for the cheatings, 
successes and failures on these 
climbs. What a privilege it is to 
look through Redhead's eyes as 
he ponders yet another 70 footer 
off of Master's Wall, or to I isten to 
Gore as he is humbled by failure 
on The Prow but still shines with 
optimism. 

As you can imagine, it would be 
very difficult to tie 170 climbs 
together by more than the E grade 
prefix. In their effort to do so, 
Newman and Wilson have 
incorporated paralleling histories 
into many of the essays. By doing 
so, they give the reader an 
opportunity to sense the pressure 
and competition throughout the 
country at various times during 
the races for the plums. Whether 
it's the inter-personal conflicts of 

Bancroft and Allen on Castellan 
or the Yorkshire raiders vying for 
Mortlock's Arete while, just 
months earlier, the Leeds boys 
had to out-smart each other as 
well as the Sheffield gang to snag 
High Noon. The intense 
competition for the obvious 
classics was of Olympic stature. 

What about the styles and 
ethics of such classics as London 
Wall, etc? Along with all the 
history of first ascents and such 
are plenty of skeletons to rattle 
once again. Whillance pulls one 
of Fawcett's bolts from the Cad, 
Redhead pulls a pin from same, 
but then Moffat pulls Redhead 's 
bold on Master's Wall . .. I didn't 
know the wire runner slot below 
the crux of Profit of Doom was 
manufactured - all still good 
gossip. And who could forgive 
Drummond for chipping skyhook 
placements on Linden, but then, 
everyone else has "resorted to 
the appalling practice of abseil 
inspection " before a lead . As 
times change so does the state of 
cheating. Ben Moon doesn't even 
flinch "After hangdogging for 
about an hour" on 
Superdirectissima. Great stuff to 
argue over beers at the Padarn. 

As I mentioned earlier, British 
climbing ethics are being diluted . 
Extreme Rock, then, brings to 
light many of the considerations 
Britain is facing with the injection 
of French tactics into the arteries 
of its climbing tradition. I should 
imagine that Grit will remain as it 
is, while the limestone has clearly 
become a technical playground 
for the Eu rodoggers to practise 
their resectable trade. There are 
still the mountain and sea cliff 
areas to hold adventure. 
Hopefully, tomorrow's extreme 
climbers will remember 
yesterday's values and the hard 
won reputation for nerve that the 
shoulders they stand upon 
worked so hard to gain. 

Extreme Rock stands as a 
testimony to the mastery of bold 
and adventurous climbing, while 
at the same time it serves as an 
introduction to a new generation 
of style and consideration. 
Hopefully, this will not be the last 
testament of tradition, but rather 
an inspiration to perpetuate it and 
to insure that the Extreme grade 
remains Extreme. 
Mark Wilford 

Llanberis 
by Paul Williams 
Climbers Club 1987, Distributed 
by Cordee, £9.95 

It's here - the Llanberis guide is 
now fact. Long awaited, and 
delayed because of the ongoing 
boom on slate, it's here and it is 
undeniably a pleasure. Not just 
an update, it might just set a new 
example, for between its glossy 
covers lies an amalgam of new 
and old, the traditional and the 
brash . The author, Paul Williams, 

has done sterling work - he even 
goes to the trouble of reviewing 
himself in the acknowledgements 
section - what gall this man has. 
He tells us that there is a 90% 
increase on the old guide; I will 
tell you that this represents an 
extraordinary amount of new 
work and dedication on the part 
of the author. It is probably only 
possible by someone who has the 
boundless enthusiasm and 
youthfu I zest of a true devotee. 
Paul Williams is this, and he has 
beenthorough,verythorough. 

A thick guide to accommodate 
all the new stuff, but not too 
cumbersome to lug around. In the 
normal Climbers Club format, it is 
neat and stylishly laid out. The 
cover is a photo of the Cromlech, 
while the back is the new rock -
slate . A photo of a modern test 
piece showing the full scale of the 
biggest cliff in the pass, and it may 
surprise you to know that you 
could lose most of Cloggy in this 
hole. 

Open the book and we have a 
diagram from Greg Griffiths 
showing the crags: simple, neat 
and self-explanatory. The crag 
diagrams are even better and fulfil 
their function well, while pleasing 
the eye - top marks, Mr Griffiths. 
The photos are by the author, and 
are, on the whole, excellent. 
Among the slate photos there is 
only one bad, appropriately oft he 
author himself, nepotism in this 
case not paying off. Some of the 
photos are dazzling, and in 
contrast the pictures of the 
traditional crags sometimes look 
shabby. These colour photos cost 
a great deal, and a bit more care in 
choosing would have paid 
dividends. 

The guide is dedicated to Don 
Whillans - a man whom many 
young climbers have sadly not 
heard of. I suggest to these 
punters that they make full use of 
P.W.'s Historical section, which 
may open eyes to some film 
exploits such as Diagonal, an HVS 
done in 1938, without the benefit 
of good ropes, runners, tights or 
earrings. Don himself did an 
excellent route called Grondin 
1958 - it was basically a solo, a 
rope was worn but only for the 
benefit of the second man. The 
modern way of doing this can be 
seen opposite page 121. A 
talented rock jock pushing 
something called a friend where 
once only hardened fists used to 
go - progress. 

The historical section does not, 
I feel, give full credit to much of 
yesterday, while heaping it on the 
more modern escapades. If the 
unexpurgated details of these 
modern ascents were known, 
they would have a very hollow 
ring. This, to be fair, is not entirely 
P.W.'s fault, it is not his place to 
point the finger. The public's 
demand along with 
manufacturers' need for high 
profile heroes has created a 



Right: Ken Johnstone making the 
first ascent of Snowhite (E 1 5b), 
Dumbarton Rock. 
Photo: Gary Latter. 

demand for large E numbers - the 
result is designer climbs and 
designer history. 

A bolt appeared in the Pass in 
1930. Its many hydra heads 
caused very little excitement, and 
it was soon forgotten; after being 
chopped, of course. Recently, 
many routes have been put up 
with the bolt and the chisel -there 
has been much controversy. It 
seems that bolts are accepted on 
slate, but are decidedly taboo in 
the Pass proper. Bolts have been 
kept to a minimum by the highly 
developed insanity of some local 
climbers, coupled with a not so 
admirable tactic of pre-practice. 
The product, however, is often 
first class, even to my traditional 
eyes. The chisel is the real threat: 
I'll give two examples. Redhead 
on a route has chipped small 
holds because he is a brilliant 
climber; P. Williams, able but 
operating at a more human 
standard, chips big ones. Both 
men have created routes which 
are enormously enjoyable, but 
both men are wrong, and what 
seems most wrong to me is that 
the guide book condones this. 

At their best, routes have been 
put up with a fair degree of danger 
(sportingly British) and there are 
now examples of bolt ladders 
which provide sustained climbing 
as hard as any; but best of all, look 
at the photos. Slate undoubtedly 
has some of the finest climbs in 
the country, and it definitely has 
the best slab climbs. 

Some routes on slate are now 
entirely dependent on bolts for 
protection, your life may well 
depend on the bolt. The 
consequences of bolt failure are, 
to say the least, serious. Because 
of slate's fickle nature it should be 
advised that bolts in new routes 
be longer and sealed properly 
against the elements. This would 
ensure that doubling up on bolts 
due to age does not happen. 
Double bolts have appeared on 
some routes and are unsightly. 
They also rely on someone's good 
nature. 

Average climbers are not so 
well treated by the slate, but some 
good climbs are being unearthed. 
Already the guide is out of date by 
some thirty routes, some of these 
easy, and will get better with 
traffic. The Pass really has all the 
good climbs in the easier 
standards. P.W. has done much 
work recording routes long 
forgotten or obscure, and these 
will be welcomed by those 
seeking solitude and a good walk. 
It is a sad fact nowadays that the 
misanthropes among us will have 
to climb midweek or go to 
Scotland if we want to be alone. 

Looking through the book, 
climbs of a few years ago now get 
real grades, e.g. Lord of the Flies 
and Atomic Hot Rod- their 
inflated grades of a few years ago 
have been replaced with sense. I 
wonder if the same will happen to 

today's slate desperates. P.W. has 
necessarily taken advice on 
grades: some routes will go 
down, but there are a few that are 
the genuine article - desperates. 

Some undergraded routes of a 
few years ago have been 
upgraded. Quantum Jump, Ron's 
infamous E2, gets its proper grade 
of E5. A pity this, as I used to take 
great delight in pointing hotshots 
at it. P.W.'s descriptions do a great 
deal in differentiating between 
the nasty, scary lead and the well
protected. Pride of place in the 
latter category are Raped by 
Affection, Dawes of Perception 
and Rumbelfish; all of them have 
that unfashionable quality - the 
leader must not fall. On the climbs 
where you can fall off at your 
leisure if not upwards because of 
the bolts, are Misogynist 
Discharge and Manic Strain - the 
real challenge with these routes is 
to flash them. Sadly, I think there 
is not anyone in Britain with the 
ability. In between these two 
types bf route you might have 
something like the Quarryman: 
bolts more sportingly placed so 
that you don't in fact die when you 
inevitably fall off. lncidently, this 
last route has probably the finest 
groove in the country. 

Stars for quality are there, and 
although I may disagree with P.W. 
on a few points, I am on the whole 
happy. Any route which has a star 
will provide you with a good 
climb. The method of describing 
slate is in marked contrast to the 
Pass. 'Slate is radical rock.' Rocco 
rock, even. He offers a glossary of 
amusing words and terms. All 
good clean fun, very refreshing 
indeed, and long overdue -
climbing after all is fun. I have a 
few alternative definitions on 
hand. 'Dogging', for example, is 
not what it is in the Peak and 
elsewhere. Even the sycophancy 
can be laughed at, I'm sure this 
was P.W.'s intention - well, I hope 
so. 

The inordinately long 
description for his own route 
Colossus (280 words) could very 
easily have been condensed to 
'follow the line of 14 bolts' at a 
great saving to us all. Paul is 
obviously proud of his 

accomplishments, amongst 
which I would put being a driving 
force in the area and pointing top 
flight climbers at last great 
problems for the last ten years. As 
well as putting up good routes 
himself, he has helped with 
access to the slate and, in the slate 
climbers' parlance, is a general 
brick. (This means he has been hit 
on the head too many times by 
loose rock and is generally an 
upstanding member.) 

There is a section on bouldering 
which is very useful, but since the 
bouldering does not dry out till 
the height of summer, you're 
better off doing the routes. The 
short section on ice climbing is 
good if brief, the climbs being 
good and some of the most 
accessible in the country when in 
condition. 

The first ascent list is a boon 
once you have had enough of E6, 
E7 etc. It provides perhaps some 
of the most interesting reading, 
with perhaps the best mistake of 
the guide. Blue Horizon, 12.9.86. 
'Britain's first bolt protected 
severe' - if you remember from 
earlier in this review The Cracks 
(1930) had a bolt, and I award P.W. 
the accolade 'Dolt'. Mistakes are 
remarkably few. On page 43 Pain 
Kil/er should be on the next page. 
Sup 1 on page 56 is HVS 4c, not E4 
6a. Cabbage Man, page 69, is 
severely undergraded. 

P.W. was long ago christened 
the 'tick' by us angry young men, 
and he has done himself proud. 
Most guides have a tick list, but 
this one has two. Even a few years 
ago it was possible to tick all the 
Extremes in the Pass - now this 
would set you up for a life peerage 
or, more probably, get you 
certified. You get three times the 
number of Extremes for your 
money, and this is mainly due to 
the new medium, slate. So, go out 
there and enjoy the New Llanberis 
Baroque Book of Wonders - it's 
bizarre and well worth its price of 
gold dubloons. 

I can't finish without a veJy 
personal criticism - after all, I am 
in the role of critic. Many routes 
have had their names changed -
this is the policy of tne Climbers 
Club. Protecting us from some 

rude words generally, but to my 
mind it is taking away the right of 
the first ascentionist, and we get 
precious I ittle for it really, so leave 
our names alone. Menopausal 
Discharge has become 
Mysogynist Discharge - the new 
name is just as bad as the old if 
you think about it. I personally 
find a route name-like Her Indoors 
(unchanged) more offensive. I can 
live with both names, and there 
has been little that would lose 
even the most moral of us any 
sleep. 

Well done, Paul Williams-I look 
forward to your next guide, 
Cloggy perhaps? 
Steve Haston 

Climbers Guide to Central and 
Southern Scotland 
by Jerry Handren 
Scottish Mountaineering Trust, 
£7.95 

This long-awaited volume should 
receive applause. It efficiently 
plugs a yawning gap in SMC 
guidebook coverage of Scotland. 
For perhaps too many years, 
guidebook production in Central 
and Southern Scotland has been 
restricted to slender, low budget 
volumes, privately published and 
limited in scope. The climbing 
equipment shops Tiso, Nevisport 
and Highrange Sports have all 
involved themselves at various 
times and their help is 
acknowledged. They apparently 
published more as a service to 
local climbers than as a profitable 
venture itself. But in the decade or 
so since those guides were 
produced, activity has been 
explosive. Many fine climbs and 
even complete crags have 
emerged from a mantle of 
vegetation and loose rock. This 
new guidebook brings a welcome 
professional approach and will 
rescue some routes from relative 
obscurity. Some might bemoan 
increasing popularity but regular 
traffic is essential to keep low 
crags and sea cliffs clean. 

An explanation of the delay in 
production is given. It appears 
that Jerry Handren agreed to the 
heavy task of collating all 
information but later disappeared 
to the US "in search of a more 
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National Guidebook Bibliography 
This is a list of climbing guide books available or in preparation as at 
mid 1987. 

THE SOUTH 
South West Climbs: Pat Littlejohn (selected climbs 

guide) 
Southern Sandstone: Tim Daniel ls 
Cornwall: Pete O'Sullivan 
North Cornwall: Pete O'Sullivan, Bob Moulton 
Cheddar: Richard Broomhead 
Lundy Rock Climbs: Gary Gibson 
South Devon & Dartmoor: Pat Littlejohn, Pete 

Diadem 
cc 
cc 
cc 
Cordee 
RNMC 

O'Sullivan Cordee 
Avon & Cheddar: Richard Broomhead, Martin Crocker CC 
North Devon & North Cornwall: lain Peters CC 
Swanage: Gordon Jenkin CC 
Wye Valley: John Willson, Dave Hope, Matt Ward, 

Tony Penning 
Jersey & Guernsey: Ian Smith, Alan Hill (interim 

guide) 

WALES 
Snowdonia Rock Climbs: Paul Williams (selected 

Cordee 

Cordee 

climbs guide) Extreme 
Clogwyn Du'r Arddu: Alec Sharp CC 
Clogwyn Du'r Arddu: Paul Williams CC 
Carneddau: Les Halliwell CC 
Llanberis: Paul Williams CC 
Lliwedd: Harold Drasdo CC 
Ogwen: Zdzislaw Leppert CC 
Gogarth: Alec Sharp CC 
Gogarth: Steve Haston, Andy Pollitt, Paul Williams CC 
Tremadog: Leigh McGinley CC 
Pembroke: Jon De Montjoye, Mike Harber CC 
Gower&S. E. Wales: Mike Danford, Tony Penning SWMC 
Rockclimbing in Wales: Ron James (selected climbs 

1988 
1981 
1984 
1982 
1977/81 
1985 

1985 
1987/8 
1987 
1986 

1987 

1987 

1982 
1976 
1988 
1975 
1987 
1972 
1981 
1977/81 
1987/8 
1983 
1986 
1983/5 

guide) Constable 1982 
North Wales New Climbs: Andy Pollitt CC 1983 
North Wales Limestone: Andy Pollitt CC 1987/8 
Lleyn Peninsula: Trevor Jones CC 1979 
Dolgellau Area: John Sumner West Col 1975 
Aran&Caderldris: John Sumner West Col 1980 
CentralWales(OmnibusGuide) : John Sumner West Col 1988 
Clwyd Limestone: Stuart Cathcart Cicerone 1983 
Winter Climbs in North Wales: Rick Newcombe Cicerone 1988 

THE PEAK DISTRICT 
Rock Climbing in the Peak: Paul Nunn (selected 

climbs guide) Constable 1987/8 
Stanage Millstone: Peak Committee BMC 1983 
Chew Valley: Peak Committee BMC 1976 
StaffordshireArea : Peak Committee BMC 1981 
BleaklowArea: Paul Nunn CC 1971 
Limestone (Stoney Middleton Area) : Peak Committee BMC 1987 
Limestone (Chee Dale, Millers Dale) : Peak Committee BMC 1987 
Limestone (Matlock, Dove Dale, Manifold): Peak 

Committee 
Derwent Gritstone: Peak Committee 
Peak Supplement: Gary Gibson 
Derwent Valley: Peak Committee 
Dark Peak: Peak Committee 

BMC 
BMC 
BMC 
BMC 
BMC 

1987 
1985 
1983 
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1988 

THE LAKE DISTRICT 
Rockclimbing in the Lakes: G. Cram, C. El beck, I. Roper Constable 1987 
Great Langdale: Mike Mortimer FRCC 1980 
Buttermere & Eastern Crags FRCC 1987 
Scafell Dow & Eskdale: G. Willison FRCC 1984 

relaxed lifestyle" - accompanied 
by the manuscript. This 
eventually reappeared and Bob 
Duncan, Ken Crockett and Tom 
Prentice burned the midnight oil 
to see it through to publication . Its 
availability now seems nicely · 
timed to produce a flurry of 
activity as the winter snows melt. 

The new guide is well arranged 
and is divided into four separate 
sections : West, Central, East and 
South West Scotland . These are 
broadly centred on Glasgow, 
Stirling, Edinburgh and 
Kirkcudbright respectively. By far 
the majority of the routes are in 
the West section . If boulder 
problems are included, 
Dumbarton Rock has both the 
largestnumberofroutes, 140, and 
the hardest route in the guide, 
Requiem (E7 6c) . This old aid 
route is still unrepeated and as 
the final m ove is the hardest, the 
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condition of the crucial two in situ 
nuts could be important! 

Despite the variety of 
contributors, this guide follows 
the tried and tested formulae 
gradually evolved over the years 
into today 's efficient productions. 
So there are few criticisms, 
though I might take issue with the 
statement that Dumbarton Rock 
is very fast drying . As Ron Fawcett 
appreciated when trying to repeat 
Requiem last year, although the 
rock itself certainly dries quickly, 
seepage can be a problem . And I 
must admit to cursing the 
"balmy" Kirkcudbright climate 
on several freezing days! 

The historical sections are well 
written and interesting and 
anecdotes such as the 
" disappearance " of bolts from 
the headwall of Requiem provide 
informative diversions. The star 
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grading system is certainly not 
overused and many unstarred 
routes are well worthwhile. The 
diagrams are clear though some 
Meikle Ross details seem too 
faintly printed . They are 
conveniently integrated with the 
descriptions, but I suppose this 
precludes the possibility of the 
bi-colour drawings which seem 
so successful in the latest 
Borrowdale guide. The maps are 
not very helpful but each area is 
clearly grid referenced. The 
photos are good. I particularly like 
the rear cover! But the front cover 
will confuse many because the 
pool at Lennie Quarry has now 
been drained! The 1905 photo of 
Salisbury Crag and the modern 
photo of Newbridge Viaduct 
provide a splendid contrast. 

I noticed very few errors . 
Epitaph Variation on page 118 is 
intended to read "hard" for its 

grade. Fish Rising at Auchinstarry 
seems a stiff lead at E2 5b. In 
retrospect, Klingon at Cowdenhill 
is perhaps undergraded at 5b, but 
as it's my route and I wrote this 
section, I can hardly complain! K9 
in Deep Zawn is missing its 
technical grade, 5a is about right. 

This is a commendable guide. 
Naturally, at £7 .95 it's more 
expensive than its slim 
predecessors, but with well over 
1,000 routes it's a worthwhile buy. 
The overwhelming impression is 
the number and variety of routes 
available in this area. So the guide 
should pay for itself in petrol 
saved travelling farther afield. 
And English climbers could 
salvage many a wasted weekend 
in The North . 
Ken Johnstone 



Recent Developments in the Lake 
District 1985 - 1986, Summer 
Rock - Winter Ice 
by Ron Kenyon, Edited by D. 
Miller 
F.R.C.C., £2.00 
This neat little number from 
'Conservation Guides Inc' 
continues the success of David 
Miller's Recent Developments 
series. The guide emphasizes 
information without elaboration, 
and Ron Kenyon's introduction 
lays welome emphasis on access 
and conservation. 

Unlike previous issues, this 
guide also contains a major 
section on new winter climbs. 
Given the sparseness of normal 
Lakeland conditions, many of 
these new climbs are of the 
'hampered rock climbing' variety. 
This in itself presents unusual 
problems; having survived the 
ravages of chalk, routes like 
Central Buttress on Scafe II may 
now succumb to crampon 
scratches. In fairness, many of 
these routes are good and hard, 
and the F.R.C.C. deserve credit for 
the thoroughness of their 
approach, though seekers after 
good neve shou Id look elsewhere. 

The rock section contains over 
100 routes and, in keeping with 
recent trends, many of these are 
short and on minor crags. All 
grades are represented but, as 
might be expected, the majority 
of climbs are E1 and above. The 
plum line may well be Borderline 
on Scafell's East Buttress. This 
Berzins/Sowden creation takes 
the obvious line to the right of 
Ichabod and, at E6 6c,6b is 
described as 'the most impressive 
route on the crag, if not in the 
Lakes'. Sounds familiar. 

Once again, a thoroughly 
workmanlike performance from 
the F.R.C.C., but where next, I 
wonder. Humour? 

Dave Wilcock 

LETTERS 

Atkinson's Apologia 
from Jim Hewson 
Dear Sir, 

Mountain 114 wakes me and 
the nightmare begins: Martin 
Atkinson's apologia (Competition 
Climbing - A Personal View) for 
organised climbing competitions. 
The strains of this apocalyptic 
threnody were dulled only by 
Bernard Newman's sane and 
measured reply (Editorial 
Opinion: Competitions). 

The dream fades, recaptured 
briefly in Andy Pollitt's perfectly 
understated history of the North 
Stack Wall (Riding the Stack). 
John Redhead's inspiring vision 
of anarchy and athleticism, 
isolation and commitment, 
existentialism and art or perhaps 
just adventure! 

But now the dead hand of sport 
climbing lies across all this. 
Martin Atkinson may be right 
when he argues that competition 
in climbing has always existed; 
this misses the point. It is the 
inevitable camp-followers of 
organised sport we fear. The 
rules, the judges, the 
organisation, the 
professionalisation, the media 
and trivialisation, sponsorship, 
corruption and decay. 

Yet hope arises from despair! 
Who will provide the audiences of 
vicarious thrill-seekers to 
massage swollen egos? Watching 
climbing is about as stimulating 
as watching paint dry, and as a TV 
spectacle it cou Id perhaps 
displace the test-card audience 
ratings. The idea could yet be still
born. 

So where lies the future for 
climbing competitions? As a 
psychologist, I feel it could, if 
confined to the obscurity of 
indoor arenas, provide an 
alternative but minor therapy for 
terminal egomania. 

Yours etc., 
Jim Hewson 
Frodsham, 
Cheshire 

Personal Battle 
from John Clinch 
Dear Sir, 

Surfers are wild, free and 
anarchic despite the existence of 
organised and sponsored surf 
competitions. I think in principle I 
object to the concept of organised 
climbing competitions. But the 
reality of the situation is that a few 
"hot shots" clad in a revolting 
mixture of pinks and greens 
competing on chipped holds in a 
far away country will make no 
difference to my own very 
personal battle with HVS/E1 grit. 

John Clinch 
(one of the climbing masses) 
Stony Stratford 
(Thank you Neville Chamberlain -
Ed) 

Rowland - Nat 
from Nat Allen 
Dear Sir, 

So it's "Cream Teas and 
Oggies" at a hundred yards on 
the fields of Sennen Castle; trust 
the "Bolton Wanderer" to put his 
foot in it! 

I read with interest the letters 
referring to the new scar at Carn 
Boel in Mountain 114, for whilst 
loath to enter the lists, I thought I 
probably should. 

Rowland Edwards was quite 
right in all he had to say about 
himself, but then none of the 
reference type material had much 
to do with the problem. Which is, 
a mess, a scar on a gingerbread 
textured granite wall, man made, 
that I couldn't fail to see whilst 
climbing on the crag at Christmas. 

It was the subject of discussion 
in the Logan Rock (pub) that night, 
when not only local climbers but 
Bristol, Buxton, New Mills and 
Chew Valley people all 
unanimously dismissed any 
possibility of it being "The 
Edwards"', feeling sure it was the 
work of some misguided cowboy. 

That it is Rowland is still a 
surprise to me, so what's it like? 
To say it is well-gardened is 
putting it mildly, for in the words 
of a late and well-known friend of 
mine, "It looks as if it's ready for 
pointing lad". Total Eclipse, it's 
called, Chop and Change might 
have been more suitable, and 
what's happened to the policy of 
leaving what you cannot do in 
style for the next generation. On 
the subject of gardening, I am 
reminded of a well-known 
gardener at Huntsmans Leap 
having "gardened", "de
blocked", wire-brushed and led 
his new E5, only to be confronted 
by Pat Littlejohn, who had led it 
the week before at E4. 

So what 's to be done lads; I 
would forget it. "Wot's du n's 
dun." Invite him to the "Lands 
End Dinner". He's a nice chap . 
Who knows, he is in the U.B.M.G./ 
U.I.A.G .M. (Guides Union). This 
could get higher recognition in 
the W.C.O.S. (Worshipful 
Company of Stone Masons). 
See you in the Logan Rock, 
Rowland . 
Yours aye, 
Nat Allen 
Buxton 

Edwardian Scandal 
from Jim Iveson 
Dear Sir, 

I have no wish to get involved in 
the spat between Mr Hobbs and 
Mr Edwards in your last letter 
page, but a couple of things do 
confuse me about the routes at 
Carn Boel, West Penwith about 
which the two gents are {n 
dispute. 

In his Cornwall Report 
(Mountain 113Jan Feb), Rowland 
Edwards describes the wall left of 
Immaculate Crack at Carn Boel as 

giving 'really superb climbing on 
perfect rock' . Yet in his response 
to Hobbs in the March/April issue 
(Mountain 114) he describes his 
bolted route on the same wall as 
being 'extremely dangerous 
when first climbed', and goes on 
to warn, 'even now climbers will 
need to take some care'. 

There is also no mention of 
bolts anywhere at Carn Boel in his 
Jan/Feb report, while there seems 
to be some confusion about how 
many routes are actually 
mentioned. Two are described, 
but three claimed, by Messrs 
Edwards and Gearon. Is the 
'unmentionable' route the bolted 
Total Eclypse, and was it struck 
out from his report? 

Nit-picking, perhaps, but Mr 
Edwards does accuse Mr Hobbs 
of 'lying' over some point or 
other. Could Mr Edwards himself 
perhaps be described less 
libellously as being 'inaccurate'? 

One last little 'nit' - in the 
splendid photograph of Mark 
Edwards on his 'first ascent' of 
Isis at Pendower Cove in your Jan/ 
Feb issue, there appear to be chalk 
marks a good 8 ft above the 
youth's outstretched hand. Is the 
'Elastic Arm' with us at last on 
'first ascents'? 

Yours in the vain cause of 
straight, not crooked, climbing, 
Jim Iveson 
Plymouth 
(Perhaps Mark had not reached 
the high point of an earlier 
attempt. Yes, it was a splendid 
photo - I really should have saved 
it for the cover. Ed.) 

Curbared Ambitions 
from Peter Beal 
Dear Editor, 

Chris Gore's review of 1986 in 
the Peak brought up some 
interesting points, particularly in 
relation to gritstone. To anyone 
with any sense of reason, grit 
grades (not to mention the routes) 
reflect a certain lack of it. I would 
like to propose that protection less 
routes, especially the sort that get 
wired on top rope, be given a 
technical grade only. If a grade is 
meant to inform an unfamiliar 
climber, it is obvious that an E7 
wired previous to the ascent is 
telling us nothing - nothing, that 
is, besides it's very dangerous. 
Why not just say '6c - fatal fall 
possible' instead of attaching big 
numbers to death. If the 
prospective leader can find a way 
of protecting himself, and there 
are difficulties related to and or 
trick gear or run-ups, then an E
Grade can offer help. But varying 
degrees of potential while soloing 
do not exist. From the lowliest 
V.Diff to a 7a, the soloist can only 
look at the technical difficulty as 
his main concern . Otherwise, we 
could have grit E grades standing 
for numbers of legs broken, or 
body parts crushed, or weeks in 
hospital. 
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LETTERS (continued) 

I was also intrigued to read 
about Johnny Dawes' effort on 
Slab and Crack at Curbar. After 
getting sweaty palms watching 
him lead the direct start, and later 
belaying him on it so that he could 
try the direct finish in Autumn of 
1985, the next spring I had a look 
at it myself. Working out the 
moves on top-rope, I found it went 
as American 5.12a orb with some 
RPs for protection. I eventually 
led the finish in May with a top
rope up the direct start and pre
placed runners on the finish. To 
the best of my knowledge, the 
direct finish had not been done at 
that time, and being resident in 
Sheffield and acquainted with 
most of the better climbers, I think 
I was right. Granted my ascent 
was in terrible style, almost no 
worse than many other grit 
routes, and, probably equally 
galling, I am not English. And I 
don't wish to carp with Johnny 
Dawes, whom I like very much. 
However, it is disappointing to 
see one's efforts sink without a 
trace. 

I am not saying that my 
achievement undercuts Johnny 
Dawes' effort in any way. 
However, I was only trying to do 
the upper part, the only safe 
section (by American standards). 
I would like to think that this 
contribution to a brilliant route 
might be acknowledged beyond 
'all parts of the route had been 
done before, mainly by Ron 
Fawcett, but never connected'. 
Surely if Ron Fawcett had done all 
of it in sections, he would have 
put in the effort to pick one of the 
best plums on the crag? Finally, if 
Slab and Crack is E7 6c, Master's 
Edge is ES 7a, if only because I 
wasn't even close to doing all the 
moves on the latter, let alone 
linking them, on top-rope. 
Anyway, I still love gritstone, and 
hope to return to Sheffield 
someday. Congratulations to 
Mark Leach on his creation - the 
shortest 5.14 in the world? 
Cheers, 
Peter Beal 
Brunswick, Maine, USA 

Control and Certainty 
from John Grasing 

Dear Sirs, 
This letter is not an answer to 

the arguments for and against the 
use of bolts and the 
'manufacturing' of routes (pre
climb top roping, placing bolts on 
rappel, route cleaning). Its 
purpose is to put a finger on the 
issues that are really at hand. The 
issues as I see them are control 
and certainty. 

These issues, when related to 
bolts, are quickly brought to light 
when bolts are compared to 
pitons. If you think about it bolts 
and pitons are the same concept. 
In both cases a spike of metal is 
poundedintothe•ock.Thereason 
peopie don't mind pitons as much 
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as bolts is that the ciimb controls 
the amount of protection. By 
using bolts the climber controls 
the amount of protection. The use 
of bolts removes uncertainty and 
gives the climber control. 

In the case of route 
'manufacturing', after the route 
had been prepared, the climber 
stands at the bottom and looks 
up. He sees before him a route in 
which he has controlled the 
amount of protection and climbs 
in a pre-ordained direction using 
a certain set of moves. The 
process is one of control and 
certainty. 

Most climbers like the idea of 
starting from the bottom of a 
route and not knowing what kind 
of experience it will bring. While 
climbing you figure out the moves 
and take the protection the climb 
has to offer. The nature of the 
route creates the experience. To 
me, this is climbing at its best. 

Unfortunately, this world is not 
a perfect place. Some routes don't 
offer enough protection. Some 
climbing areas are full of loose 
rock and grit. Some routes are so 
hard that placing protection while 
climbing is humanly impossible. 
Climbers must evolve some 
guide-lines on what to do in these 
situations. Do we afford ourselves 
the safety of bolts and route 
'manufacturing' or should the 
climb always decide the nature of 
the climb? How much control and 
certainty should be allowed in 
climbing? 

Yours sincerely, 
John Grasing, 
Oceanside, New York 

The Bonington Years 
from G. Blunt 

Dear Sir, 
In his Review Special of The 
Bonington Years, Jim Perrin first 
censures the glib condemnation 
of Bonington's writings by British 
mountaineering's inner circle and 
then commits the same sin, when 
he denigrates Smythe and Noyce 
as 'minor mountain writers'. 

Any mountain writer who 
succeeds in conveying the spirit 
and poetry of the hills, can hardly 
be considered minor. The one 
cited Bonington passage presents 
a powerful photograph. Where, 
however, is 'the mastery 
displayed in literary moments like 
these' as claimed by Perrin? 
Yours faithfully, 
G. Blunt 
Middlesex 

Stone Me 
from Scott Endsley 
Dear Sir, 
This past Thanksgiving 1986 nine 
University of Wisconsin 
mountaineering club members 
went to Stone Mountain State 
park in North Carolina for five 
days of hopefully good rainless 
climbing. The weather was on our 

side, but the park rangers didn't 
seem to be. 

I am writing this letter to bring 
to light some of the rules at Stone 
Mountain. 
1. If you are on the rocks past 5.30 
there is a $90.00 fine. 
2. No new climbs may be started 
past 2.30 in the afternoon. 
3. No beer is allowed. 
4. If you use the group camp you 
can't use the showers. 
5. No taking of fire wood. 
6. You are locked in the 
campground at 6.00pm. 

The ranger's delivery of the 
rules was very obnoxious. His 
tone of voice and how he 
explained things gave the 
message that he did not want us 
around in the park. 

My main concern for writing 
this letter is to express my 
concern about the £90.00 fine for 
being on the rocks past 5.30. 
Common sense tells us that if we 
hurry we will make mistakes. So I 
hope before anyone is hurt very 
badly or killed at Stone Mountain 
that some of these rules can be 
changed. 
A concerned climber, 
Scott Endsley 
Madison, Wis. 

No Flies on Grand Cap 
from Andy Perkins 

Dear Mountain, 
I see in Mountain 112that Jimmy 
Jewel gets credit for the first 
British ascent of the East Face 
Direct on the Grand Capucin. 
Having spoken to Jimmy, I reckon 
we pipped him to it, on 2nd July, 
1986. 

I wouldn't normally be 
bothered about claiming it, but 
you might as well have it right. 
Mind you, there's no guarantee 
that someone didn't do it before 
us! Anyway, it was a superb route, 
about E4 6a for the crux pitch, and 
there's no seagull shit on the 
ledges (unlike a Great Zawn 
route)! 
All the best 
Andy Perkins 
Leeds. 

ROCK BOOT 

LIST 
OF 

STOCKISTS 
ABERDEEN 

Graham Tiso, 
26 Nethorkirkgale 

ALTRINCHAM 
Nick Estcourt Outdoor Sports, 

53 Stamford New Road 

AMBLESIDE 
Rock & Run, 4 Choapsido 

BIRMINGHAM 
Snow & Rock, 

47 Stephenson Street 
BRENTWOOD 

Field & Trek, 23/5 Kings Road 

BRIGHTON 
Surf & Ski Sports Ltd, 

1/2 Regent Street 

CANTERBURY 
Field & Trek, 3 Palace Street 

CHELTENHAM 
Backpacker Systems 
(Cheltenham) Ltd, 

44 Winchcom be Street 

COVENTRY 
Coventry Mountain Sports, 

Tudor Buildings, Span Street 
EDINBURGH 
Graham Tiso, 

Rose Street Precinct 
Graham Tiso, 13 Wellington 

Place, Leith 

EXETER 
Moorland Rambler, 
148-149 Fore Street 

GLASGOW 
Graham Tiso, 

124 Buchanan Street 
LEICESTER 

Roger Turner Mountain 
Sports, 52a London Road 

LIVERPOOL 
Ellis Brigham, 73 Bold Street 

LONDON 
Alpine Spurts, 

215 Kensington High Strool 
Alpine Sports, 

456-8 Tho Strand 
Ellis Brigham, 

30/32 Southampton Street 
Snow & Rock, 

188 Kensington High Street 

NOTTINGHAM 
Roger Turner Mountain 
Sports, 120 Derby Road 

REIGATE 
Surf & Ski Sports Ltd, 

41 Boll Street 
SHEFFIELD 

Don Morrison Ltd, 
343 London Road 

Vertical, 345 Ecclesall Road 

STEVENAGE 
Countryside Camping Ltd, 

118 High Street, 
Stevenage Old Town 

STIRLING 
Craham Tiso, Thistle Centro 



--

The Vertical has taken 
modern rock boot 
design to a new level. 
The 2-year research 
project by the Italian 
manufacturers and 
British climbers has 

BOOT 

produced a rock boot 
with superb fit, comfort 

and durability com
bined with a perfor

mance that is second to 
none. To believe it 

you've got to try them -
you'll never look back. 

For further details contact Europa Mountain Sport 
Ann Street, Kendal, Cumbria LA9 6AB 
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CALZADOS BOREAL, S. L. 

,boteaLi 
FLYERS 

They are perfectly adaptable 
-due to their exceptional 
adherence- to the gimnasium or 
athletics, cycling or driving, and 

of course «Boulder-Urbano» 
and so forth. 

Poligono Altos de la Condomina.-P.0. Box. 202 VILLENA (Alicante) · ESPANA-Tfno.: 965/ 80 05 89 -Telex 63964 CBOR-E 
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The Alpiniste is possibly the most 
famous mountain sac in the world. 

The first Alpiniste was designed for 
Don Whillans and was later replaced by the 
second generation model, which had many 
new innovations created for Dougal 
Haston. These famous purple sacs have 
been a feature of modern Alpinism. 

W ith the development of the 
Alpiniste rucsac Karrimor began the long 
association with the International School of 
Mountaineering at Leysin, and this is where 
much of the development and testing of 
the third generation of Alpiniste sacs has 
been concentrated. 

Today's new Alpiniste Sac sets new 
standards in comfort and performance 
which came from our research into human 
physiology. Shoulders and hips are crit ical 
areas of the body that need to be 
protected if a rucsac is to be comfortable 
- particularly if the rucsac has to carry 
large and heavy loads. 

ALPINISTE 
The Legend 

rows 

KARRI R 
EQUI PMENTpADVENTU RE 

Karnmor lnternzt ional Ltd .. Avenue Parade, Accnngton. Lancashire BBS 6PR 

Distr ibuted in the USA by: 

1101-li 11-
3800 Annapolis Lane. Minneapolis. Minnesota 55441 . 

--...... .... 

The Aergo M back system is a new 
development which improves the 
established Chevron back and Fformat 
frame of earlier Alpinistes. We used new 
technology to mould the special shape to 
give an enhanced degree of ventilation, 
confining body contact to the support 
points, as with our SA system, whilst 
retaining the classic simpl icity preferred by 
mountaineers. 

There are three back lengths - I , 2 
or 3 chevron ribs. 

For Alpinism today no one sac 
answers all the needs. To avoid 
compromise the new Alpiniste series 
consists of four distinctive models with 
outstanding features including: 
• Aergo M back system 
• Adjustable Ice Axe fastening 
• Klasp System 
• Zoom feature 

KLASI' 
Briclcotcoonector (lodcspocketposltion) 

I 

(linearatuclvnentdevice) 

lJ,eoftti.brl<t&econnea.ortc 
positloflandholdthepocbtinthe 
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/I 
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Illustrated left to nght: Headwall of Changabang, photo: Alex MacIntyre. Descending from Mont Blanc du T acul to the A1guille du Midi, photo· Glenn Andrews. Haute Route to Grand Combim from Saleina Glacier, photo: R. F. Allen. 





Alaska may not be your 

idea of a summer holiday, let 

alone a winter one. 

But it's comforting to know 

that if your Saunders tent 

can stand up to this Alaskan 

weather, it can surely stand 

up to the British. 

So whatever time of year 

youre travelling, if the 

weather turns nasty, it's not 

something youre likely to 

lose any sleep over. 

A TENT FOR 

ALL SEASONS 

For details of the full 

Saunders range, please send 

50p to help cover cost and 

SAUNDERS MOUNTAIN EXPERIENCE 

postage to: ~ 
Robert Saunders ~ 
(Chigwe/1) Ltd., SAUNoERs 

Dept M, Five Oaks Lane, 

Chigwe/1, Essex, IG7 40P 

Photo: Chris Curry 

GORE-TEX 
FABRICS 
(6TYPES) 

Plus seam taping service, Ventile, Cordura, polycotton, Thinsulate. Hollofil , 
down. Polar fabric, fleece fabric , tent fabric and mosquito netting. Zips, 
buckles, webbing , velcro and much more. Patterns for all outdoor gear. 
Climbing gear, discounts up to 15%. Exports. 
For prices, stamp please, 
Tor(MI, 3 Fryer St., Runcorn, WA7 1 NO . England. 

MOUNTAINEERING BOOKS. We hold very large stocks of SECONDHAND 
AND NEW MOUNTAIN BOOKS; climbing/walking guides (worldwide). 

Jarvis Books, 57 Smedley Street East, Matlock, Derbyshire, DE4 3FO, England. 
Shop open Monday-Saturday, 9.30-5.30. Tele: (0629) 55322. S.a.e., catalogue. 

Do you have any spare copies of Mountain? 
- to sell or swap. If so, please contact Box M69 c/ o Mountain Magazine, 

P.O. Box 184, Sheffield S 11 90L, UK. 

The Saunders qua lity 1s assured by using fabrics supplied by Carrington Performance Fabrics . 

MOUNTAIN TRAVEL'S Climbing Expeditions for 1987: 
Antarctica (Vinson), Peru (Huascaran), Bolivia (lllimani), Argentina 

(Aconcagua), Chile (Ojos del Salado), Ecuador (Cotopaxi , Chimborazo), 
Tibet (Gurla Mandhatta), India (Kamel), Nepal (Island Peak), France/ 

Switzerland (Mont Blanc/ Matterhorn), U.S .S.R. (the Caucasus & Pamirs). 
Alaska (McKinley), Canada (Logan). Free 1987 Schedule. 

Mountain Travel · 
1398 Solano Avenue, Albany CA 94706 U.S.A. 

~ BECK All handmade. Unconditionally guaranteed. 
~ - 87 :: at a log free to fore ig n; 

,CRAMPON STRAPS U S & Canada. send 20 t 

P.O. Box 2223, Santa Barbara , California 931 20, USA. 



SUPPLIERS 
OF MOUNTAINEERING EQUIPMENT 

The shops marked (C) (M) (S) hire out Camping, Mountaineering 
and Ski-ing Equipment. 

AUSTRALIA 
A.C.T.: Canberra 
Paddy Pallin Pty. Ltd ., 
11 Lonsdale Street, 
Braddon. 
Tel. (062) 47.8949 (C) (S) 

N.S.W. : Hornsby 
Southern Cross M'ntaineering, 
Equipment Pty. Ltd ., 
222 Pacific Highway, 2077. 
Tel . 467.3242 (C) 

N.S.W.: Katoomba 
Paddy Pallin Pty. Ltd ., 
195 Katoomba Street, 2780. 
Tel. (047) 82.2014 (C) (M) 

N.S.W.: Miranda 
Paddy Pallin Pty. Ltd ., 
527 Kingsway, 2228. 
Tel. (02) 525.6829 (C) (S) 

N.S.W.: Sydney 
Caving Equipment, 
327 Sussex St., 2000. 
Tel. (02) 264.2095 

N.S.W. : Sydney 
Paddy Pallin Pty. Ltd., 
507 Kent Street, 2000. 
Tel. (02) 264.2685 (C) (S) 

N.S.W.: Sydney 
Mountain Equipment Pty. Ltd., 
291 Sussex Street. 
Tel. 02.264.3146/02.267.3639 

Queensland: Brisbane 
Jim The Backpacker, 
76 Wickham Street, 
Fortitude Valley, 4006. 
Tel. (07) 839 6609 

Queensland: Brisbane 
Torre Mountaincraft, 
Shop 10/600 Sherwood Rd., 
Sherwood, 4075. 
Tel. 07 379 5549 

Tasmania: Hobart 
Paddy Pallin, 
32 Criterion Street, 7000. 
Tel. (002) 31 .0777 (C) 

Tasmania: Launceston 
Paddy Pallin, 
124 St. John Street, 7250. 
Tel. (003) 31.4240 (C) (S) 

Victoria: East Hawthorn 
Eastern Mountain Centre, 
401 Riversdale Rd., 3123. 
Tel. (03) 882.7229 

Victoria: Melbourne 
Bush & Mountain Sports Pty. Ltd., 
204 La Trobe Street, 3000. 
Tel. (03) 662.3349 

Victoria: Melbourne 
Paddy Pallin Pty. Ltd ., 
55 Hardware Street, 3000. 
Tel. 67.4845 

Western Australia: Fremantle 
Wild West Adventure Eqpt., 
33A Adelaide Street, 6160. 
Tel. 09.335 9299 

Western Australia: Perth 
Paddy Pallin, 
7A/59 East Parade, 
East Perth. 
Tel. (09) 325.5984 
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NEW ZEALAND 
Auckland 
Alp Sports Auckland Ltd., 
D.F.C. House, 
Corner Queen & Rutland Sts. 
Tel. 09.394615 (C) (M) 

Christchurch 
Alp Sports Ltd ., 
235 High Street. 
Tel. 67.148/61 .048 (C) (M) (S) 

Christchurch 
McEwing's Mountain Sports Ltd., 
93 Cashel Street, City Mall. 
Tel. 66.211 (C) (M) 

Wellington 
Alp Sports Wellington Ltd., 
Public Trust Office, 
125 Lambton Quay. 
Tel . 04.720.673 (C) (M) 

CANADA 
Alberta: Calgary 
The Hostel Shop, 
1414 Kensington Rd., N.W. 
Tel. 403.283.8311 (C) (M) (S) 

Alberta: Calgary 
Mountain Eqpt. Co-op, 
112 11th Avenue. S.W. 
T2G 0X5 
Tel. 403.269.2420 

B.C.: Vancouver 
Mountain Eqpt. Co-op, 
428 West 8th Ave., 
V5Y 1 N9 
Tel. 604.872.8247 

Ontario: Toronto 
Mountain Eqpt. Co-op, 
777 Yonge Street, 
M4W 2GB. 
Tel. 416.964.7909 

Ontario: Waterloo 
Adventure Guide, 
258 King St. N, 
N2J 2Y9 
Tel. 519.886.3121 

Quebec: Montreal 
La Cordee, 
2159 Est Rue Ste Catherine, 
H2K 2H9 
Tel. 524.1106 

Bonn 
Sine 

GERMANY 

Breite Str. 47,5300 
Tel. 0228.654320 (C) (M) 

Frankfurt 1 
Sine 
Oeder Weg 43, 6000 
Tel. 069.552233 (C) (M) 

Freiburg 
Sine 
Moltkestr. 5, 7800 
Tel. 0761.37934 (C) (M) 

Heidelberg 
Sine 
Rohrbacher Str. 81, 6900 
Tel . 06221.15010 (C) (M) 

Mainz 
Sine 
Graben 1,6500 
Tel. 06131.226681 (C) (M) 

Munich 33 
Sport-Scheck, 
Send linger Str.85, 
P.O. Box 880 
Tel . (089) 21 66-1 
Telex. 524 742 spsch d 

Munich 33 
Sport Schuster 
Rosenstr. 3-6 
P.O. Box 848 
Tel.(089)237070 
Telex 522912 asm d 

HONGKONG 
Everest Sports Ltd., 
83 Sai Yee Street, 
Mezz. Floor, 
Mongkok, 
Kowloon. 
Tel . 3-967072 
Telex. 63999 WCVRY HX 

Grade VI Alpine Equipment 
& Services 

172 Tung Lo Wan Road, 
Mezz. Floor, 
Causeway Bay. 
Tel . 5-669313/5-669331 
Telex: 71947 HYBME HX 

Hong Kong Mountaineering 
Training Centre, 

1 /F Flat B, 
On Yip Building, 
395-7 Shanghai St., 
Mongkok, 
Kowloon . 
Tel . 3-848190 

Mountain Services International 
Ltd., 

Room 102, I/F., 
32-34 Morrison Hill Rd., 
Wan Chai . 
Tel . 5-733313, 5-733329 
Telex. 65205 MTSEV HX 

ITALV, 
Sondrio 
Fiorelli Sport, 
Val Masino, 
San Martino 23010 
Tel. 0342 640873 

NETHERLANDS 
Amsterdam 
Demmenie Sport BV 
Marnixstraat 2, 1015 XH 
Tel . 020-24.36.52 

Maastricht 
Demmenie Sport BV 
Heugemerweg 4, 6221 GJ 
Tel . 043-21.71.48 

UNITED KINGDOM 
Aberdeen 
Bill Marshall, 
250 George Street, (C) (M) (S) 
Tel. 0224.636952 

Altrincham 
Nick Estcourt Outdoor Sports 
53 Stamford New Road. 
Tel. 061.928.6613 

Ambleside 
Frank Davies, Climbers Shop, 
Compston Corner. 
Tel. 09663.2297 

Aviemore 
Speyside Sports (S) 
Tel. Aviemore 629 

Belfast 
Jackson Sports, 
The Outdoor Centre, 
70 High Street. 
Tel. 0232.38572 

Belfast 
Surf Mountain 
12 Brunswick St. 
Tel. 0232.248877 

Birmingham 
Snow & Rock Sports, 
47 Stephenson Street. 
Tel . 021 643 6040 

Birmingham 
The Mountain Shop, 
18/19 Snowhill Oueensway, 4. 
Tel . 021.236.6816 (S) 

Blackburn 
A.B.C. Gear Ltd., 
7 New Market Street, 
Tel . 0254.663235 

Blackpool 
The Alpine Centre, 
193 Church Street. 
Tel . 0253.24307 

Bolton 
Alpine Sports 
117 Bradshawgate (S) 
Tel. 0204-25087 

Bradford 
Allan Austin M'ntain Sports, 
4 Jacob Street, 
Manchester Rd., 5. 
Tel. 0274.728674 

Brentwood Essex 
Field & Trek (Eq'ment) Ltd ., 
25 Kings Road. 
Tel. 0277 .233122- Mail Order 

0277.222230 - Shop 

Brighton 
Open Spaces 
18 Coombe Terrace 
Lewes Rd., BN2 4AD 
Tel. 0273 600897 

Brighton 
Surf & Ski Sports 
1 /2 Regents Street 
(corner of Church Street) 
BN11UL 
Tel. 0273 673192 (C) (M) (S) 

Bristol 
Ellis Brigham 
162 Whiteladies Road. 
Tel. 0272.741157 

Bristol 
The Mountain Trading Co. Ltd . 
5 Welsh Back, 
BS14SP 
Tel. 0272.211577 

Burnley 
Sportak 
25 Hammerton Street. 
Tel. 0282.36816 

Buxton 
Jo Royle 
6 Market Place. (S) 
Tel. 0298.5824 

Cambridge 
Actionsports 
Mitchams Corner 
34 Chesterton Rd. 
CB43AN 
Tel. 0223-356207 

Canterbury 
Field & Trek (Equipment) Ltd., 
3 Palace Street. 
Tel. 0227.470023 

Capel Curig 
Joe Brown, 
The Climbing Shop, 
Tel. 06904.205 



Capel Curig 
Joe Brown , 
The Climbing Shop, 
Tel. 06904.205 

Capel Curig 
Ellis Brigham, 
Mountain Centre (M) (S) 
Tel. 06904.232 

Cardiff 
Outdoor Action , 
12 Wyeverne Road , Cathays. 
Tel. 0222.28892 

Cardiff 
Up and Under Outdoor Gear, 
148 Ninian Park Road . 
Tel. 0222.390531 

Carlisle 
Dennis English , 
141 Lowther Street. 
Tel. 0228.30239 

Chester 
Ellis Brigham, 
7 Northgate Street. 
Tel. 0244.318311 

Coventry 
Mountain Sports (Coventry) 
Tudor House, 
14 Spon St., 
CV13BA 
Tel. 0203.21937 

Derby 
Derby Mountain Centre Ltd ., 
85 King Street. 
Tel. 0332.365650 

Derby 
Prestidge Ski and Climb, 
350 Normanton Road (S) 
Tel. 0332.42245 

Dundee 
David Low Sports Co. Ltd., 
21 Commercial Street (M) (S) 
Tel. 0382.24501 /2 

Edinburgh 
Nevi sport 
Unit 13, 
Waverley Market, 
EH1 1 BQ. 
Tel. 031 .557.0923 

Elgin 
Clive Rowland Outdoor Sports, 
61 High Street. 
Tel. 0343.49064 

Fort William 
Nevisport Ltd ., 
High Street, PH33 6EJ. 
Tel. 0397.4921 

Glasgow 
Greaves, 23b Gordon St. (S) 
Tel. 041 .221.4531 /2 

Glasgow 
High range Sports, 
99 Great Western Road. 
Tel. 041.332.5533 

Glasgow 
Nevisport, 
261 Sauchiehall Street (M) 
Tel. 041 .332.4814 

Glossop 
Peak Gear O/D Sp. , 
72 High St. West. 
Tel. 045.74.4766 

Grantown-on-Spey 
Speyside Sports, 
47 High Street (S) 
Tel. Grantown 246 

Halesowen, W. Midlands 
Casac Equipment, 
3 Hagley Road. 
Tel. 021 .550.9748 

Inverness 
tlive Rowland Outdoor Sports, 
13 Bridge Street. 
Tel. 0463.238746 

Keswick: Cumbria 
Mountain World , 
28 Lake Rd. Tel. 0596.73524 

Lancaster 
H. Robinson , 
Mountain Craft Shop (C) 
5 New Road. Tel. 0524.66610 

Leeds 
Centresport 
40 Woodhouse Lane. 
Tel. 0532.452917 

Leeds 
Wilderness Ways, 
17 Eastgate. 
Tel. 0532.444715 

Leicester 
Roger Turner, Mountain Sports, 
52A London Road (S) (C) 
Tel . 0533.551952 

Liverpool 
Ellis Brigham 
73 Bold Street, 1 (C) (M) (S) 
Tel . 051 .709.6912 

Llanberis 
Joe Brown, 
Menai Hall, 
High Street. 
Tel. 0286.870.327 

London 
Alpine Sports, 
215 Kensington High Street, 
W86BD 
Tel. 01 .938.1911 

London 
Alpine Sports, 
456/8 The Strand 
WC2R 0RG 
Tel. 01 .839.5161 
Telex 8813136 

London 
Pindisports 
14-18 Holborn, 
EC1 M 2LJ 
Tel. 01 .242.3278 

London 
Snow & Rock Sports, 
188 Kensington High Street, 
W87RG 
Tel. 01.937.0872 (M) (S) 

Manchester 
Ellis Brigham, 
6/14 Cathedral Street, 4. 
Tel. 061.834.0161 (C) (M) (S) 

Matlock Bath 
The Bivouac, 
56 North Parade. 
Tel . 0629.3750 

Middlesbrough: Cleveland 
Wilderness Ways, 
100 Newport Rd . 
Tel. 0642.248916 

Milton Keynes 
The Outdoor Shop, 
572 Silbury Boulevard, 
Central, MK9 3AF. 
Tel : 0908.663311 

Newcastle-upon-Tyne 
L.D. Mountain Centre, 
34 Dean Street. (C) (S) . 
Tel . 0632.323561 

Newcastle-upon-Tyne 
Wilderness Ways, 
2 St. Nicholas Buildings, 
NE1 1RF. 
Tel. 0632.24941 

Northampton 
White & Bishop Ltd ., 
13-17 Bridge Street. 
Tel. 0604 35929 

Nottingham 
Roger Turner, 
Mountain Sports, 
120 Derby Road. (S) (C) . 
Tel . 0602.417230 

Oldham 
Paul Braithwaite, 
Rhodes Bank, 
Oldham OL 1 1TA. 
Tel. 061 .620.3900 

Penzance 
Ellis Brigham, 
Market Jew Street. 
Tel. 0736.5828 

Peterborough 
Outdoor Adventure, 
29 Lincoln Road, 
PE1 2RH . 
Tel. 0733.41381 

Preston 
Glacier Sport Ltd. , 
40-41 Lune Street. 
Tel. 0772.21903 

Reading 
Carters Camping Centre, 
99 Caversham Road. 
Tel. 0734.55589 

Reigate 
Surf & Ski Sports Ltd., 
41 Bell Street, 
RH2 7AB. 
Tel. 07372 22218 (C) (M) (S) 

Rochdale 
Paul Braithwaite Outdoor Sports, 
99 Yorkshire Street. 
Tel. 0706.525196 

Sheffield 
Bryan G. Stokes, 
149 Fitzwilliam St. 
Tel. 0742.27525 

Sheffield 
Don Morrison Ltd ., 
343 London Road . 
Tel. 0742.556018 

Skipton 
The Dales Outdoor Centre, 
Coach Street. 
Tel. 0756.4305 

Stevenage 
Countryside Camping, 
118 High Street, 
SG1 3DW (C) (M) 
Tel. 0438.353086 

Stockport 
Al pen stock, 
35 St. Petersgate. 
Tel. 061.480.3660 

Stoke-on-Trent 
Jo Royle, 
25 Brunswick St., Hanley (S) 
Tel. 0782.266137 

Stony Stratford 
The Outdoor Shop 
90 High Street, 
MK111AH 
Tel. 0908.568913 

Warrington 
Paul Braithwaite Outdoor 

Sports, 
114 Bridge Street. 
Tel. 0925.415668 

Wasdale Head 
The Barndoor Climbers Shop 
Tel . 09406.229 

Wolverhampton 
White Mountain 
22 Worcester Street. 
Tel. 0902.773395 (M) (S) 

York 
Wilderness Ways Ltd., 
9 Colliergate. 
Tel. 0904.39567 

NORWAY 
Bergen 
Platou Sport 
P.O. Box 948, 5001 . 
Tel. 05.31.1290 

Hemsedal 
Scandinavian Mountaineering 

Equipment, 
N 3560 Hemsedal. 
Tel. 067.78177 

Oslo 
Skandinavisk Hoyfjellsutstyr A/S 
Bogstadvegen 3, 0355 
Tel. 02.46.90.75 

Oslo 
Sports Co. A/S 
Mountain and Ski Equipment, 
Roald Amundsens Gt. 6. 
Tel. (2) 110363.447381 

DENMARK 
Aalborg 
Spejder Sport (Scout Shop), 
Vesteraa 26, 9000. 
Tel. (08) 13.87.33. 

Arhus 
Spejder Sport (Scout Shop), 
Ryesgade 27, 8000 C. 
Tel. (06) 13.36.13 

Copenhagen 
Spejder Sport (Scout Shop), 
N r. Fa rmagsgade 39, 1364 K. 
Tel. (01) 12.55.22 

Lyngby 
Spejder Sport (Scout Shop), 
Hovedgaden57,2800. 
Tel. (02) 87.04.67 

Odense 
Spejder Sport (Scout Shop), 
Kongensgade 55,5000 C. 
Tel. (09) 11.24.18 

UNITED STATES 
Alaska: Juneau 
Foggy Mountain Shop 
171 Shattuck Way, 99801 
Tel. 907.586.6780 (M) (S) 

Arizona: Phoenix 
Holubar Mountaineering, 
3925 E. Indian School Rd ., 
85018. 
Tel. 602.995.3391 

Arizona: Tempe 
Holubar Mountaineering, 
232 W. Southern Ave., 85282. 
Tel. 602.967.1669 

California: Berkeley 
Marmot Mountain Works, 
3049 Adeline, 94703. 
Tel. 415.849.0735 

California: Berkeley 
The North Face, 
2804 Telegraph Ave., 94705. 
Tel. 415.548.1371 

California: Campbell 
The North Face, 
349 E. Campbell Ave., 95008 
Tel. 408.374.5205 (C) (M) (S) 

California: La Canada 
Sport Chalet, 
951 Foothill Boulevard, 91011 
Tel. 213.790.2717 (C) (S) 
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California: Palo Alto Colorado: Colorado Springs New York: New Paltz Washington: Seattle 
The North Face, Holubar Mountaineering, Rock and Snow, North Face, 
383 University Ave., 94301 . 1776 W. Uintah, 80904. 44 Main Street, 12561. 4560 University Way N.E., 
Tel. 415.327.1563 (C) (M) (S) Tel. 303.634.5279 Tel. 914.255.1311 (S) 98105 

California: Riverside 
Tel. 206.633.4431 

Colorado: Denver New York: New York 
Riverside Ski and Sport, Holubar Mountaineering, Camp and Trail Outfitters, Washington: Seattle 
6744, Brockton Ave., 92506. 2490 S. Colorado Blvd., 80222. 21 Park Place, 10007. The North Face, 
Tel. 714.784.0205 (C) (S) Tel. 303.758.6366 Tel. 212.227.1760 (C) (M) 1023 1st Ave., 98104. 

Tel. 206.622.4111 
California: Riverside 

Colorado: Fort Collins Oregon: Independence Washington : Tacoma Sports Country Ltd., 
6422 Magnolia Ave., 92506. The Mountain Shop, Independence Mountaineering, Base Camp Supply, 
Tel. 714.683.2200 126 W. Laurel, 80521. 215 South Main, 97351 . 3730 South Pine, 98409. 

Tel. 303.493.5720 (M) Tel. 503.838.6475 (C) (M) (S) Tel. 206.472.4402 (C) (M) (S) 
California: San Bernardino 

Colorado: Lafayette Utah: Salt Lake City Wisconsin: Madison 
Sports Country Ltd., Erewhon Mountain Supply, 
222 North G Street, Suite B, Lowe Alpine Systems, Holubar Mountaineering 
92401. 802 South Public, 80026. 3975 S. Wasatch Blvd., 84117. State and Gorham, 53703. 

Tel. 714.825.2973 (C) (M) (S) Tel. 303.665.9220 (C) (M) (S) Tel. 801.272.9403 (C) (S) (M) Tel. 608.251.9059 (C) (M) (S) 

Colorado: Lakewood 
Wyoming: Cody 

California: San Diego Virginia: Bristol Sunlight Sports, 
Adventure 16 Inc., Holubar Mountaineering, Mountain Sports Ltd., 1323 Sheridan Ave., 82414 
4620 Alvardo Canyon Road, 11355 West 6th Ave., 80215. 1010 Commonwealth Ave., Tel. 307.587.9517 (C) (M) (S) 
92120. Tel. 714.283.2374. Tel. 303.238.7511 24201 

Tel. 703.466.8988 Wyoming: Jackson 

California: San Francisco Connecticut: West Hartford Teton Mountaineering, 

The North Face, Clapp and Treat, Washington: Bellevue Main Square, 

292 Winston Drive, 94132. 672 Farmington Ave., 06119. Marmot Mountain Works, (P.O. Box 1533), 83001. 

Tel. 415.665.6044 Tel. 203.236.0878 (C) (S) 827 Bellevue Way N.E., 98004. Tel. 307.733.3595 (C) (M) (S) 
Tel. 206.453.1515 Wyoming: Lander 

Massachusetts: Boston California: Sonora Eastern Mountain Sports, Washington: Leavenworth Popoagie Alpine Haus, 
Sonora Mountaineering, 1041 Commonwealth Ave. Der Sportsman 220 Main Street, 82520. 
173 South Washington, 95370. Tel. 617.254.4250 (C) (M) (S) 837 Front St. Tel. 307.332.7269 (C) (M) (S) 
Tel. 209.532.5621 (C) (S) Tel . 509.548.5623 Wyoming: Laramie 

Colorado: Boulder 
Massachusetts: Salem Rocky Mountaineering, 
Life Sports Washington: Seattle 211 Second Street, 82070 

The Boulder Mountaineer, East India Mall, 01970 Recreational Equipment Inc., Tel. 307.742.3191 (S) (C) 
1329 Broadway, 80302. Tel. 617.745.1135 (C) (M) (S) 1525 11th Avenue, 98122. 
Tel. 303.442.8355 (C) (M) (S) Tel. 206.323.8333 (C) (M) (S) & 

Colorado: Boulder 
N.H.: North Conway 
International Mountain Washington: Seattle 

Holubar Mountaineering, Equipment, Swallow's Nest, 
629-K S. Broadway, 80303. Main Street, 03860 3320 Meridian Ave., N., 98103. 
Tel. 303.499.1731 Tel. 603.356.5287 Tel. 206.633.0408 (M) (S) 
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